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Общая характеристика диссертации 

 

 

Актуальность темы. Информационные технологии стали неотъемлемой частью 

нашей жизни и широко применяются в различных сферах человеческой деятельности. 

Развитие методов машинного обучения и искусственного интеллекта позволило 

значительно улучшить качество разрабатываемых систем и расширить область их 

практического применения. В частности, значительное развитие получили такие 

системы человеко-машинного взаимодействия, как автоматизированные персональные 

помощники, основанные на речевом общении на естественном языке. Такие технологии 

позволяют упростить взаимодействие с информационными системами и сделать 

общение более удобным и естественным, понятным для каждого пользователя. С 

каждым днем появляются все более успешные коммерческие продукты, такие как 

голосовые ассистенты от крупных компаний Яндекс, Google, Apple, Amazon, Microsoft, 

Huawei и др., встроенные в смартфоны, телевизоры, умные колонки, а также 

интегрированные в системы умных домов. Такие технологии позволяют распознавать 

содержание речевого высказывания и интерпретировать его смысл для выполнения 

различных команд, поиска информации, а также поддержания разговора в 

развлекательных или обучающих целях.  

Однако речевой сигнал, помимо семантического содержания, обладает богатой 

паралингвистической информацией, отражающей различные аспекты как самого 

высказывания, так и говорящего: пол, возраст, эмоции, состояние здоровья, и так далее. 

Паралингвистическая окраска высказывания может частично либо полностью 

перекрывать его семантическое содержание, например, в случае сарказма, когда 

интонация высказывания полностью противоречит его содержанию. Этот факт 

обуславливает высокий интерес к сфере компьютерной паралингвистики в целом и 

распознавания эмоций в частности. Известно, что под влиянием эмоций речь человека 

может значительно варьироваться: ускоряется или замедляется темп речи, повышается 

или понижается интонация, искажается качество самого сигнала – может появиться 

дрожь или субтон в голосе, увеличиться придыхательность и паузы хезитации. Все эти 

характеристики значительно влияют на восприятие голосового сигнала 

автоматическими системами, которые нуждаются в соответствующей адаптации для 

сохранения точности и надежности распознавания речи.  

Системы автоматического распознавания эмоций по голосу находят широкое 

применение не только в персональных помощниках и системах распознавания речи, но 

так же и в других областях: голосовая биометрия (идентификация и верификация 
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пользователей), медицина (диагностика заболеваний и мониторинг состояния 

пациентов), предпринимательство (оценка удовлетворенности клиентов и мониторинг за 

качеством обслуживания), финансы (банковский скоринг и оценка платежеспособностей 

клиентов, маркетинговые исследования), онлайн-обучение (мониторинг вовлеченности 

студентов), «умные окружения» (адаптация к эмоциональному поведению 

пользователей) и др. 

Актуальность научных разработок в области компьютерной паралингвистики 

также подтверждается многочисленными публикациями в топовых международных 

журналах и трудах конференций, посвященных данной тематике, ежегодными 

соревнованиями по распознаванию различных паралингвистических феноменов и 

явлений, в том числе эмоций. Анализ динамики популярности информационных 

запросов в сети Интернет по теме автоматического распознавания эмоций показывает 

стабильный рост, начиная с 2010-х годов.   

Существующие на данный момент решения для автоматического распознавания 

эмоций по речевым сигналам, реализованные в конечных продуктах, имеют два 

значительных ограничения: они зависят от условий применения и ориентируются на 

распознавание изолированных фраз. В диссертации предлагаются подходы к решению 

вышеобозначенных проблем. 

Степень разработанности темы исследования. На сегодняшний день 

существуют множество разработанных систем, предназначенных для автоматического 

распознавания коротких фраз, записанных в условиях студийной записи с помощью 

актеров. Однако естественная речь значительно отличается от речи, записанной в 

лабораторных условиях. Кроме того, на результат распознавания влияет множество 

внешних факторов, таких как условия записи, оборудование, акустический шум и др. 

Большинство экспериментальных исследований ограничивается оценкой системы на 

одном или нескольких выбранных корпусах, при этом нет гарантии того, что система 

сохранит высокую точность и стабильность распознавания при ее применении в 

реальных условиях (“in-the-wild)”. В настоящее время использование диалоговой 

контекстной информации и адаптации данных для применения в различных 

акустических условиях в системах распознавания эмоций является слабо проработанным 

аспектом, что тормозит развитие научной области в целом и интеграцию имеющихся 

разработок в коммерческие продукты, в частности. 

Целью исследования является повышение точности и стабильности 

распознавания эмоциональных состояний в диалоговой речи с учетом акустических и 

лингвистических признаков как самого диктора, так и его собеседника в различных 

акустических условиях. 

 Для достижения данной цели в рамках диссертации были поставлены и решены 

следующие задачи: 

1. анализ предметной области и аналитический обзор современных методов и 

подходов к моделированию эмоциональных состояний, сбору речевых корпусов 

эмоциональной речи, а также непрерывной и дискретной аннотации данных;  

2. исследование и анализ современных методов машинного обучения, 

классификации и оценки эффективности полученных результатов, используемых 

для распознавания эмоций дикторов путем акустического, лингвистического, а 

также бимодального моделирования речевого сигнала;  

3. дизайн и планирование экспериментального окружения, в том числе сбор 

речевых баз данных эмоционально окрашенной речи на разных языках (русский, 

английский, немецкий), дополнительных лингвистических ресурсов в виде 



тональных словарей, а также подготовка необходимого программного 

обеспечения; 

4. разработка и исследование методов иерархического распознавания эмоций по 

акустическим характеристикам в диалоговой речи с учетом эмоционального 

состояния собеседника и доменной адаптации данных; 

5. разработка и исследование методов извлечения компактных представлений 

лингвистических признаков из текста (транскрипций) эмоциональных 

высказываний и последующее распознавание тональности текста; 

6. разработка и исследование методов объединения лингвистических и 

акустических признаков для бимодального моделирования речевых 

высказываний с целью распознавания эмоциональных состояний диктора; 

7. проведение экспериментальных исследований и количественная оценка 

предложенных методов на различных речевых базах данных, в том числе оценка 

эффективности одно- и бимодальных методов распознавания эмоций в условиях 

функционирования, максимально приближенных к реальным.  

Объектом исследования являются эмоциональные проявления в речевых аудио 

сигналах. 

Предметом исследования являются методы извлечения и представления 

акустических и лингвистических признаков, доменной адаптации данных, 

распознавания образов и машинного обучения, моделирования контекста при 

автоматическом распознавании эмоций человека по речи. 

Методы исследования. В диссертации применялись методы цифровой 

обработки сигналов, статистического анализа многомерных данных, корпусной 

лингвистики, распознавания образов, машинного обучения, глубокого обучения 

нейросетевых архитектур. 

Основные положения, выносимые на защиту: 

1. Метод извлечения компактных представлений лингвистических признаков для 

распознавания эмоциональных состояний диктора по транскрипции его 

высказываний. 

Соответствует п. 6 специальности: «Разработка методов, языков и моделей 

человеко-машинного общения; разработка методов и моделей распознавания, 

понимания и синтеза речи, принципов и методов извлечения данных из текстов 

на естественном языке.» 

2. Метод объединения предложенных лингвистических и акустических признаков 

для бимодального моделирования речевых высказываний с целью распознавания 

эмоциональных состояний диктора. 

Соответствует п. 7 специальности: «Разработка методов распознавания 

образов, фильтрации, распознавания и синтеза изображений, решающих правил. 

Моделирование формирования эмпирического знания.» 

3. Метод иерархического анализа речевых высказываний и распознавания эмоций в 

диалоговой речи с совместным моделированием акустического контекста как 

самого говорящего, так и его собеседника, а также применением доменной 

адаптации данных для увеличения количества обучающих данных за счет 

привлечения дополнительных корпусов во время обучения. 

Соответствует п 5. специальности «Разработка и исследование моделей и 

алгоритмов анализа данных, обнаружения закономерностей в данных и их 

извлечениях разработка и исследование методов и алгоритмов анализа текста, 

устной речи и изображений.» 



 

Научная новизна диссертации отражена в следующих пунктах: 

1. разработан метод извлечения компактных представлений лингвистических 

признаков как альтернатива сложным дистрибутивным представлениям, 

отличающийся высокой дискриминативной способностью и упрощающий 

обучение моделей на малых объемах данных; 

2. разработан метод объединения предложенных лингвистических и 

акустических признаков речи для бимодального распознавания эмоций, 

отличающийся использованием дополнительных категорий сентимента для 

повышения стабильности классификации в различных акустических 

условиях; 

3. разработан метод иерархического анализа речевых высказываний и 

распознавания эмоций в диалоговой речи, отличающийся повышенной 

точностью и стабильностью распознавания за счет совместного 

моделированием акустического контекста как самого говорящего, так и его 

собеседника, а также применения доменной адаптации данных для 

увеличения количества обучающих данных из дополнительных корпусов во 

время обучения.   

 Практическая значимость работы заключается в повышении точности 

автоматического распознавания эмоциональных состояний диктора по речевым 

высказываниям в условиях функционирования, максимально приближенных к реальным 

за счет использования методик, разработанных в ходе диссертационного исследования, 

в том числе бимодального моделирования акустических и лингвистических 

характеристик, иерархической структуры анализа контекста, а также доменной 

адаптации для увеличения количества обучающих данных. Разработанные методы 

позволяют приблизить использование автоматических систем распознавания эмоций в 

условиях реальной жизни, так как они обладают не только высокой эффективностью, но 

и компактностью, а также универсальностью за счет применения доменной адаптации 

данных, позволяющей использовать предложенные методы в различных акустических 

условиях. Помимо этого, предложенный метод бимодального распознавания эмоций 

эффективно справляется с пропущенным значениями в одной из модальностей, которые 

могут иметь негативное влияние на качество распознавания при технических неполадках 

в оборудовании и в условиях чрезмерного акустического шума.  

 Достоверность научных положений, выводов и практических рекомендаций, 

полученных в рамках данной диссертационной работы, подтверждается корректным 

обоснованием постановок задач, точной формулировкой критериев, компьютерным 

моделированием, результатами экспериментальных исследований, представленных на 

ведущих международных и российских конференциях, а также нашедших отражение в 

18 публикациях в научных журналах и изданиях, индексируемых Scopus, Web of Science, 

РИНЦ, а также в отдельной главе в коллективной монографии; 2 программах для ЭВМ 

и патенте РФ на изобретение. 

 Апробация результатов исследования. Результаты исследования 

представлялись для обсуждения на следующих международных и российских научных 

конференциях: Annual Conference of the International Speech Communication Association 

(INTERSPEECH 2018, 2020); IEEE International Conference on Acoustics, Speech and Signal 

Processing (ICASSP 2019); International Conference on Speech and Computer (SPECOM 

2020); Workshop on Bridging Social Sciences and AI for Understanding Child Behavior (ICMI 

WoCBU 2020); Artificial Intelligence and Natural Language Conference (AINL 2018);  



International Conference on R. Piotrowski's Readings in Language Engineering and Applied 

Linguistics (PRLEAL 2019); Информационные технологии в управлении (ИТУ 2018); 

Междисциплинарный семинар Анализ разговорной русской речи (АРЗ-2019); Конгресс 

молодых ученых (КМУ 2018); Научная и учебно-методическая конференция 

Университета ИТМО (2018).  

Внедрение результатов работы. Результаты диссертационной работы были 

внедрены в учебный процесс Университета ИТМО — курс «Распознавание речи», а 

также использовались при проведении прикладных научных исследований:  

1. НИР, выполняемая в рамках Университета ИТМО, на тему «Методы, модели и 

технологии искусственного интеллекта в биоинформатике, социальных медиа, 

киберфизических, биометрических и речевых системах» (проект 5-100) №718574. 

2. НИР, выполняемая в рамках Университета ИТМО, на тему «Разработка и 

исследование методов и алгоритмов распознавания эмоционального и 

психофизического состояния человека по многомодальным данным» №616029. 

3. НИР, выполняемая в рамках Университета ИТМО, на тему «Исследование 

методов и алгоритмов многомодальных биометрических и речевых систем» 

(проект 5-100) № 713554. 

4. Huawei Innovation Research Program “Dialogue Emotion Detection Based on Context 

Information” 

Личный вклад автора состоит в проведении запланированных в 

диссертационной работе теоретических и экспериментальных исследованиях. Выполнен 

аналитический обзор относящихся к рассматриваемой теме современных подходов, в 

том числе извлечения акустических и лингвистических признаков, представления 

признаков, доменной адаптации данных, моделирования контекста в спонтанных и 

импровизированных диалогах, распознавания образов и машинного обучения. На основе 

проведенного анализа предложены, разработаны и исследованы методы бимодального 

представления акустических и лингвистических характеристик речи, методы 

иерархического анализа речевых высказываний для моделирования акустического 

эмоционального контекста, способ применения доменной адаптации данных. Проведены 

эксперименты, подтверждающие эффективность предложенных методов.  

Структура и объем диссертации. Диссертационная работа состоит из введения, 

шести глав, заключения и списка литературы.  Материал изложен на 165 страницах, 

включает 27 таблиц, 52 рисунка и схем. В список использованных источников входит 

220 наименований. 

Публикации. По теме диссертации было опубликовано 18 научных работ, в том 

числе 11 статей опубликованы в изданиях из баз данных Scopus и Web of Science, 6 статей 

опубликованы в изданиях, индексированных в системе РИНЦ, 1 глава в коллективной 

монографии. Помимо этого, имеется 2 свидетельства о государственной регистрации 

программ для ЭВМ, получен патент на изобретение. 

В научных журналах и изданиях, входящих в международные реферативные базы 

данных Scopus и Web of Science: 

1. Verkholyak O., Dvoynikova A., Karpov A. A Bimodal Approach for Speech 

Emotion Recognition using Audio and Text // Journal of Internet Services and 

Information Security, 2021, Vol. 11, No. 1, pp. 80-96 

2. Verkholyak O., Dresvyanskiy D., Dvoynikova A., Kotov D.O., Ryumina E., 

Величко А., Mamontov D., Minker W., Karpov A. Ensemble-within-ensemble 

classification for escalation prediction from speech // Proceedings of the Annual 



Conference of the International Speech Communication Association 

(INTERSPEECH), 2021, pp. 481-485 

3. Verkholyak O., Kaya H., Karpov A. Modelling short-term and long-term 

dependencies of the speech signal for paralinguistic emotion classification // Труды 

СПИИРАН [SPIIRAS Proceedings], 2019, Vol. 18, No. 1(62), pp. 30-56 

4. Verkholyak O., Fedotov D., Kaya H., Zhang Y., Karpov A. Hierarchical Two-level 

Modelling of Emotional States in Spoken Dialog Systems // Proceedings of IEEE 

International Conference on Acoustics, Speech and Signal Processing (ICASSP), 

2019, pp. 6700-6704 

5. Verkholyak O., Karpov A. Combined Feature Representation for Emotion 

Classification from Russian Speech // Communications in Computer and 

Information Science, 2018, Vol. 789, pp. 68-73 

6. Sogancioglu G., Verkholyak O., Kaya H., Fedotov D., Cadee T., Salah A., Karpov 

A. Is Everything Fine, Grandma? Acoustic and Linguistic Modeling for Robust 

Elderly Speech Emotion Recognition // Proceedings of the Annual Conference of 

the International Speech Communication Association (INTERSPEECH), 2020, pp. 

2097-2101 

7. Kaya H., Verkholyak O., Markitantov M., Karpov A. Combining Clustering and 

Functionals based Acoustic Feature Representations for Classification of Baby 

Sounds // ICMI 2020 Companion - Companion Publication of the 2020 International 

Conference on Multimodal Interaction (WoCBU), 2020, pp. 509-513 

8. Dvoynikova A., Verkholyak O., Karpov A. Emotion Recognition and Sentiment 

Analysis of Extemporaneous Speech Transcriptions in Russian // Lecture Notes in 

Computer Science (including subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and 

Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics), 2020, Vol. 12335 LNAI, pp. 136-144 

9. Dvoynikova A., Verkholyak O., Karpov A. Analytical review of methods for 

identifying emotions in text data // CEUR Workshop Proceedings, 2020, Vol. 2552, 

pp. 8-21 

10. Kaya H., Fedotov D., Yesilkanat A., Verkholyak O., Zhang Y., Karpov A. LSTM 

based Cross-corpus and Cross-task Acoustic Emotion Recognition // Proceedings of 

the Annual Conference of the International Speech Communication Association 

(INTERSPEECH), 2018, pp. 521-525 

11. Ryumina E., Verkholyak O., Karpov A. Annotation Confidence vs. Training Sample 

Size: Trade-off Solution for Partially Continuous Categorical Emotion Recognition 

// Proceedings of the Annual Conference of the International Speech 

Communication Association (INTERSPEECH), 2021, pp. 3690-3694 

 

В научных журналах и изданиях, входящих в Российский индекс научного цитирования 

(РИНЦ): 

12. Двойникова А.А., Верхоляк О.В., Карпов А.А. Сентимент-анализ разговорной 

речи при помощи метода, основанного на тональных словарях // Альманах 

научных работ молодых ученых Университета ИТМО - 2020. - Т. 3. - С. 75-80 

13. Двойникова А.А., Верхоляк О.В., Карпов А.А. Сентимент-анализ разговорной 

речи при помощи метода, основанного на тональных словарях // Альманах 

научных работ молодых ученых Университета ИТМО -2020. - Т. 3. - С. 75-80 

14.  Федотов Д.В., Верхоляк О.В., Карпов А.А. Контекстное непрерывное 

распознавание эмоций в русской речи с использованием рекуррентных 



нейронных сетей // Анализ разговорной русской речи (АРЗ-2019): труды 

восьмого междисциплинарного семинара - 2019. - С. 96-99 

15. Верхоляк О.В. Аналитический обзор информационного обеспечения для 

автоматического определения тональности русскоязычных текстов // 

Информационные технологии в управлении (ИТУ-2018): материалы 11-й 

конференции по проблемам управления (Санкт-Петербург, 2-4 октября 2018г.) 

- 2018. - С. 548-553 

16. Верхоляк О.В. Моделирование временных зависимостей с помощью LSTM в 

задаче распознавания эмоций по голосу // Альманах научных работ молодых 

ученых Университета ИТМО - 2018. - Т. 2. - С. 168-170 

17. Верхоляк О.В. Моделирование временного контекста для распознавания 

эмоций в диалоговой речи // Сборник трудов VII конгресса молодых ученых 

(Санкт-Петербург, 17-20апреля 2018г.) - 2018. - Т. 2. - С. 15-19 

 

Глава в монографии: 

18. Верхоляк О.В., Карпов А.А. Глава «Название» в коллективной монографии 

«Голосовой портрет ребенка с  типичным и  атипичным развитием» / Е. Е. 

Ляксо, О. В. Фролова, С. В. Гречаный, Ю. Н. Матвеев, О. В. Верхоляк, А. А. 

Карпов; под ред. Е. Е. Ляксо, О. В. Фроловой. — СПб.: Издательско-

полиграфическая ассоциация высших учебных заведений, 2020. — 204 с. 
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Во введении формулируются актуальность, цели и задачи диссертационного 

исследования, рассматриваются сферы практического применения систем 

автоматического распознавания эмоций по речевому сигналу. Приводятся основы 

компьютерной паралингвистики, контекстного моделирования, доменной адаптации 

данных. Перечисляются положения, выносимые на защиту.  

Во второй главе представлены теоретические концепции, связанные с эмоциями, 

которые призваны ответить на следующие вопросы: что такое эмоции, какие типы 

эмоций существуют и как мы можем описать эмоции? Эти вопросы важны, поскольку 

большинство современных подходов к машинному обучению основаны на данных; они 

сильно зависят от типа данных, которые они используют для обучения. Поэтому мы 

представляем определение эмоций, классификацию различных подходов к описанию и 

пониманию эмоций, различные методы моделирования эмоций. Чтобы облегчить 

лучшее понимание данных, используемых в текущей диссертации, очень подробно 

описан процесс сбора и аннотирования эмоциональных речевых образцов. Обсуждаем 

преимущества и недостатки различных типов эмоциональной речи: действующей, 

индуцированной и естественной. Мы также объясняем концепцию аннотации эмоций на 

разных уровнях (уровень высказывания или уровень фрейма) и даем краткое изложение 

всех проблем, связанных с каждым подходом к классификации эмоций. 

В третьей главе представлены теоретические основы общих принципов 

машинного обучения, относящихся к текущему исследованию, которые включают 

извлечение функций, классификацию и оценку производительности. Мы определяем 

основные компоненты общей системы классификации, определяем конкретные 

требования к системам распознавания речевых эмоций и обеспечиваем понимание 

внутренней работы алгоритмов, используемых в текущем исследовании. Мы также 

обсуждаем важные концепции обобщения и переобучения, а также различные 

инструменты для предотвращения переобучения, такие как сокращение пространства 

функций, ограничение размера обучаемых параметров, регуляризация и выпадение. 

Наконец, в конце каждого раздела представлены последние тенденции и современные 

подходы к аффективным вычислениям. 

В четвертой главе представлены данные и инструменты, использованные в 

исследованиях. Описаны четыре корпуса эмоционально окрашенной речи: IEMOCAP, 

CreativeIT (английский), RAMAS (русский), USoMS-e (немецкий), 2 из которых имеют 

аналогичную диалоговую структуру. Для каждого корпуса мы предоставляем описание 

процесса сбора и аннотации данных, информацию о докладчиках и условиях записи. 

Приведена различная статистика по количеству выборок, распределению 



эмоциональных категорий. Кроме того, мы обсуждаем два словаря настроений, их 

структуру и метод создания, а также связанную статистику. Наконец, описаны 

программные средства, используемые в ходе работы над диссертацией. 

В пятой главе представлен метод иерархического анализа речевых высказываний 

для моделирования эмоционального контекста как самого говорящего, так и его 

собеседника, а также метод использования предметной адаптации для увеличения 

объема обучающих данных за счет привлечения дополнительных корпусов во время 

обучения. Предлагаемый метод позволяет использовать больше данных для обучения за 

счет применения метода адаптации данных, основанного на последовательном 

применении анализа главных компонент (PCA) и канонического корреляционного 

анализа (CCA), а также применять метод в система распознавания эмоций в различных 

акустических условиях без потери качества распознавания. 

На рисунке 1 представлена общая схема предлагаемого метода. DB1 – это база 

данных с интерактивной структурой и разметкой на уровне операторов. DB2 – это 

дополнительная база данных, используемая для обучения моделей на уровне персонала. 

Адаптация данных используется во избежание негативного влияния несовпадения 

условий акустической записи BD1 и BD2. 

 

 
Рисунок 1 – Метод иерархического анализа речевых высказываний и 

распознавания эмоций в диалоговой речи с совместным моделированием акустического 

контекста как самого говорящего, так и его собеседника, а также применением 

доменной адаптации данных для увеличения количества обучающих данных за счет 

привлечения дополнительных корпусов во время обучения. 

 

 



Контекст эмоциональных проявлений анализируется на двух уровнях: 

личностном и диалогическом. На личном уровне LSTM обучается на уровне персонала 

и производит прогнозы проявления эмоций для каждого пользователя в независимом 

порядке. Далее, на уровне диалога, другой уровень LSTM обучается моделировать 

взаимодействие двух собеседников и их влияние на эмоциональное состояние друг 

друга. 

Адаптация домена выгодна во многих отношениях. Во-первых, он позволяет 

использовать дополнительные обучающие данные из разных корпусов, эффективно 

увеличивая размер обучающих данных. Во-вторых, это позволяет тестировать систему в 

кросс-корпусной настройке, что важно для оценки системы и дальнейшего 

использования в реальных сценариях. В-третьих, предлагаемый метод адаптации 

предметной области также имеет эффект уменьшения размерности, что почти всегда 

полезно для предотвращения переобучения модели на небольших корпусах. 

Эффективность предложенного метода была показана в ходе экспериментальных 

исследований на базе данных IEMOCAP с использованием дополнительных обучающих 

данных из корпуса CreativeIT. Результаты экспериментов показывают, что с помощью 

предложенных методов можно не только повысить среднее значение точности 

распознавания на выборках данных с перекрестной проверкой, но и снизить стандартное 

отклонение между этими выборками, что доказывает не только эффективность, но и 

стабильность обучения системы распознавания на различных наборах данных. 

Результаты классификации представлены в таблице 1. 

 

Таблица 1. Эффективность (UAR, %) предложенных методов иерархического 

распознавания эмоций в диалоговой речи в сравнении с базовой системой. 

 Базовое 

значение 

+ адаптация + контекст + адаптация + 

контекст 

Arousal 46.5±7.3 57.8±7.0 68.2±8.9 76.3±1.9 

Valence 50.0±8.2 56.4±5.9 57.3±9.5 65.1±3.1 

 

Как видно из таблицы 1, предлагаемая система обеспечивает не только более 

высокое среднее значение UAR по кросс-валидационным выборкам, но и более низкое 

стандартное отклонение. Несколько работ, посвященных иерархическому контекстному 

моделированию эмоций, стали базой для сравнения эффективности предложенного 

метода. 

В шестой главе представлен метод представления лингвистических 

характеристик речи, в том числе метод компактного представления лингвистических 

признаков с целью автоматического распознавания эмоционального содержания 

высказывания. Данный метод представляет собой статистический подход, основанный 

на машинном переводе и тональных словарях (Рисунок 2).  

Предложенный метод обладает следующими достоинствами: универсальность, 

компактность, высокая интерпретируемость, требуется небольшое количество данных 

для обучения. В то же время ограничением метода является зависимость от длины 

высказывания: если фраза слишком короткая, собрать достаточное количество 

статистической информации будет проблематично.  

 



 
Рисунок 2 – Схема предложенного метода представления лингвистических 

признаков с использованием машинного перевода и тональных словарей. 

 

Проведены экспериментальные исследования, подтверждающие эффективность 

представленного метода на речевой базе данных USoMS-e, которая была получена в ходе 

участия в международном соревновании INTERSPEECH ComParE-2020 по направлению 

автоматического распознавания эмоций людей старшего поколения. Результаты 

показывают превосходство предложенного метода представления лингвистических 

признаков по сравнению с другими известными методами в литературе, в том числе TF-

IDF, FastText, признаки полярности и BERT. Применение предложенного метода в 

разработанной системе распознавания эмоций позволило нам занять 1-е место в данном 

направлении соревнования, что доказывает его эффективность по сравнению с другими 

методами. Сравнение эффективности представленного метода с другими участниками 

соревнования, в том числе с организаторами конкурса, представлено на рисунке 3.  

Хотя исходный текст был на немецком языке, функции на основе словаря 

английского языка (SentiWordNet) работали лучше, чем немецкого языка (SentiWS). Это 

можно объяснить большим размером и более богатой структурой SentiWordNet. 

Исследование влияния трех этапов предварительной обработки (теги POS, лемматизация 

и отрицание) на общую производительность системы показало, что использование тегов 

POS позволяет повысить качество классификации. Использование крайних уровней 

лемматизации (отсутствие лемматизации и полное применение лемматизации) 

отрицательно сказывается на эффективности; предлагаемая схема частичной 

лемматизации лучше всего работает в данных условиях. Отрицание оценок настроений 

на основе отрицательных частиц («нет», «не», «никогда» и т. д.) приводит к 

незначительному улучшению; это указывает на то, что процесс простого изменения 

знака является адекватной процедурой для отрицания, однако могут потребоваться более 

сложные процедуры, чтобы увидеть его эффекты. 

Как ручные, так и машинные транскрипции на языке оригинала (немецком) были 

предоставлены авторами баз данных; мы использовали оба типа транскрипции для 

сравнения эффективности предлагаемых методов. Это сравнение важно, поскольку с 

точки зрения эксплуатации ручные записи не будут доступны при тестировании системы 

на новых данных. Результаты показали, что эффективность классификации при 

использовании машинной транскрипции падает в среднем на 3-5 \%; для некоторых 

конфигураций системы, обученной на машинной транскрипции, классификация 

выполняются наравне с системами, обученными на ручных транскрипциях. 

 



 
 

Рисунок 3 – Сравнение эффективности (UAR, %) предложенного метода с 

другими участниками соревнования ComParE-2020. 

 

В седьмой главе описывается метод объединения акустических и 

лингвистических признаков речи с целью повышения качества и стабильности 

автоматического распознавания 7 эмоциональных состояний дикторов: злость, счастье, 

грусть, страх, отвращение, удивление и нейтральное состояние. При этом используется 

лингвистическое моделирование сразу двух родственных понятий: эмоций и сентимента 

высказываний. Общая схема предложенного метода объединения показана на рисунке 4.  

При объединении акустических и лингвистических признаков речи происходит 

слияние результатов на уровне принятия решений с помощью взвешенной суммы 

вероятностей, полученных в ходе независимого моделирования акустических и 

лингвистических характеристик высказывания. Для проецирования понятий сентимента 

на эмоциональные категории используется модель аффективных проявлений Рассела. 

Экспериментальные исследования проводятся на базе данных русской эмоциональной 

речи RAMAS на нескольких уровнях согласованности аннотаторов. Результаты 

экспериментов показывают, что для достижения наилучшей точности автоматического 

распознавания эмоций целесообразно использовать всю доступную информацию, в том 

числе о сентименте высказывания.  

Результаты акустического моделирования 7 эмоциональных категорий для 4-го и 

5-го уровня согласованности аннотаторов показаны в таблицах 2 и 3. Оптимальным 

методом нормализации по результатам исследований определен метод z-нормализации 

данных, который предполагает приведение всех признаков к нулевому среднему и 

единичному стандартному отклонению. Помимо этого, было показано, что 

использование метода главных компонент позволяет улучшить эффективность 

классификации за счет уменьшения признакового пространства и декорреляции его 

компонентов.  

 



 
Рисунок 4 – Схема предложенного метода объединения акустических и 

лингвистических признаков речи на уровне принятия решений. 

 

Результаты текстового моделирования трех категорий сентимента на 4-м уровне 

согласованности аннотации показаны в таблице 4. Можно увидеть, что метод 

векторизации Word2Vec в сочетании с логистической регрессией (LR) дает наилучшие 

результаты распознавания в сравнении с другими методами классификации, такими как 

случайный лес (RF) и наивный Байес (NB). Методы векторизации FastText и BERT также 

оказались менее эффективными в данной задаче. Наилучший результат классификации 

3 категорий сентимента на 4-м уровне согласованности аннотации составил 90.11% в 

терминах невзвешенной средней полноты классификации.  

 

Таблица 2. Результаты распознавания (UAR, %) по аудио 7 эмоциональных 

категорий на 4-м уровне согласованности аннотации.  

Система IS10 paraling IS13 ComParE 

Baseline 23.02 14.23 

Min-Max 39.27 40.90 

Z-normalization 43.39 48.09 

Z-normalization + PCA 44.17 49.48 

Min-Max + PCA 41.45 44.29 

 

Таблица 3. Результаты распознавания (UAR, %) по аудио 7 эмоциональных 

категорий на 5-м уровне согласованности аннотации.  

Система IS10 paraling IS13 ComParE 

Baseline 26.62 13.23 

Min-Max 41.79 32.34 

Z-normalization 44.13 36.95 

Z-normalization + PCA 44.44 40.01 

Min-Max + PCA 43.74 35.76 



Таблица 4. Результаты распознавания (UAR, %) по тексту 3 категорий сентимента 

на 4-м уровне согласованности аннотации.  

System RF LR NB 

Word2Vec 74.91 90.11 76.13 

FastText 83.05 82.54 74.89 

BERT 68.98 80.61 49.21 

 

Результаты бимодального распознавания 7 эмоциональных категорий показаны 

на рисунках 5 и 6. Наилучшая точность распознавания в терминах UAR достигается при 

значении коэффициентов взвешивания 𝛼 = 0.7 и 𝛽=0.3 на 4-м уровне согласованности, 𝛼 

= 0.8 и 𝛽=0.2 на 5-м уровне согласованности аннотаторов.  

 

 
 

Рисунок 5. Результаты бимодального распознавания (UAR, %) 7 категорий эмоций на 4-

м уровне согласованности аннотаторов. 

 

 
 

Рисунок 6. Результаты бимодального распознавания (UAR, %) 7 категорий эмоций на 5-

м уровне согласованности аннотаторов. 

 



В заключении приведены основные результаты диссертационного исследования 

и сделаны обобщающие выводы, приведены возможные направления улучшения 

разработанной системы распознавания эмоциональных состояний дикторов. 

 

Заключение 

 

Цель диссертационного исследования, заключающаяся в повышении точности и 

стабильности распознавания эмоциональных состояний в диалоговой речи с учетом 

акустических и лингвистических признаков как самого диктора, так и его собеседника в 

различных акустических условиях, достигнута. 

В рамках данной диссертационной работы были получены следующие основные 

теоретические и практические результаты: 

1. разработан метод извлечения компактных представлений лингвистических 

признаков как альтернатива сложным дистрибутивным представлениям, 

отличающийся высокой дискриминативной способностью и упрощающий 

обучение моделей на малых объемах данных; 

2. разработан метод объединения предложенных лингвистических и акустических 

признаков для бимодального моделирования речевых высказываний с целью 

распознавания эмоциональных состояний диктора; 

3. разработан метод иерархического анализа речевых высказываний и 

распознавания эмоций в диалоговой речи с совместным моделированием 

акустического контекста как самого говорящего, так и его собеседника, а также 

применением доменной адаптации данных для увеличения количества 

обучающих данных за счет привлечения дополнительных корпусов во время 

обучения; 

4. проведены экспериментальные исследования и получены результаты 

количественной оценки предложенных методов, доказывающие их 

эффективность. Проведен сравнительный анализ полученных результатов с 

другими передовыми исследованиями.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Synopsis 

 

 

 

General thesis summary 

 

Relevance of the chosen topic. Information technologies have become an integral part 

of our life and are widely used in various spheres of human activity. The development of 

machine learning and artificial intelligence methods has made it possible to significantly 

improve the quality of the systems being developed and expand the area of their practical 

application. In particular, such systems of human-machine interaction as automated personal 

assistants based on speech communication in natural language have received significant 

development. Such technologies make it possible to simplify interaction with information 

systems and make communication more convenient and natural, understandable for each user. 

Every day, more and more successful commercial products appear, such as voice assistants 

from large companies Yandex, Google, Apple, Amazon, Microsoft, Huawei, etc., built into 

smartphones, TVs, smart speakers, as well as integrated into smart home systems. Such 

technologies make it possible to recognize the content of a speech utterance and interpret its 

meaning in order to execute various commands, search for information, and also maintain a 

conversation for entertainment or educational purposes. 

However, the speech signal, in addition to semantic content, has rich paralinguistic 

information reflecting various aspects of both the utterance itself and the speaker: gender, age, 

emotions, health status, and so on. The paralinguistic coloring of an utterance can partially or 

completely overlap its semantic content, for example, in the case of sarcasm, when the 

intonation of the utterance completely contradicts its content. This fact determines the high 

interest in the field of computational paralinguistics in general and emotion recognition in 

particular. It is known that under the influence of emotions, a person's speech can vary 

significantly: the rate of speech accelerates or slows down, the intonation rises or falls, the 

quality of the signal itself is distorted – a tremor or subtone may appear in the voice, aspiration 

and pauses in hesitation may increase. All these characteristics significantly affect the 

perception of the voice signal by automatic systems, which need to be adapted accordingly to 

maintain the accuracy and reliability of speech recognition. 

Systems for automatic recognition of emotions by voice are widely used not only in 

personal assistants and speech recognition systems, but also in other areas: voice biometrics 

(identification and verification of users), medicine (diagnosis of diseases and monitoring of 

patients' status), entrepreneurship (assessment of satisfaction customers and monitoring the 

quality of service), finance (bank scoring and assessment of customer solvency, marketing 

research), online training (monitoring student engagement), “smart environments” (adaptation 

to the emotional behavior of users), etc. 

The relevance of scientific developments in the field of computer paralinguistics is also 

confirmed by numerous publications in top international journals and conference proceedings 
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devoted to this topic, annual competitions in the recognition of various paralinguistic 

phenomena and phenomena, including emotions. Analysis of the dynamics of the popularity of 

information queries on the Internet on the topic of automatic emotion recognition shows a 

steady growth since the 2010s.  

Currently existing solutions for automatic recognition of emotions from speech signals, 

implemented in final products, have two significant limitations: they depend on the conditions 

of use and are focused on the recognition of isolated phrases. The dissertation proposes 

approaches to solving the above problems.  

The degree of elaboration of the research topic. Today, there are many developed 

systems designed to automatically recognize short phrases recorded in a studio recording with 

the help of actors. However, natural speech differs significantly from speech recorded in a 

laboratory setting. In addition, the recognition result is influenced by many external factors, 

such as recording conditions, equipment, acoustic noise, etc. Most experimental studies are 

limited to evaluating the system on one or several selected housings, while there is no guarantee 

that the system will retain high recognition accuracy and stability. when applied in real 

conditions (“in-the-wild)”. At present, the use of interactive contextual information and data 

adaptation for use in various acoustic conditions in emotion recognition systems is a poorly 

developed aspect, which hinders the development of the scientific field in general and the 

integration of existing developments into commercial products, in particular. 

The goal of the thesis is to improve the accuracy and stability of recognition of emotional 

states in dialogue speech, taking into account the acoustic and linguistic features of both the 

speaker himself and his interlocutor in various acoustic conditions. 

 In order to achieve the goal in the framework of the thesis, the following objectives have 

been established: 

Objective 1: analysis of the research area and analytical review of modern methods and 

approaches to modeling emotional states, collecting emotional speech corpora, annotating 

speech corpora on continuous and discrete scales; 

Objective 2: research and analysis of modern methods of machine learning, classification 

and evaluation of the effectiveness of the obtained results, used to recognize the emotions of 

speakers by means of acoustic, linguistic, and also bimodal modeling of speech signals; 

Objective 3: design and planning of the experimental environment, including the 

collection of speech databases of emotionally colored speech in different languages (Russian, 

English, German), additional linguistic resources in the form of tonal dictionaries, as well as 

preparation of the necessary software; 

Objective 4: research and development of methods for hierarchical recognition of 

emotions by acoustic characteristics in dialog speech, taking into account emotional states of 

an interlocutor and domain adaptation of data; 

Objective 5: research and development of methods for extracting compact 

representations of linguistic features from text (transcriptions) of emotional statements and 

subsequent recognition of the text sentiment; 

Objective 6: research and development of methods for combining linguistic and acoustic 

features for bimodal modeling of speech utterances in order to recognize emotional states of a 

speaker; 

Objective 7: experimental research and quantitative assessment of the proposed methods 

on various speech databases, including the assessment of the effectiveness of uni- and bimodal 

methods for recognizing emotions in operation conditions as close as possible to real-life 

scenarios; 

 



The research object of the thesis is emotional manifestations in speech audio signals. 

The research subject of the research is methods for extracting and presenting acoustic 

and linguistic features, domain adaptation of data, pattern recognition and machine learning, 

context modeling for automatic recognition of human emotions by speech. 

Research methods. The dissertation used methods of digital signal processing, statistical 

analysis of multidimensional data, corpus linguistics, pattern recognition, machine learning, 

deep learning of neural network architectures. 

Assertions that are presented for defense: 

1. The method of extracting compact representations of linguistic features for 

recognizing the emotional states of the speaker by the transcription of his statements. 

Corresponds to item 6 of the specialty: “Development of methods, languages and models of 

human-machine communication; development of methods and models for recognition, 

understanding and synthesis of speech, principles and methods for extracting data from natural 

language texts. " 

2. The method of combining the proposed linguistic and acoustic features for bimodal 

modeling of speech utterances in order to recognize the emotional states of the speaker. 

Corresponds to clause 7 of the specialty: “Development of methods for pattern recognition, 

filtering, recognition and synthesis of images, decision rules. Modeling the formation of 

empirical knowledge. " 

3. The method of hierarchical analysis of speech utterances and recognition of emotions 

in dialog speech with joint modeling of the acoustic context of both the speaker himself and his 

interlocutor, as well as the use of domain data adaptation to increase the amount of training data 

by attracting additional corpora during training. Corresponds to clause 5. of the specialty 

"Development and research of models and algorithms for data analysis, detection of patterns 

in data and their extractions; development and research of methods and algorithms for 

analyzing text, speech and images." 

The scientific novelty of the thesis is reflected in the following: 

1. a method for extracting compact representations of linguistic features has been 

developed as an alternative to complex distributive representations, characterized by high 

discriminative ability and simplifying the training of models on small amounts of data; 

2. a method has been developed for combining the proposed linguistic and acoustic 

speech features for bimodal recognition of emotions, which is characterized by the use of 

additional categories of sentiment to increase the stability of the classification in different 

acoustic conditions; 

3. a method of hierarchical analysis of speech utterances and recognition of emotions 

in dialog speech has been developed, which is characterized by increased accuracy and stability 

of recognition due to the joint modeling of the acoustic context of both the speaker himself and 

his interlocutor, as well as the use of domain data adaptation to increase the amount of training 

data from additional corpora during learning.  

 The practical significance of the work lies in increasing the accuracy of automatic 

recognition of the speaker's emotional states from speech in functioning conditions that are as 

close as possible to real-life scenarios through the use of methods developed in the course of 

the dissertation research, including bimodal modeling of acoustic and linguistic characteristics, 

a hierarchical structure of context analysis, and also domain adaptation to increase the amount 

of training data. The developed methods make it possible to use the automatic emotion 

recognition systems in real life, since they have not only high efficiency, but also compactness 

and versatility due to the use of domain data adaptation, which makes it possible to use the 

proposed methods in various acoustic conditions. In addition, the proposed method of bimodal 



emotion recognition effectively copes with missing values in one of the modalities, which can 

have a negative impact on the recognition quality in case of technical malfunctions in equipment 

and in conditions of excessive acoustic noise. 

The accuracy of scientific provisions, conclusions and practical recommendations 

obtained within the framework of this dissertation work is confirmed by the correct 

substantiation of the formulation of problems, the exact formulation of criteria, computer 

modeling, the results of experimental studies presented at leading international and Russian 

conferences, as well as reflected in 18 publications in scientific journals and publications 

indexed by Scopus, Web of Science, RSCI, as well as in a separate chapter in a collective 

monograph; 2 computer programs and RF patent for invention. 

Approbation of research results. The research results were presented for discussion at 

the following international and Russian scientific conferences: Annual Conference of the 

International Speech Communication Association (INTERSPEECH 2018, 2020); IEEE 

International Conference on Acoustics, Speech and Signal Processing (ICASSP 2019); 

International Conference on Speech and Computer (SPECOM 2020); Workshop on Bridging 

Social Sciences and AI for Understanding Child Behavior (ICMI WoCBU 2020); Artificial 

Intelligence and Natural Language Conference (AINL 2018); International Conference on R. 

Piotrowski's Readings in Language Engineering and Applied Linguistics (PRLEAL 2019); 

Information technology in management (ITU 2018); Interdisciplinary Seminar Analysis of 

Spoken Russian Speech (ARZ-2019); Congress of Young Scientists (CMU 2018); Scientific 

and educational conference of ITMO University (2018).  

Implementation of research results. The results of the dissertation work were 

introduced into the educational process of ITMO University – the course "Speech Recognition", 

and were also used in conducting applied scientific research: 

 

a. Research and development work carried out within the framework of ITMO University 

on the topic "Methods, models and technologies of artificial intelligence in 

bioinformatics, social media, cyberphysical, biometric and speech systems" (project 

5-100) No. 718574. 

b. Research and development work carried out within the framework of ITMO University 

on the topic "Development and research of methods and algorithms for recognizing 

the emotional and psychophysical state of a person using multimodal data" No. 

616029. 

c. Research and development work carried out within the framework of ITMO University 

on the topic "Research of methods and algorithms for multimodal biometric and 

speech systems" (project 5-100) No. 713554. 

d. Huawei Innovation Research Program “Dialogue Emotion Detection Based on 

Context Information” 

  

The personal contribution of the author is to carry out theoretical and experimental 

research planned in the dissertation work. An analytical review of modern approaches related 

to the topic under consideration, including the extraction of acoustic and linguistic features, 

representation of features, domain adaptation of data, context modeling in spontaneous and 

impromptu dialogues, pattern recognition and machine learning, is performed. On the basis of 

the analysis, methods of bimodal representation of acoustic and linguistic characteristics of 

speech, methods of hierarchical analysis of speech utterances for modeling acoustic emotional 

context, and a method of using domain adaptation of data have been proposed, developed and 



investigated. Experiments have been carried out to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed 

methods. 

The structure and scope of the thesis. The dissertation work consists of an introduction, 

six chapters, a conclusion and a list of references. The material is presented on 165 pages, 

includes 27 tables, 52 figures and diagrams. The list of sources used includes 220 items.  

Publications. On the topic of the dissertation, 18 scientific works were published, 

including 11 articles published in publications from the Scopus and Web of Science databases, 

6 articles were published in journals indexed in the RSCI system, 1 chapter in a collective 

monograph. In addition, there are 2 certificates of state registration of computer programs, a 

patent for an invention has been received. 

In scientific journals and publications included in the international abstract databases 

Scopus and Web of Science: 
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In the introduction, the relevance, goals and objectives of the dissertation research are 

formulated, the areas of practical application of systems for automatic recognition of emotions 

based on a speech signal are considered. The basics of computer paralinguistics, context 

modeling, domain data adaptation are presented. The provisions for the defense are listed. 

The second chapter presents theoretical concepts related to emotions, which is aimed at 

answering the following questions: what are emotions, what types of emotions are there, and 

how can we describe the emotions? These questions are important since most of the modern 

machine learning approaches are data-driven; they depend heavily on the type of data they use 

for training. Therefore, we present the definition of emotions, classification of different 

approaches toward describing and understanding the emotions, various methods for modeling 

the emotions. To facilitate better understanding of the data used in the current thesis, the process 

of collection and annotation of emotional speech samples is described in great detail. We 

discuss advantages and disadvantages of various types of emotional speech: acted, induced, and 

natural. We also explain the concept of annotation of emotions on different levels (utterance-

level vs. frame-level), and provide a summary of all the challenges related to each emotion 

classification approach.  

The third chapter presents theoretical background for general principles of machine 

learning relevant to the current study that include feature extraction, classification, and 

performance evaluation. We identify main components of a general classification system, 

specify particular requirements for speech emotion recognition systems, and provide insights 

into the inner workings of the algorithms used in the current study. We also discuss important 

concepts of generalization and overfitting, as well as different tools for avoiding overfitting like 

reduction of feature space, limiting the size of trainable parameters, regularization, and dropout. 

At last, recent trends and modern approaches in affective computing are presented at the end of 

each section. 

The fourth chapter presents the data and tools used in research. Four corpora of 

emotionally colored speech are described: IEMOCAP, CreativeIT (English), RAMAS 

(Russian), USoMS-e (German), 2 of which have a similar dialogue structure. For each corpus, 

we provide the description of data collection and annotation process, information about the 

speakers and recording conditions. Various statistics are given for the number of samples, 

distribution of emotional categories. Additionally, we discuss two sentiment dictionaries, their 

structure and creation method, as well as associated statistics. At last, software tools used in the 

course of the thesis are described.  

The fifth chapter presents a method of hierarchical analysis of speech utterances for 

modeling the emotional context of both the speaker himself and his interlocutor, as well as a 

method of using domain adaptation to increase the amount of training data by attracting 



additional corpora during training. The proposed method makes it possible to use more data for 

training through the application of the data adaptation method based on the sequential 

application of the principal component analysis (PCA) and canonical correlation analysis 

(CCA), as well as to apply the method in the emotion recognition system in various acoustic 

conditions without loss of recognition quality. 

Figure 1 shows the general scheme of the proposed method. DB1 is a database with an 

interactive structure and markup at the level of statements. DB2 is an additional database used 

for training models at the personnel level. Data adaptation is used in order to avoid the negative 

impact of the mismatch of the acoustic recording conditions of BD1 and BD2. 

 

 
 

Figure 1 – The method of hierarchical analysis of speech utterances and recognition of 

emotions in dialog speech with joint modeling of the acoustic context of both the speaker 

himself and his interlocutor, as well as the use of domain data adaptation to increase the amount 

of training data by attracting additional corpora during training. 

 

The context of emotional manifestations is analyzed at 2 levels: personal and dialogical. 

At the personal level, the LSTM is trained at the personnel level and produces predictions of 

the manifestation of emotions for each user in an independent order. Further, at the level of 

dialogue, another layer of LSTM is trained to model the interaction of two interlocutors and 

their influence on the emotional state of each other. 

The effectiveness of the proposed method was shown in the course of experimental 

studies on the IEMOCAP database using additional training data from the CreativeIT corpus. 

The experimental results show that using the proposed methods it is possible not only to 

increase the average value of the recognition accuracy on cross-validated data samples, but also 



to reduce the standard deviation between these samples, which proves not only the 

effectiveness, but also the stability of training the recognition system on various data sets. The 

classification results are presented in Table 1. It can be seen that the proposed system achieves 

not only higher mean UAR across CV folds, but also lower standard deviation across the folds. 

Several works dedicated to hierarchical contextual emotion modeling became the basis for 

comparing the efficiency of the proposed method. 

The domain adaptation is beneficial in many ways. First, it allows using extra training 

data from different corpora, effectively increasing the training data size. Second, it allows 

testing the system in a cross-corpus setup, which is important for system evaluation and further 

exploitation in real-life scenarios. Third, the proposed domain adaptation technique also has an 

effect of dimensionality reduction, which is almost always useful to prevent the model from 

overfitting on small corpora. 

 

Table 1. Efficiency (UAR,%) of the proposed methods of hierarchical recognition of 

emotions in conversational speech in comparison with the basic system. 

 Baseline + adaptation + context + adaptation + 

context 

Arousal 46.5±7.3 57.8±7.0 68.2±8.9 76.3±1.9 

Valence 50.0±8.2 56.4±5.9 57.3±9.5 65.1±3.1 

 

The sixth chapter presents a method for representing the linguistic characteristics of 

speech, including the method of compact representation of linguistic features in order to 

automatically recognize the emotional content of a statement. This method is a statistical 

approach based on machine translation and tonal dictionaries, depicted in Figure 2.  

 

  

 

 
 

Figure 2 – Scheme of the proposed method for representing linguistic features using 

machine translation and tonal dictionaries. 

 

The proposed method has the following advantages: versatility, compactness, high 

interpretability; a small amount of data is required for training. At the same time, the method is 

limited by the dependence on the length of the utterance: if the phrase is too short, it will be 

problematic to collect a sufficient amount of statistical information. 



Experimental studies have been carried out, confirming the effectiveness of the presented 

method on the USoMS-e speech database, which was obtained during participation in the 

INTERSPEECH ComParE-2020 international competition in the direction of automatic 

recognition of emotions of older people. The results show the superiority of the proposed 

method for representing linguistic features in comparison with other known methods in the 

literature, including TF-IDF, FastText, polarity features, and BERT. Application of the 

proposed method in the developed system of emotion recognition allowed us to take 1st place 

in this direction of competition, which proves its effectiveness in comparison with other 

methods. Comparison of the effectiveness of the presented method with other participants in 

the competition, including the organizers of the competition, is shown in Figure 3. 

Although the original text was in German, English dictionary-based features 

(SentiWordNet) performed better than German (SentiWS). This may be explained by a greater 

size and a richer structure of the SentiWordNet. The investigation of the effects of three 

preprocessing steps (POS tagging, lemmatization, and negation) on overall system performance 

revealed that using POS tagging allows increasing the performance. The usage of extreme levels 

of lemmatization (total and no lemmatization) have negative effects on the performance; the 

proposed partial lemmatization scheme works best in the given conditions. Negation of 

sentiment scores based on negation articles (``no'', ``not'', ``never'' etc.) leads to minor 

improvement; this indicates that the process of simple sign reversing is an adequate procedure 

for negation, however, more complex procedures may be required to see its effects. 

 
Figure 3 – Comparison of the effectiveness (UAR,%) of the proposed method with other 

participants in the ComParE-2020 competition. 

 

The seventh chapter describes a method of combining acoustic and linguistic speech 

features in order to improve the quality and stability of automatic recognition of the 7 emotional 

states of speakers: anger, happiness, sadness, fear, disgust, surprise and neutral state. In this 

case, linguistic modeling of two related concepts at once is used: emotions and sentiment of 

statements. The general scheme of the proposed combining method is shown in Figure 4.  

When the acoustic and linguistic features of speech are combined, the results are merged 

at the decision-making level using the weighted sum of the probabilities obtained in the course 



of independent modeling of the acoustic and linguistic characteristics of the utterance. Russell's 

model of affective manifestations is used to project the concepts of sentiment onto emotional 

categories. Experimental studies are carried out on the basis of the RAMAS Russian emotional 

speech database at several levels of annotator consistency. Experimental results show that to 

achieve the best accuracy of automatic emotion recognition, it is advisable to use all available 

information, including the sentiment of the utterance. 

 

 
 

Figure 4 – Scheme of the proposed method for combining acoustic and linguistic features 

of speech at the decision-making level. 

 

The results of acoustic modeling of 7 emotional categories for the 4th and 5th levels of 

consistency of annotators are shown in Tables 2 and 3. The optimal method of normalization 

based on the research results was determined by the method of z-normalization of data, which 

involves bringing all features to zero mean and one standard deviation. In addition, it was shown 

that the use of the method of principal components improves the efficiency of classification by 

reducing the feature space and decorrelation of its components. 

 

Table 2. Recognition results (UAR,%) for audio of 7 emotional categories at the 4th level 

of annotation consistency. 

System IS10 paraling IS13 ComParE 

Baseline 23.02 14.23 

Min-Max 39.27 40.90 

Z-normalization 43.39 48.09 

Z-normalization + PCA 44.17 49.48 

Min-Max + PCA 41.45 44.29 

 

 



 

 

Table 3. Recognition results (UAR, %) for audio of 7 emotional categories at the 5th level 

of annotation consistency. 

System IS10 paraling IS13 ComParE 

Baseline 26.62 13.23 

Min-Max 41.79 32.34 

Z-normalization 44.13 36.95 

Z-normalization + PCA 44.44 40.01 

Min-Max + PCA 43.74 35.76 

 

The results of text modeling of the 3 sentiment categories at the 4th level of annotation 

consistency are shown in Table 4. It can be seen that the Word2Vec vectorization method 

combined with logistic regression (LR) gives the best recognition results compared to other 

classification methods such as random forest (RF) and naive Bayes (NB). Vectorization 

methods FastText and BERT also proved to be less efficient in this task. The best result for the 

classification of the 3 sentiment categories at the 4th level of annotation consistency was 

90.11% in terms of the unweighted mean completeness of the classification.  

 

Table 4. Recognition results (UAR, %) for the text of 3 categories of sentiment at the 4th 

level of annotation consistency. 

System RF LR NB 

Word2Vec 74.91 90.11 76.13 

FastText 83.05 82.54 74.89 

BERT 68.98 80.61 49.21 

 

The results of bimodal recognition of 7 emotional categories are shown in Figures 5 and 

6. The best recognition accuracy in terms of UAR is achieved with weighting coefficients = 0.7 

and = 0.3 at the 4th consistency level, = 0.8 and = 0.2 at the 5th consistency level of annotators. 

 
 

Figure 5. Results of bimodal recognition (UAR, %) of 7 categories of emotions at the 4th 

level of consistency of annotators. 

 



 
Figure 6. Results of bimodal recognition (UAR, %) of 7 categories of emotions at the 5th 

level of consistency of annotators. 

 

In the conclusion, the main results of the dissertation research are given and generalizing 

conclusions are made, possible directions for improving the developed system for recognizing 

the emotional states of speakers and further research in the field of automatic recognition of 

emotions by speech utterance are given. 

 

Conclusion  

 

The goal of the dissertation research, which is to increase the accuracy and stability of 

recognition of emotional states in dialog speech, taking into account the acoustic and linguistic 

features of both the speaker himself and his interlocutor in various acoustic conditions, has been 

achieved. 

 

Within the framework of this dissertation work, the following main theoretical and 

practical results were obtained: 

1. a method for extracting compact representations of linguistic features has been 

developed as an alternative to complex distributive representations, characterized by 

high discriminative ability and simplifying the training of models on small amounts 

of data; 

2. a method has been developed for combining the proposed linguistic and acoustic 

features for bimodal modeling of speech utterances in order to recognize the 

emotional states of the speaker; 

3. a method for hierarchical analysis of speech utterances and recognition of emotions 

in dialog speech was developed with joint modeling of the acoustic context of both 

the speaker himself and his interlocutor, as well as the use of domain data adaptation 

to increase the amount of training data by attracting additional corpora during 

training; 

4. experimental studies were carried out and the results of a quantitative assessment of 

the proposed methods were obtained, proving their effectiveness. A comparative 

analysis of the results obtained with other advanced studies has been carried out. 
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1 Introduction
This chapter introduces the field of Speech Emotion Recognition (SER) and motiva-
tion for the current research, explains the focus of the thesis, and provides possible
practical application scenarios. A brief outline of each following chapter is given at
the end of the section.

1.1 Speech emotion recognition

Human-centric technologies are becoming more widespread and in-demand given in-
creasing rate of virtual communication and digital human-human and human-machine
interactions. During these interactions, emotions play an important role since they
help to regulate communication and provide feedback. Emotions are also widely
recognized as key factors in decision-making processes, especially for impromptu de-
cisions [1]. Automatic emotion recognition is an active research field that aims at
identifying ways to quantify and measure emotional expressions using various modal-
ities (audio, video, text, and other biological signals) in a wide variety of applications.
SER is a research subfield that focuses on studying emotional expressions by analyzing
acoustical properties of speech signals. Sometimes linguistic characteristics are also
considered; however, emotions and other affective states are known as paralinguis-
tic phenomena, meaning the elements of communication that do not involve words.
Nevertheless, linguistic cues may be important indicators of certain emotional states,
and many bimodal systems (i.e. combining acoustic and linguistic characteristics of
speech) were proposed to take advantage of both channels of communication [2].

Routine tasks like recognizing objects or understanding speech signals are easy for
humans but extremely challenging for machines. Recent advancements in machine
learning and Artificial Intelligence (AI), including biology-inspired neural networks,
provide powerful tools for modeling various types of signals, which triggered a huge
leap forward in computer vision and speech recognition tasks. However, due to high
subjectivity of emotions, they are more difficult to analyze than other concepts re-
lated to speech. For example, when training a system to recognize words, there is
(most often) a one-to-one correspondence between a speech signal and a target tran-
scription. But the same emotional expression may be perceived differently by several
people depending on their own experience and understanding of the situation. Var-
ious factors that influence the way people express their own emotions and perceive
emotions of others include, but are not limited to: age, gender, social and cultural
background, emotional intelligence, and others. It is believed that humans are capable
of recognizing emotions of others on average 60% of the times.

SER tasks are further complicated by limited availability of data for research. Be-
cause emotions are spontaneous manifestations, it is difficult to predict where, when
and what type of emotions will occur. Moreover, ethical considerations prohibit from
recording and distributing the recordings without subjects’ consent. This leads to sig-
nificant restrictions on using natural expressions of emotions for research purposes.
Instead, it is common to create datasets that contain play-acted or simulated emo-
tional expressions, which allow mitigating some of the constraints; but this approach
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is also associated with insufficient data representativeness. Therefore, it is not always
possible to find a universal database for training and testing different aspects of emo-
tion recognition system. This drives the need to consider several datasets, each of
which covers a certain aspect better than others.

Various aspects of SER covered in this thesis include acoustic modeling of emo-
tions, linguistic modeling of emotions, modeling emotions in a dialogue, and fusing
information from acoustic and linguistic modeling for robust decision making. The
main focus of the thesis is put on practical applicability of the obtained results in real-
life scenarios. The motivation behind each considered aspect of SER is introduced in
the following section.

1.2 Motivation for the current research

The main focus of this thesis is put on the in-the-wild applicability of SER systems.
There are many aspects of real-life implementation of SER systems, including context
modeling, domain adaptation, system compactness, robustness to missing values and
interpretability of the obtained predictions. All of these aspects are addressed in the
following chapters. Here, we provide the motivation behind the need to address each
of them.

1.2.1 Dialogue modeling

Early speech emotion recognition models focused on analyzing isolated phrases either
produced by actors or stimulated in laboratory environments. This is an unrealistic
setup since emotional expressions are highly contextual and most often are manifested
in social interactions. Therefore, it is important to consider various factors: a person
may cry from both being happy or sad, and it is impossible to decide the true affective
state by simply observing the instantaneous reactions. Dialogues are a special case
of emotional interaction that serves as a great resource for understanding how people
express their emotions and adjust their behavior in response to the partner’s feedback.
Modeling emotions in a dialogue has a potential for improving classification rate due
to additional context information that is not available for isolated phrases.

1.2.2 Domain adaptation

The general pipeline of a SER system’s research and development stage and in-the-
wild operation stage is shown in Figure 1.1. The research and development stage
includes iterative training and evaluation of a system, which terminate when the re-
quired system characteristics are achieved. The results of this stage include a trained
SER model ready for exploitation, and a performance evaluation that indicates the
expected system performance during operation. Both training and evaluation of the
system are performed using a database (DB) usually recorded by actors. The database
contains speech signals and environmental noise (N1) typical to the recording condi-
tions and equipment (M1) used during the database production. The operation stage
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Figure 1.1: Research and development vs. operation stage of SER systems. N -
environmental noise, M - recording equipment, DB - database

takes in user input, which is mixed with another environmental noise (N2), and out-
puts the predictions using the SER model. If the environmental noise in the database
is not the same as the environmental noise during system operation (N1 6= N2), or
if the recording equipment does not match (M1 6= M2), there is a domain mismatch
condition, which may have an adverse effect on the system performance and cause
less accurate predictions.

1.2.3 Compactness vs. flexibility

Recently, the research trend is to move away from expert-knowledge-based systems
toward more flexible data-driven models, such as neural networks. In theory, the flex-
ibility of neural networks allows approximating arbitrarily complex functions, which
provides powerful modeling capabilities. However, in practice, deep learning mod-
els often become overparameterized, which means that they have more parameters
than there are data points available for training. This leads to overfitting and overall
worse performance, which is especially true in SER research field, where available
data for training is limited. Furthermore, great computational flexibility comes at an
enormous computational cost.

Reducing classification errors with neural networks comes with an enormous ex-
pansion in computational burden. For example, to reduce the image classification
error rate of AlexNet neural network by half in the span of 6 years, it was required
1,000 times as much computing, out of which only a six-fold improvement came from
better hardware, and the rest was achieved by using more processors or running them
longer, incurring higher costs [3]. Estimations also show that achieving a 5 percent
error rate in the same image classification task would require 1019 billion floating-
point operations, which equals to US $100 billion and would produce as much carbon
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emissions as New York City does in a month [4].
Because of computational complexity, practical implementation of flexible neural-

network-based machine learning models is hindered by technical limitations: compu-
tational resources that are available during training no longer meet the requirements
of the edge devices during operation. In real life, SER systems are likely to be used in
smartphones, smart watches, and other wearable gadgets. Therefore, there is a need
to develop machine learning models that are powerful enough to capture the essence
of the target phenomena, while being compact enough to fit in microcontrollers and
microprocessors installed in everyday devices. More over, the system has to make
fast decisions in order to be applicable in real time.

Due to the rising computational, economic, and environmental costs, the research
community needs to find ways to increase performance without causing high computa-
tional demands. Hardware-based solutions that propose the use of special processors
designed specifically for deep-learning calculations sacrifice the generality of the com-
puting platform and thus far are yet to show impact. Another possible strategy
is to use machine learning systems constructed around the insights of experts and
knowledge-based systems, which are much more computationally efficient and allow
combining the power of expert knowledge with the flexibility often found in neural
networks.

1.2.4 Interpretable AI

Modern machine learning research community places great emphasis on interpretabil-
ity of the classification results since using interpretable models is important for elim-
inating bias in classification algorithms. Bias arises when models are trained on
datasets that insufficiently represent target population. As more studies are ded-
icated to “responsible AI” [5], the shortcomings of the existing emotion recognition
systems become more apparent. Neural networks are often viewed as black boxes that
accept some input and produce output, without clear understanding what is going on
inside. With such approach, it is easy to obtain misleading results if a system learns
irrelevant concepts. Systematic studies are rare, however, there is evidence that such
personal characteristics as age, gender, and race can all be subject to bias in emotion
recognition [6; 7]. Building interpretable models helps identifying and eliminating
bias, which is an important step towards responsible AI.

1.2.5 Bimodal fusion

Multimodal approach to emotion recognition combines several heterogeneous signals
(audio, video, text, etc.) and allows for compensating the weaknesses of individual
modalities and improving the overall system performance. A great advantage of using
multimodal classification is the capability to handle missing values. One or more
information channels may be temporarily unavailable due to noise, signal corruption,
technological failure and other reasons. By including several channels of information,
a system is able to make more robust predictions in case if some of them become
unavailable.
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1.3 Practical application areas

The results of this thesis can be applied in a variety of human-human and human-
machine interaction scenarios.

Health care. Automatic emotion recognition systems can be applied for health
and mood monitoring in hospitals, long-term care facilities, and residential houses
to lift the load from the personnel. Continuous monitoring of patients and elderly
people allows timely reaction to the changes in their emotional states, which may
prevent negative consequences and help identify the diagnosis of various illnesses.
Telemedicine is a new, emerging market that quickly takes over traditional doctor
consultation visits; automatic SER system can become a great assisting technology
that provides objective assessment.

Security. Expressed emotions may be important indicators of what is going on
in a person’s mind, which can be leveraged by security and law enforcement for au-
tomatic surveillance. Deception detection is one of the application areas that greatly
relies on cues about speaker’s emotional state. It can be used in courts, interrogations
and security checkpoints in public places, such as airports. Another viable application
of automatic SER is the security of banks and ATMs: if a system detects panic or
expressions of extreme fear, it may automatically call the police or lock important
premises.

Enterprise. Companies can benefit from applying automatic SER systems in a
variety of scenarios. Monitoring customer satisfaction in call centers and in-person
one-stop services allows processing of a large amount of recordings that would oth-
erwise require enormous man-hour resources. Another application is conducting
technology-assisted interviews for hiring new candidates. The interviewer can be a
person or a conversational agent assessing the suitability of an interviewee for a poten-
tial job. In this case, SER provides important objective cues on how the candidate will
behave under cognitive load, whether they are confident, positive, and well-behaved.
Business meetings are another possible application area where the proposed system
can help assessing the effectiveness of business communication, conveying ideas, and
analyzing feedback from partners. Additionally, marketing department will benefit
from A/B testing for which products and advertisements resonate with audiences.

Education. Education, and especially online education, is another quickly grow-
ing area of application for SER systems. Automatic monitoring of the students’
emotional states allows a teacher (or virtual agent) to better connect with students,
adapt the pace and difficulty of a curriculum, provide customized instructions and
assess effectiveness of a learning process. In virtual education, automatic prevention
of violent communication in break-out rooms (when the participants are distributed
among several virtual spaces) can be an additional benefit of the proposed system.

Human-machine interfaces. Human-machine interaction finds new applica-
tion areas in everyday lives. Digital personal assistants and conversational agents
are becoming more widespread as the technologies are advanced and accelerated by
artificial intelligence. People usually do not attribute such systems with the capac-
ity for empathy or emotional intelligence, but the presence of voice is a humanizing
trait that activates the desire to anthropomorphize the character and project affect
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into the software, enjoying its human-like behavior. Personal voice assistants, con-
versational agents, games that adopt strategy based on user’s emotions, avatar-based
interfaces, car infotainment systems and many more human-machine interfaces will
benefit from knowing the emotional state of a user to provide better personalized
experience. Without accurate recognition of emotions and appropriate responses, the
interactions with conversational agents will be limited and unsatisfying, which can
lead to user’s low expectations of these interfaces. For example, if a user has an urgent
request and is stressed out, the system should give a particular response sensitive to
that stress, so as to not exacerbate it. If a user has repeatedly tried and failed to
book a meeting room and is now angry, the response needs to account for that anger
and, ideally, attempt to placate it.

1.4 Main goals of the thesis

Based on the motivation provided in Section 1.2, the main goal of the thesis is in-
creasing the accuracy and robustness of automatic emotion recognition in dialogue
speech using audio and text information from both interlocutors in various acousti-
cal conditions. When developing a system for achieving the goal, a great emphasis
is put on practical applicability of the resulting methods and algorithms in real-life
scenarios. Therefore, we set the following requirements for the system:

1. The system must effectively perform classification of emotional categories and
yet be compact enough to fit most of the target application devices, including
smartphones and other wearable gadgets.

2. The system must be sufficiently interpretable to promote the concept of respon-
sible AI.

3. The system must take into account dialogue context to model the emotional
interaction between two interlocutors.

4. The system must incorporate domain adaptation approach to avoid a perfor-
mance drop when using the system on new, previously unseen data with a
potential domain mismatch condition.

5. The system must be robust to missing values should one of the considered
modalities (audio or text) become unavailable during operation.

To meet the mentioned requirements, we set the following goals that are defined
on different levels of modeling - feature level, model architecture level, and decision
making level:

1. To design linguistic feature representation that will meet the requirements of
compactness and interpretability. The new features should show competitive
performance to existing state-of-the-art approaches, but have a smaller size and
be easily interpretable by human beings.
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2. To build a hierarchical framework that will be capable of modeling acoustical
context on both frame level and utterance level.

3. To develop a domain adaptation approach that will allow using arbitrary data
without losing prediction power in a domain mismatch condition.

4. To establish a decision-level fusion strategy that allows integrating the acoustical
and lexical information in such a way that missing values from single modality
do not halt the operation of the system and the performance drop is minimized.

1.5 Outline

The content of the thesis is organized in 8 chapters. Chapter 1 defines the thesis
motivation, goals, and practical application areas. Chapter 2 introduces theoretical
concepts about emotions, emotion modeling approaches, as well as the process of
collecting and annotating emotional speech samples. Chapter 3 provides background
on machine learning and analyzes recent trends in affective computing. Chapter 4
describes the data and software tools used in the framework of this thesis. Chapters 5,
6, and 7 explain the contributions of the thesis in detail. Chapter 5 presents the pro-
posed hierarchical acoustic context modeling approach in dialogue speech. Chapter 6
describes the new linguistic feature representation and the proposed linguistic model-
ing pipeline. Chapter 7 combines the information from audio and text modalities and
introduces the proposed decision-level fusion strategy. Chapter 8 is the concluding
chapter that summarizes thesis contributions and highlights important results.
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2 Theoretical Concepts of Emotions
This chapter presents theoretical concepts related to emotions, which is aimed at an-
swering the following questions: what are emotions, what types of emotions are there,
and how can we describe the emotions? These questions are important since most of
the modern machine learning approaches are data-driven; they depend heavily on the
type of data they use for training. Therefore, we present the definition of emotions,
classification of different approaches toward describing and understanding the emo-
tions, various methods for modeling the emotions. To facilitate better understanding
of the data used in the current thesis, the process of collection and annotation of
emotional speech samples is described in great detail. We discuss advantages and
disadvantages of various types of emotional speech: acted, induced, and natural. We
also explain the concept of annotation of emotions on different levels (utterance-level
vs. frame-level), and provide a summary of all the challenges related to each emotion
classification approach.

2.1 Definition of emotions

Human mental phenomena can be divided in two types: cognitive and affective [8].
While the former refers to the capacity for thinking, reasoning, and problem solving,
the latter includes emotions, moods, and feelings, cumulatively known as affects.
Emotions (from the Latin emovere – to shake, to excite) are generally understood as
internal experiences, emotional disturbances that arise as a reaction to important life
events, and that differ from other affective states (feelings, moods, attitudes) by their
spontaneous and short-lived nature [9].

Since emotions are internal mental experiences, their direct observation is not
available to researchers. Internal experiences are known as the impressive side of
emotions; they can be externally manifested through intonation, facial expressions,
and movement. The external manifestation (behavior) is called the expressive side of
emotions [10]. All major studies of emotions in computer science rely on the study of
the expressive side, even though it does not always coincide with its impressive side
(as in the case of trying to hide one’s emotional experiences).

Although systematic study of emotions as mental phenomena began in the 19th
century, no single and universally accepted definition of emotions exists to this day.
By the 20th century, various psychologists proposed more than 90 definitions in an
attempt to accurately describe the nature and components of human emotions [11].
However, due to high subjectivity and complexity of emotional states, there is still no
single approach to their description. Major theoretical concepts can be classified into
four main directions for defining emotions [12]: the evolutionary approach of Charles
Darwin, the physiological approach of James-Lange, the cognitive approach, and the
paradigm of social constructivism [13]. Each direction has a characteristic set of basic
assumptions about the origin of emotions and the approach to their study. In many
ways, these approaches overlap, but there are also significant differences.

According to the evolutionary approach first published in 1872 by English natu-
ralist Charles Darwin [14], emotions are natural reactions formed in the process of
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evolution according to the action of natural selection. Each emotion has a specific role
to play in contributing to survival. Fear prompts to hide from danger, anger motivates
to take action to change unfavorable conditions, and so on. Because of the evolution-
ary mechanism, emotions are considered universal not only to all people regardless of
culture, but also to all sorts of other animals. These simple, evidence-based assump-
tions led to high popularity of the Darwin’s evolutionary approach, which spawned
many followers, including influential modern-day researchers Paul Ekman [15], Robert
Plutchik [16], and Carroll Izard [9].

An American philosopher William James [17] and a Danish psychologist Karl
Lange [18] independently developed another theory in the 1880-1890s, in which the
most important role is assigned to the biological processes occurring during the ex-
perience of emotions. It is believed that physiological changes in the body occur
automatically (reflexively) as a reaction to external stimuli, and emotions are the re-
sult of awareness of bodily changes. According to this theory, physiological processes
are primary, and emotional experiences are represented by a set of sensations that
have occurred because of these changes; that is, emotions have a secondary nature
of occurrence. Therefore, a person is sad because he is crying, afraid because he is
trembling, and not vice versa. If physiological processes are excluded, no emotional
experience will arise. Moreover, by performing certain physical actions, it is possible
to control the experienced emotions.

This theory is often criticized by other scientists. Lisa Feldman Barrett [19] pro-
vides evidence that there is no one-to-one correspondence between behavior and emo-
tions. She shows that the same impact (stimulation) can generate different mental
experiences depending on the context - that is, emotions are subjective in nature.
Consequently, the manifestation of emotions is individual and does not always follow
the same pattern of behavior. Critics also point out that emotions are more complex
than physiological sensations.

Nevertheless, the theories of Darwin and James-Lange have a lot in common.
Despite the fact that the focus of the James-Lange theory is based on emotional
experiences, and the Darwin’s theory on emotional manifestations, both approaches
explain the origin of emotions as adaptation to the environment and recognize the
importance of the role of emotions for the survival of an individual. Modern followers
of both approaches attribute to emotions the role of motivation to perform actions.

The theory of cognitive nature of emotions appeared in the 1960s and gained great
popularity. Many scientists worked in this directions, including Magda Arnold [20],
Richard Lazarus [21], and Klaus Scherer [22]. The central assumption of the cognitive
approach is that emotions and thoughts are inseparable concepts. All emotional
experiences are associated with cognitive assessment – a process that allows us to
evaluate external conditions as “good” or “bad”. Each emotion has a connection
with a specific rating system determined by the personal qualities of an individual,
such as life experience and character. Assessment of the situation gives an idea of
the environment’s characteristics and induces a state of readiness for action, which
correlates with the previously described approaches. Thus, the cognitive theory of the
emergence of emotions does not contradict but complements the theories of Darwin
and James-Lange.
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Table 2.1: Primary factors of emotions

Approach Primary factor Concept

Evolutionary Emotion I run because I am
scared

Physiological Physiological reaction I am scared because I
run

Cognitive Appraisal I am scared because I as-
sessed the situation to be
dangerous

Social constructivism Culture I am scared because the
norms of social behavior
have been violated

The cognitive approach is often criticized for imparting an overly intellectual char-
acter to emotions [23]. Such theory is inapplicable to animals other than humans.
Moreover, there is an argument that emotions happen much faster than perception
and cognitive assessment. It is possible to induce emotional states without the sub-
ject’s awareness of the stimulus. However, Magda Arnold, who adheres to the theory
of the cognitive approach, claims that assessment corresponds to a rather automatic
(non-intellectual, unintentional) assessment that occurs at the subconscious level [20].
Thus, the cognitive approach has much in common with the James-Lange approach,
except that physiological processes are replaced by a cognitive assessment. An im-
portant difference is that there is a possibility of deliberately changing the cognitive
assessment of the same event, leading to different emotional states. For example,
it has been shown that the emotional response to a horror film can be altered by
providing alternative interpretations of the events [24].

The youngest and most controversial theory of the origin of emotions – paradigm
of social constructivism. It arose in the 1980s in the works of James Averill [25] and
Roma Harre [26]. Unlike other theories, which presuppose a mainly biological basis
for the origin of emotional states as methods of adaptation to the environment, social
constructivists argue that emotions are a product of culture and are determined by
social norms of behavior. It is believed that emotions cannot be fully described in
terms of physiology; instead, they should be analyzed at the social level. Even follow-
ers of Darwinism recognized the role of culture in regulating emotional expression;
however, social constructivists went further in their beliefs, claiming that cultural
norms strictly regulate the rules of who, when and how can feel and express certain
emotions.

Social constructivists believe that emotions play important social functions. For
example, anger is a complex emotional experience based on a system of social judg-
ments and has a positive and constructive role at both interpersonal and social lev-
els. It appears when a person believes that he/she has been intentionally and un-
justly harmed by another person. Thus, anger is based primarily on moral judgment.
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When someone does harm, it is said that the norms of behavior have been violated,
and it does not matter whether the norms are considered personal or generally ac-
cepted. In European culture, causing harm brings responsibility and punishment.
The widespread belief that anger drives a person out of control is only an interpreta-
tion of the behavior imposed by social culture.

The summary of the theoretical approaches to emotion is given in Table 2.1. Es-
sentially, only evolutionary approach of Charles Darwin recognizes emotions as the
primary factor that influences other bodily changes and reactions. The rest of the ap-
proaches assume that emotions arise as a consequence of other primary factors, such
as physiological reactions, cognitive appraisals and perceptions of cultural norms of
social behavior. Despite notable differences in their assumptions on the nature of
emotions, all the above-mentioned theories agree that emotions are instant reactions
to significant life events, and that they play an important role in many ways. Emo-
tions arise quickly in response to environmental or cognitive stimuli and dissipate
quickly as the situation changes. They help to cope with the consequences of nega-
tive experiences and appreciate the favorable conditions. The ability to recognize and
understand emotions of others helps humans to build strong relationships and adapt
social behavior. In addition, emotions greatly affect mood and well-being, and with
prolonged exposure, general health of a person [27].

2.2 Emotion representation

How many emotions are there? Defining the number of emotional categories and
approaches to their description affect the manner in which investigators approach the
study of emotions. Existing approaches for emotion representation can be divided
in two types - categorical and dimensional. Categorical approach assumes a finite
number of emotional categories (e.g. happiness, anger, surprise, etc.), each of which
is associated with distinct qualities, such as context of origin and ways of external
manifestation. On the other hand, dimensional approach assumes a few (often 2-
3) emotional parameters (also called primitives) that are defined on a continuous
numeric scale. These parameters are used to quantitatively describe certain aspects
of emotional states (e.g. activation, valence, etc.) without giving an explicit emotion
label. Both categorical and dimensional approaches to modeling emotional states have
advantageous and disadvantages, which will be described in the following subsections.

2.2.1 Categorical approach

Categorical approaches are based on an assumption that people experience emotions
as discrete states such as happiness, sadness, fear, anger, and disgust. Therefore, cat-
egorical approach includes a finite number of distinct classes, which can be separated
according to their qualitative description. Richard Lazarus proposed core relational
themes that reflect the description and capture common situations designed to dis-
criminate different emotional states [28] (see Table 2.2).

According to some estimates, English vocabulary extends up to 558 words with
emotional connotation [29]; however, not all of them are equally useful. Cowie and
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Table 2.2: Categorical approach to description of emotions. Core relational themes
as proposed by Richard Lazarus [28]

Emotion Core relational theme
Anger A demeaning offence against me and mine
Anxiety Facing uncertain, existential threat
Shame Having failed to live up to an ego-ideal
Sadness Having experienced an irrevocable loss
Disgust Taking in or being too close to an indigestible object or idea
Fear Facing an immediate, concrete and overwhelming physical danger
Happiness Making reasonable progress toward realization of a goal
Hope Fearing the worst but yearning for better
Compassion Being moved by another’s suffering and wanting to help

Cornelius identify at least 60 emotional states that are distinct enough to merit
study [30], but even this number of emotional categories poses great challenges for
computer scientists to model each of them accurately. Common practice to reduce
the overwhelming diversity of emotional states is to limit the number of categories
to a small set of basic emotions. Most popularity gained the set of “Big 6” emotions
proposed by Paul Ekman [31]: fear, anger, happiness, sadness, surprise, and disgust.
All other emotional categories are considered as derivative (or mixed) classes.

Researchers generally disagree whether or not to include the neutral state to the
set of basic emotions. The neutral state is a special case, which can be regarded
as an absence of any other emotional state or as an independent emotional category
on its own. In the first case, emotion recognition task is divided in two stages: 1)
binary classification of emotional and non-emotional speech, and 2) in case if a speech
utterance is determined emotional, identification of which emotional category is most
likely. In the second case, emotion recognition is performed in a single multi-class
classification framework.

Categorical approach towards description of emotions has advantages of being
simple and intuitive. First computational studies of emotions relied heavily on the
categorical emotion modeling. However, soon its disadvantages became apparent.
The same emotional category can be manifested by different behavior, depending on
the individual’s preferences and environmental context. Multiple kinds of anger (hot
anger vs. cold anger) and many kinds of love (passionate, friendly, motherly etc.)
can be distinguished by both acoustical cues and facial expressions. This leads to
an ambiguity in description among considered emotional classes and therefore, a sin-
gle label does not suffice. Another criticism of categorical approach stems from the
limited number of accepted basic emotions: researchers argue that emotional expres-
sions encountered in daily life are much richer and extend beyond the basic. To make
things even harder, most of the expressed emotions appear to be mixed, e.g. concur-
rent expression of happiness and surprise, fear and anger. Moreover, it is impossible
to determine the intensity (or scale) of emotion: is a person annoyed or furious (anger
scale)? Disappointed or deeply depressed (sadness scale)? These limitations caused
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Figure 2.1: Dimensional approach to description of emotions. Circumplex model
adopted from James Russel [32]: a) activation and valence span two-dimensional
emotion space, b) activation, valence and dominance span three-dimensional emotion
space

investigators to seek alternative approaches toward emotion description.

2.2.2 Dimensional approach

Dimensional approach allows researchers to avoid using specific vocabulary for de-
scription of emotions. Instead of defining emotional categories, dimensional approach
calls for identifying emotional parameters that can be used to quantitatively describe
emotional states. These parameters, also called emotional primitives, can be used as
dimensions that span an emotional space. Most commonly used emotional dimensions
are activation and valence, which span a two-dimensional space shown in Figure 2.1a.
Sometimes a 3rd emotional parameter is considered - dominance, in which case the
emotional space becomes three-dimensional, shown in Figure 2.1b.

Each emotional primitive is responsible for describing a certain aspect of an emo-
tional state. Activation refers to the intensity of an emotion, which indicates how
calm or excited a person is while experiencing the emotion. Low values of activation
indicate low intensity (calm state), and high values of activation indicate high inten-
sity (excited state). Valence refers to the extent to which an emotion is positive or
negative. Low values of valence indicate unpleasant (negative) emotions, while high
values of valence indicate pleasant (positive) emotions. At last, dominance refers to
the extent to which a person feels controlling the situation. Low values of dominance
indicate being controlled (submissive or weak), and high values of dominance indicate
controlling (dominant or strong) behavior. All the emotional primitives are defined
on a continuous numeric scale usually in a range of [0, 1] or [−1, 1].

There is a hypothetical correspondence between categorical and dimensional ap-
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proaches: every emotional category can be defined as a point in the emotional space
spanned by the primitive parameters - valence, activation, and sometimes dominance
(Figure 2.1). American psychologist James Russel experimentally verified the loca-
tion of each emotional category in the two-dimensional space spanned by activation
and valence [33]. According to his model, known as the circumplex model of af-
fect [32], happiness and surprise are characterized by high activation and positive
valence, fear and anger - high activation and negative valence, disgust and sadness
- low activation and negative valence. However, it is argued that two-dimensional
space is not sufficient to accurately distinguish some of the emotional categories. For
example, both anger and fear have similar values of activation and valence, and it
is impossible to discern one from another by these parameters. Three-dimensional
model provides opportunity to separate these two categories in space via the 3rd di-
mension - dominance, as anger is known to have high values of dominance, while fear
is often associated with low values of dominance. Therefore, anger and fear become
easily separated in three-dimensional space, which is not possible in two-dimensional
space.

Invention of dimensional models has several premises. Some authors argue that
even if there are separate emotional states, their expression through voice is continu-
ous [34]. Using continuous scales allows researchers to avoid ambiguous terminology,
inherent to discrete categorical models [35]. Thus, cold anger and hot anger are eas-
ily separated. Dimensional models allow researchers to focus on important properties
of emotions, instead of specifying concrete labels, keeping the number of considered
concepts low. Nevertheless, dimensional approaches suffer from a significant disadvan-
tage - the interpretation of the emotional parameters’ values remain an open question
since there is no one-to-one correspondence between emotional categories and points
in emotional space.

2.2.3 Mixed approach

To mitigate the disadvantages of categorical and dimensional models while maintain-
ing their advantages, Robert Plutchik, noting that the two models are not necessarily
mutually exclusive, proposed a mixed model - the wheel of emotions [11] - that incor-
porates concepts from both approaches. According to this model, emotional states
are distributed on centered circumferences where the inner most saturated emotions
are basic classes and the outer, less intensive - their derivatives. There are also mixed
emotions between the petals resulting from the combination of two immediate neigh-
bors (Figure 2.2).

The wheel of emotions defines 32 discrete emotional categories (8 basic + 16
derivative + 8 mixed) while grading them according to their intensities, which loosely
correspond to the emotional primitive of activation used in dimensional approach.
Moreover, it becomes possible to track some (but not all) mixed emotional categories
that was not possible with the pure categorical approach. The mixed approach,
however being theoretically useful, became less popular due to a high number of
emotional classes that researchers have to deal with in emotion recognition task.

Note that recently other approaches for emotion representation have been pro-
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Figure 2.2: Mixed approach to description of emotions. Wheel of emotions proposed
by Robert Plutchik [11]1

posed, such as an hourglass model of emotions [36], but they have not gained popu-
larity in the computer science and artificial intelligence research.

2.3 Collection of emotional speech samples

Emotion modeling as part of affective computing is a data-driven research field: it re-
quires collection of speech samples in order to build machine learning models. There
are three established methods for collecting emotional speech recordings: acting,
inducing emotions in a laboratory environment, and collecting natural emotional ex-
pressions in-the-wild. Early studies used acted speech as it was easy to collect, anno-
tate and process. With time due to limitations of emotion portrayals by actors and
questionable correlation between acted and natural emotions researchers shifted away
from recording actors to inducing real-life-like emotions in laboratory settings; this
provided reasonable amount of control while maintaining authenticity of emotions to
some degree. Recent studies tend to favor the collection of natural emotions in-the-
wild, sacrificing control over the realism of emotional expressions. Most advantages
and disadvantages of each method are rooted in the compromise between the natu-
ralness of emotions and control over their recording conditions. Details about each
method, together with associated pros and cons, will be described in the following
subsections.

1Illustrated by Machine Elf 1735 - Own work, Public Domain,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=13285286
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2.3.1 Acted emotions

Acted emotions are obtained by recording emotional statements simulated by a group
of people that can involve both professional and non-professional actors. The state-
ments are usually pre-designed such that the text of each utterance contains neutral
vocabulary, allowing to abstract the meaning of a sentence from its emotional con-
tent. The number and type of statements is usually selected according to a principle
of phonetic balance. Actors portray each statement with different emotions according
to the number and type of preselected emotional categories. Usually, one statement
corresponds to a single sentence, but it does not need to be limited so. Examples of
early acted emotional speech datasets include a database of German emotional speech
(EMO-DB) [37], a database of Russian emotional utterances (RUSLANA) [38], and
Bogazici University Turkish emotional speech corpus [39].

One step further in the development of acted emotional speech corpora is the
recording of conversational acted speech samples from dyadic pairs. Conversational
speech allows actors to engage and produce more natural emotions. Introducing im-
provisation instead of scripted speech is another step towards more natural emotional
portrayals. The most famous acted dataset built using the techniques of dyadic con-
versations and improvisation is the Interactive Emotional Dyadic Motion Capture
database (IEMOCAP) [40], but there are also other corpora like Russian multimodal
corpus of dyadic interaction (RAMAS) [41] and CreativeIT [42].

One of the most important advantages of data collection strategy using actors is
that it allows investigators to fully control the process of the recording - to determine
the number and type of emotional categories, the number and type of statements
in each category, the number and type of speakers, recording conditions, etc. The
annotation of the recordings is easy since it is known beforehand which emotions the
actors are going to portray. Scalability is another advantage: the number of recordings
can always be extended and supplemented with new statements and actors.

Using acted emotional speech samples to build emotion recognition systems has
one major drawback - it does not guarantee that simulated emotions will closely
match their authentic counterparts. Due to the different professional abilities and
personal experience of the actors, the authenticity of the emotions they express is
questioned despite the assumptions made about the high correlation of acoustic fea-
tures. Acted emotional expressions are assumed to be at least closely related to
authentic: otherwise, listeners would not be able to recognize the emotional content
of these portrayals [43]. The results of perception studies vary. Audibert et al. re-
ported that 78% of their subjects were able to discriminate between spontaneous and
posed expressions beyond chance level in paired comparisons [44]. Other authors re-
ported that their subjects were unable to discriminate acted and authentic emotional
expressions from both professional actors [45] and non-actors [46] above chance level.

Studies also show that acted emotions are not felt by the actors [47]. This means
that acted emotions to a greater extent express socio-cultural norms of behavior rather
than the consequences of a psychophysiological state. Therefore, actors, whether in-
tentionally or unintentionally, tend to exaggerate some characteristics of emotions
and suppress others, depending on their own experience and acting skills. For ex-
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ample, it has been shown that induced and posed emotional expressions differ in
timing and amplitude of a smile [48] and brow movements [49]. At the acoustic level,
spontaneous and posed samples show similar patterns except for the intensity of the
expressed emotions: acted emotions tend to show higher intensity, whereas natu-
ral emotions show less intensity since they are often regulated by social norms [50].
Different levels of intensity produce variation in voice cues that can influence the
perception of emotions. The acoustical characteristics of different emotions with the
same intensity levels can actually be more similar than acoustical characteristics of
the same emotion with different intensities. This sheds doubt on the use of actors for
emotion research, especially if the goal is to study real emotions.

To avoid some of the stereotypes in emotion portrayal developed among expe-
rienced actors, some of the scholars argue for the use of non-professional actors as
they have less tendency to exaggerate [51]. Some studies conclude that emotional ex-
pressions portrayed by professional actors are not better suited for emotion research
than those from non-actors [46]. Overall, the question of whether or not the acting
experience influences the genuineness of emotional portrayals remains open.

Various other means were proposed to reduce the risks of inaccurate portrayal of
emotions, including the use of emotion scenarios, mood-induction techniques, ques-
tionnaires, and listening assessment tests.

It was argued that vocal expressions in everyday life often contain both spon-
taneous and posed aspects [50], and therefore, the use of acted speech for emotion
modeling is well-justified. On the other hand, common opinion nowadays is that the
use of acted speech is only suitable for preliminary testing of hypotheses (intermediate
result), and in order to achieve the final goal of building an automatic SER system,
the possible inconsistencies of simulated emotions with reality can not be ignored. If
posed and natural emotional expressions are different, this could explain the failure
to apply principles derived from studies of portrayals in practical applications [50].

2.3.2 Induced emotions

The method of inducing emotions in laboratory settings is a compromise between
using actors and collecting emotional expressions that occur in natural environments.
Using emotion elicitation techniques researchers are able to maintain some level of
control over the recording conditions and at the same time assure the authenticity of
emotional expressions. This method uses various strategies to evoke certain emotions
in the participants of an experiment, who can be aware or unaware about them be-
ing recorded. Most common emotion induction techniques include human-to-human
interactions, multimedia presentation, and Wizard-of-Oz scenarios.

Conversational interaction is an effective way of inducing vocal emotions since they
require verbal discussion on matters important to the subject. Different scenarios of
personal interactions can include interview, problem solving, and casual discussions.
In an interview setup, the participants are asked to tell a story from their real life
and reflect on a time when they felt overwhelmingly sad or happy. For example, Ulm
State-of-Mind in Speech - Elderly (USoMS-e) corpus features personal spontaneous
narratives from elderly speakers [52]. Autobiographical recall may be effective in
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inducing such basic emotions as anger, happiness, fear, disgust, and sadness, but not
surprise. Also, it has been shown that participants are more willing to recall and
provide greater detail about positive events in comparison with negative events [53].
Another disadvantage lies in the difficulty to control the intensity of the expressed
emotions since the memory strength and sensitivity of the subjects varies; however, it
has been shown that recalling past events has an effect on physiological factors, such
as heart rate, blood pressure, skin conductance, facial muscle activity, respiratory
period and rate, which indicates that the method works well at eliciting emotional
experiences within participants [54]. However, ethical considerations limit the ability
to elicit very strong emotions when using autobiographical recall as emotion induction
technique.

Problem solving is another example of personal interaction capable of evoking
strong emotional reactions from participants. Instead of reminiscing on the past
events, subjects are asked to solve a cognitive task at hand. The task has to be relevant
and sufficiently important to motivate the participants to be involved, otherwise the
expressed emotions will appear weak or inconclusive. The task has to be solved
collaboratively with a partner or a group of people to ensure vivid discussion. An
example of emotion-eliciting dyadic problem solving interactions is the survival task
presented in RECOLA corpus [55], where participants have to reach a consensus on
how to survive in a disaster scenario - a plane crashing in a deserted and hostile area.
This task is likely to trigger strong emotional response due to high stakes associated
with decision-making (i.e. crew survival) and non-trivial solution that requires intense
discussion. Some participants’ tendency to hide strong and negative emotions during
social interactions may limit the outcome of the experiment. Also, it is hard to elicit
a wide range of emotions by solving a single task.

Presentation of various emotionally evocative media such as images, music and
video clips is considered one of the most effective methods of eliciting all kinds of
emotions, including those that are difficult to induce using other methods, such as
surprise and disgust. The emotional stimuli can be precisely controlled, therefore
it is easy to predict what kind of emotions participants are going to exhibit. For
example, SEWA dataset [56] contains recordings of dyadic discussions of emotionally
evocative video advertisements. Numerous researchers report that combination of
media presentation technique together with other emotion induction methods, e.g.
autobiographical recall with music, has the most effect on participants [53].

Wizard-of-Oz scenarios are based on human-machine interfaces. Participants are
led to believe that the machine with which they interact is fully automated, however
in fact the prompts and responses of the machine are carefully manipulated by human
operators hidden from the participants’ eyes. The conversations with the interface are
recorded using cameras and microphones embedded in the interactive system. Con-
versation scenarios are pre-designed to elicit certain emotional states. For example,
the system may deliberately misunderstand user’s commands, give wrong answers or
refuse response to elicit negative emotions. Avatar-based systems are frequently used
to provide more natural emotional interactions in a variety of different scenarios. For
example, four virtual characters known as Sensitive Artificial Listeners (SAL) were
designed in the framework of SEMAINE project [57] to elicit four different emotional
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responses: Happy character (Poppy) tries to make the user equally happy (positive
valence, high arousal); angry character (Spike) tries to make the user equally angry
(negative valence, high arousal); gloomy character (Obadiah) tries to make the user
equally gloomy (negative valence, low arousal); and neutral character (Prudence) tries
to make the user equally neutral.

Emotion induction techniques provide great amount of control over the record-
ing conditions and capture naturalistic emotional responses from the participants.
As with acted speech, investigators are able to control the number of subjects, the
number and type of emotional expressions that are expected from the participants
(although the exact emotional responses can not be guaranteed). At the same time,
the observer’s paradox (also known as the Labov’s paradox [58]) suggests that at
least some participants tend to deviate their behavior once they know they are be-
ing observed, which sheds doubt about the correlation between induced and natural
emotions. Furthermore, not all emotions are equally easy to induce in a laboratory
setting. Induction of intense negative emotions is also limited by ethical considera-
tions. Nevertheless, emotions induced in laboratory environments are widely used in
many different studies.

2.3.3 Natural emotions

Collection of real-life emotions is challenging because it is difficult to predict where and
when the emotions of interest will occur. Some of the existing in-the-wild emotional
datasets were collected during university exams, business meetings, and one-stop ser-
vices [59]. Emotional expressions collected in these environments are limited because
most of the real-life conversations are neutral, and it is uncommon to see extreme
emotional interactions in daily life. Rich material for intense negative emotion analy-
sis could be obtained from the black box records in disaster situations, such as flight
crashes and military environments; however, such recordings are often classified and
not available for research. Intense positive emotions are likely to occur at mass sports
events and amusement parks [29].

Because most of the daily conversations are neutral and there is no way to control
the emotional stimuli and responses, the number and type of encountered emotional
categories vary significantly according to situation. This leads to an imbalance in
the number of available samples for each emotional category of interest. People of-
ten tend to suppress the external manifestation of negative emotions because of the
accepted social norms of public behavior, although this tendency greatly depends on
the cultural background [60]. Therefore, naturally occurring negative emotions like
anger, sadness and disgust are less represented than positive emotions of happiness
and surprise. Fear is one of the least encountered categories since it requires extreme
situations that happen rarely. In addition, privacy considerations prohibit collec-
tion and usage of the recordings without consent from the subjects, which imposes
restrictions on the manner of data collection available to the researchers.

In-the-wild audio recordings generally suffer from poor quality and high noise
levels. Because the recording happens in natural environment, extraneous sounds
such as other people’s speech, traffic noise etc. are inevitable. The speakers are often
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positioned far from the microphone, which makes the signal-to-noise ratio significantly
lower as compared to the induced and acted speech. All these factors contribute to
the overall low quality of recordings, greatly complicating further analysis.

The process of annotation of natural emotions poses additional challenges due to
their spontaneity: a combination of various emotions can be present at the same time,
the intensity of emotional expression may not be bright enough for recognition, or
an emotion may have uncommon characteristics inherent to one specific individual.
The process of annotation of emotional speech samples is discussed in greater detail
in the following section.

2.4 Annotation of emotions

Regardless of the method for data collection (acted, induced, or in-the-wild), it is
necessary to annotate the data, i.e. to assign one or more emotional labels for each
obtained speech sample. Annotation of emotional speech samples is an important
step towards building emotion recognition systems - the quality of annotations directly
influences the quality of machine learning models. The process of emotion annotation
poses a lot of challenges [61]: different from other machine learning tasks, such as
classification of humans’ traits, e.g. ethnicity, age and gender, where the ground truth
can be easily obtained and does not raise any doubts, the perception of emotions varies
from person to person, leaving a lot of room for discussion [62].

The annotation process is often approximated with an additive Gaussian noise
signal model, where the evaluation result is seen as a linear superposition of the true
emotional category and a noise reflecting both human and technical corruptions. To
ensure the accuracy of the annotations, several experts are required to label the same
instances to eliminate subjectivity and unreliable opinion. Depending on the cor-
pus design, each sample is usually labeled by at least 3-5 annotators. The pool of
annotators should be sufficiently representative since the ability to recognize emo-
tions changes among different age and gender groups [63]. Because the emotional
annotations are highly subjective, often annotators exhibit significant disagreement
in their labels; an inter-rator agreement analysis needs to be performed to determine
the degree of consistency among different annotators. Should the experts completely
disagree on a label, the corresponding speech sample is to be deemed unreliable and
therefore discarded from further analysis.

Corpus annotation can be performed on different levels: utterance level vs. frame
level. On the utterance level, one speech sample corresponds to a single emotional
label. On the frame level, the annotation is performed continuously for each frame
of the recording, resulting in a sequence of labels. Each approach for annotation is
discussed below in detail.

2.4.1 Utterance level

An utterance is defined as a smallest unit of speech with a clear pause at the beginning
and the end. Typically, emotions do not change as quickly as to start an utterance
with one emotion and finish with another - i.e. emotions are suprasegmental in nature.
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Therefore, utterance-level approach is based on the assumption that within one single
utterance the emotion does not change, and the annotator assigns a single label for
every utterance.

Utterance-level annotation can include both emotional categories (anger, happi-
ness, etc.) and emotional primitives (activation and valence). Most acted databases
are annotated on the utterance level. For example, EMO-DB [37] assigns each ut-
terance to one of the seven emotional categories. Even with acted speech, where
the emotional labels are known in advance, the correctness of the expressed emo-
tions can not be guaranteed and must be assessed by experts; the recordings with
unreliable emotion portrayal need to be discarded as they will deteriorate the per-
formance of the system. IEMOCAP [40] is a special case of acted database because
it allows actors to improvise and therefore, the emotional label of each utterance is
not known in advance. Annotation of such database requires a special equipment:
authors used ANVIL tool [64] to provide both categorical (9 emotional descriptors)
and attribute-based annotations (activation, valence and dominance).

Choosing the number of emotional categories for annotation is a crucial step: a
great number leads to a high disagreement between evaluators, a small number leads
to inaccurate emotion representation. Common practice is to limit the number of
considered emotions to the six basic categories proposed by Paul Ekman [31]: anger,
sadness, happiness, disgust, fear, and surprise. To account for mixed emotions some-
times annotators are allowed to give more than one label for each sample, although
this is undesirable since multi-label classification task becomes greatly complicated
(see soft-target training [65]). Additionally, it is possible to assess label uncertainty
and annotator idiosyncrasy using hard and soft emotion label annotation [66].

Emotional primitives annotated on the utterance level are usually represented as
discrete categories or levels of activation and valence, which can be visualized with the
Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) scale [67] (see Figure 2.3). SAM annotation provides
text-free assessment that eliminates the difficulties faced by annotators’ individual un-
derstanding of emotional labels, leading to fast, intuitive annotation process, which
shows low standard deviation and high inter-evaluator agreement [40]. An example
of a database with emotional primitives annotated on the utterance level is IEMO-
CAP [40], which contains annotations for five progressive levels of activation (1-calm,
5-excited), valence (1-negative, 5-positive), and dominance (1-weak, 5-strong). These
ratings are often further grouped into three classes: low, medium, and high.

Majority voting is commonly used to determine the true emotional category from
the set of available labels from different annotators. This means that provided five
labels for the same utterance, the emotional category with three or more votes is
chosen as a true category. However, studies show that it may be more reliable to
choose samples with more annotator agreement at the cost of sample size [68].

2.4.2 Frame-level

Frame-level annotation is a fine-grained continuous annotation that assigns an emo-
tional label for each frame of a recording, producing a sequence of labels for each ut-
terance. Because the recordings are usually evaluated based on both visual and audio
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Figure 2.3: Emotion assessment manikin scale [67]2: upper row - valence scale, middle
row - activation scale, lower row - dominance scale.

Figure 2.4: Frame-level annotation of emotional primitive (arousal) of subject P16
from 6 annotators in RECOLA corpus [55]

modalities, the frequency of the frame-level annotations are limited by the frequency
of visual frames, typically 25 Hz. This means that the label changes approximately
every 40 ms.

Frame-level annotation typically features labels for emotional primitives - valence,
activation, and dominance - since they can be easily represented with numbers, and,
more precisely, with sequence of numbers. These sequences of labels can be visualized
as a 1-dimensional plot of magnitude against time (see Figure 2.4 for an example of
arousal annotation from RECOLA corpus). The only (up to date) exception is the
RAMAS dataset [51], which contains categorical frame-level annotation, an example
of which can be seen in Figure 2.5). In this corpus, the annotation is partly-continuous
because not all frames of the recordings are assigned an emotional label.

Frame-level annotation is performed with a special software designed for a real-
2Reprinted from Speech Communication, vol. 49, no. 10-11, Grimm, M., Kroschel, K., Mower,

E., and Narayanan, S., “Primitives-based evaluation and estimation of emotions in speech,”, pp.
787–800, Copyright 2007, with permission from Elsevier
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Figure 2.5: Frame-level annotation of emotional categories from 5 annotators in RA-
MAS recording (22dec_K63_2)

time continuous tracking of emotions like FEELTRACE [69], GTRACE [70], and
PAGAN [71]. The annotation is performed by moving a cursor or pressing the up
and down keys on the keyboard to adjust the magnitude (or polarity) of the emotional
primitives. Some variation exists across different solutions to provide better quality
of annotation: wheel interface where the magnitude of change can be controlled easier
and exponential acceleration of the annotator cursor [71].

As can be seen from Figure 2.4, the annotation given to the same instance by
different annotators can vary drastically. Various estimators can be used to calculate
the true category of a sample with several numeric labels. Maximum Likelihood
Estimator (MLE) is equivalent to the mean value, where all evaluations are assigned
the same weight. Evaluator Weighted Estimator (Evaluator Weighted Estimator)
calculates weights to rule out unreliable evaluators [72]. Such statistical measures as
Cohen’s and Fleiss’ Kappa, as well as Krippendorff’s alpha have been extensively used
to evaluate the inter-rator agreement for emotionally-colored speech datasets [73].

In spite of elaborate software, annotators face certain difficulties when tracing the
emotions in real-time. Depending on the reaction speed, annotators exhibit different
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of the annotator’s reaction lag, adapted from Mariooryad and
Busso [74]3. The peak of annotation magnitude happens τ amount of time later then
the peak of the emotion

amount of reaction lag, which is defined as a delay that happens between the start of
emotional behavior manifestation and and the start of its annotation by the evaluator
(see Figure 2.6). Combined with subjective differences in annotation, the calculation
of gold standard annotation becomes more troublesome as compared to the categorical
approach to emotion representation.

There are several advantages of the frame-level annotation. First, it allows accu-
rate modeling of the transitions between different emotional states. Second, it does
not require segmentation of long utterances and therefore it is suitable for real-time
continuous processing of prolonged speech samples, which is problematic for systems
trained on utterance-level annotations. However, these advantages are associated
with additional challenges. Continuous frame-level annotation requires more time
and effort from annotators to reliably label each frame of the recording. Calcula-
tion of ground truth (gold standard) annotation is complicated by several factors,
including the reaction lag and subjectivity of emotion perception. Additional con-
siderations are required to establish whether frame-level annotation is justified given
the suprasegmental nature of emotions.

2.5 Challenges of emotion recognition

Due to the complex nature of psychophysiological processes associated with the ex-
perience of emotions, their observation, recognition, and classification seems to be a
difficult and non-trivial task not only for artificial intelligence systems, but also for
humans: it is estimated that people recognize six basic emotions on average 50-60% of
the time [75; 76; 77]. What makes the emotion recognition task so difficult that even
humans struggle to disambiguate emotional states, let alone automatic machines?

3© 2013, IEEE
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The biggest challenge in all emotion recognition tasks lies in the difficulty of
defining the ground truth: internal experiences are not directly observable and the
emotional states can only be inferred from their external manifestations, which vary
significantly in different situations. Variability in emotional expressions exists not
only among different people, but also within every single person. Depending on
context, the same emotion can be expressed using a manifold of behavioral cues, so
much so emotions become blended and hardly distinguishable[78]. A person may cry
from sorrow, happiness, or fear - no single feature is clearly indicative of the emotional
state that is being experienced; rather, it is the composition of broad spectrum of
parameters that needs to be taken into account to recognize the emotion. Factors that
contribute to the vast variety of emotional behavior include age, gender, ethnicity,
culture, and individual characteristics of a person.

Even though many scientific works prove the universality of the manifestation
and perception of basic emotions among different cultures, cultural and social norms
adopted in a society have a great influence on their manifestation: in Western cul-
tures, like Korea and Japan, emotional subduction is the norm of social behavior,
whereas in Eastern cultures, like Europe and Untied States, overt emotional expres-
sion is the norm [79]. A study by Klaus Scherer covering 37 different countries found
that Americans show happiness and anger more often and more intensely than Euro-
peans and Japanese [80]. The same study found that emotional responses to people’s
actions differ across cultures: for example, in South America, people’s actions are
less likely to be judged as immoral or indecent. Another work on vocal emotions
by Bryant and Barrett showed that people belonging to the Shuar Indian group (in
Ecuador) systematically perceive the expression of happiness in European culture as
a manifestation of fear [81]. This may be explained by deliberately serious and even
aggressive behavior towards strangers, customary in their culture. In Europe, on the
contrary, an open and benevolent attitude is considered the norm of behavior. Thus,
raising the tone, tempo and variability in speech associated with the manifestation of
happiness in Europe is perceived by Shuar people as a manifestation of fear, in many
respects having similar vocal characteristics. It is also known from the work of James
Russell that some African languages use the same word to express anger and sad-
ness; similarly, the same word is used to express shame and fear, which indicates that
they do not distinguish between these emotional states [82]. Some individual peoples
have culturally specific emotional concepts that are absent in other languages, such
as Japanese “amae”, Portuguese “saudade”, and German “schadenfreude”. The most
complete list of such emotional concepts was collected in Tiffany Smith’s encyclopedia
of emotions [83].

Collection of emotional speech samples (datasets) remains the biggest issue that
prevents developing high-end emotion recognition systems, which to this day are
data-dependent. As described in Section 2.3, many challenges encountered during
the database collection process limit the available datasets to a size ranging from
hundreds to thousands speech samples, which corresponds to just dozens of hours
(and speakers). This is a very small figure compared to other speech-based machine
learning tasks, e.g. speech recognition, where the modern dataset sizes reach over
2,000 hours of speech and the number of speakers reaches several hundreds [84]. Such
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limitations restrict the complexity of the machine learning models that can be trained
for emotion recognition task, since complex models with many tuning parameters tend
to overfit on small amounts of data. Overfitting caused by limited number of speakers
and speech samples leads to inability to build sufficiently representative models that
generalize well on new data [85]. Therefore, existing emotion recognition models
suffer from robustness issues and loss in performance when testing the systems in
various scenarios that do not match the conditions of the training corpus, leading to
a necessity for compensation of existing variabilities [86].

Emotion annotation requires multiple labels to be assigned for each speech sample,
and since the labels are highly subjective, they are not always consistent and accurate,
which complicates the procedure for obtaining the ground truth labels and affects the
overall performance of the systems. The quality of labels may suffer from the software
restrictions as well as annotators’ insufficient competencies and low motivation to
perform the task. Hiring professional experts to annotate the data is costly and
the number of available annotations becomes limited. On the other hand, using a
large number of non-expert annotators, for example, by means of crowdsourcing, is
faster and cheaper but is also associated with decreased quality of annotations [87].
The problem of annotators’ low motivation was addressed by financial rewarding and
gamification of the process; however, many of existing databases still suffer from
unreliable annotation.

Bias is another problem often encountered in emotion recognition tasks; it exists
in representations of both emotions and speakers. The bias in emotion categories
arises from the fact that most of the natural conversations occurring in-the-wild are
neutral, and certain emotions are expressed more often then others. This leads to a
considerable class imbalance and a need to consider additional techniques (upsam-
pling/downsampling, weighting, kernel methods) to compensate for this drawback.
Speaker bias appears when certain categories of speakers are less represented, e.g.
the female-to-male ratio is low, certain age group is absent, or cultural background
of the subjects is limited to a single origin [6]. This leads to unexpected drop in
performance when testing the systems on underrepresented population categories.
For example, most of the emotion recognition systems are trained on speech samples
obtained from adult speakers, which results in lower performance rates when tested
on younger or elderly population. Another study has shown that facial recognition
software interprets emotions differently based on the person’s race [7].

The difficulty of speech emotion recognition also stems from the multimodality
of emotional manifestations. Naturally, people express their emotions using not only
voice, but also facial expressions, hand gestures, and body language; they easily per-
ceive emotions of other people by observing all of the available information, including
verbal and non-verbal cues. For example, detection of sarcasm is only possible when
a conflict between different modalities is detected: a person may say one thing, but
his facial expression may indicate another. Therefore, when the available information
is limited to a single modality (i.e. speech), the performance of emotion recognition
is expected to drop.
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2.6 Summary

This chapter reviewed basic theoretical concepts about emotions and different ap-
proaches to their representation: categorical or dimensional. Categorical approach
defines discrete emotional states such as happiness, sadness, fear, anger, and disgust.
Dimensional approach defines emotional primitives such as activation and valence that
describe certain aspects of emotional states. Categorical approach has advantages of
being simple and intuitive, however, its drawbacks include inability to account for
different levels of emotion intensity and mixed emotional categories. Dimensional
approach avoids using specific vocabulary to describe emotions, allowing to focus on
important properties of emotions and keep the number of considered concepts low.
On the other hand, the interpretation of emotional parameters within dimensional
models is ambiguous and does not allow for decisive conclusions about the nature of
expressed emotional behavior.

Collection of emotional speech samples is possible via several methods: recording
acted speech, inducing emotions in a laboratory environment, collecting emotional
expressions in-the-wild. The main argument for choosing the appropriate method is
the compromise between the level of control and naturalness of the expressed emo-
tions. Acted speech provides the most amount of control over the recording condi-
tions, as well as the number, type, and content of emotional expressions, however, it
casts doubts on the correlation with the authentic emotions. Recordings of natural
emotions are subject to least control and often suffer from class imbalance and noise.
Induced emotions represent a compromise between acted and natural speech, allowing
for maintaining some amount of control and authenticity of emotional expressions.

Annotation of emotional expressions poses additional challenges and can be per-
formed on the utterance level or on the frame level, whereby calculation of gold
standard annotation is complicated by high levels of disagreement between annota-
tors. Uncertainty and low quality of labels prompts researchers to constantly improve
strategies for data annotation. Other problems inherent to emotion recognition re-
search include intra- and inter-speaker variabilities in emotion manifestation behav-
ior, cross-cultural differences, small size of the available datasets, class imbalance and
potential bias that rises from insufficient speaker representativeness.

Given many existing approaches towards study of emotions, none can be called
universal and most commonly accepted. Each approach has advantages and disad-
vantages, and the decision of choosing the emotion paradigm should be made on a
case-by-case basis considering various factors that include research goals and practi-
cal considerations, such as application requirements, technical restrictions, and many
other details. General trend is to shift away from using acted speech towards analyz-
ing authentic emotional expressions collected in natural environments. A lot of efforts
are directed at creating large-scale representative databases that feature speakers of
different age, gender, race, ethnicity, and cultural background to avoid bias and build
speaker- and language-independent emotion recognition systems. Much attention is
paid to reliability of annotations and various ways for improving annotation process.

The following chapter introduces background on computational methods, machine
learning and state-of-the-art in automatic speech emotion recognition.
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3 Background on Computational Methods
This chapter presents theoretical background for general principles of machine learn-
ing relevant to the current study that include feature extraction, classification, and
performance evaluation. We identify main components of a general classification
system, specify particular requirements for speech emotion recognition systems, and
provide insights into the inner workings of the algorithms used in the current study.
We also discuss important concepts of generalization and overfitting, as well as dif-
ferent tools for avoiding overfitting like reduction of feature space, limiting the size of
trainable parameters, regularization, and dropout. At last, recent trends and modern
approaches in affective computing are presented at the end of each section.

3.1 Feature extraction

The first step in any classification system is extraction of features. Audio features are
measurable properties of sound that contain relevant information for a given classifica-
tion task. A set of features is thus a simplified representation of a signal that contains
important characteristics and discards unnecessary information. Determining what
information is important is not always easy. Useful features, also called informa-
tive features, will differ depending on the application: informative features in speech
recognition may be completely useless for recognizing emotions, and vice versa. Fea-
tures used in emotion recognition tasks can be divided into two categories: 1) acoustic
(associated with vocal characteristics), and 2) linguistic (language-related). The ef-
fectiveness of using a particular category will depend on the database and the specific
problem being solved. Thus, the lexical component becomes more important when
working with spontaneous speech as compared to the acted or stimulated speech,
where the statements are often semantically neutral.

3.1.1 Acoustic features

There are two fundamentally different types of acoustical features: knowledge-based
and machine-learning-based feature representations. Knowledge-based features, also
called hand-engineered, are designed by humans based on expert knowledge of acous-
tical properties of speech signals. Machine-learning-based features are automatically
extracted by machine learning algorithms and are often uninterpretable by human
beings.

Hand-engineered features can be defined on two different levels: a frame level,
and an utterance level. The frame-level features are known as Low Level Descriptorss
(LLDs). They are extracted on short audio segments (in the range of milliseconds)
and give us instantaneous information about the audio signal. The utterance-level
features are obtained by summarizing LLDs over the whole utterance using statistical
functionals (min, max, range, etc.). They are used to describe the whole sound wave.

The acoustic LLDs can be roughly divided into the following categories: energy-
based, prosodic, voice quality, and spectral. Each group of indicators is intended to
describe individual aspects of the voice and finds its application in the recognition
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of emotional states. Prosodic signs reflect the peculiarities of speech associated with
melody, temporal, and timbre characteristics of the voice, as well as the rhythm of
the utterance. Voice quality features reflect such characteristics of speech as signal
deviations of frequency (jitter) and amplitude (shimmer), as well as the ratio of pitch
harmonics to noise. These features qualitatively affect the perception of voice and
often overlap with prosodic characteristics. Spectral features characterize a speech
signal in its physical and mathematical sense based on the presence of periodic (tonal)
and non-periodic (noise) spectral components. They allow reflecting the features of
the spectrum of voice impulses, filtering functions of the vocal tracts and the dynamics
of articulatory organs. Energy cues convey information about the energy level carried
by a vocal signal and are effective in recognizing the intensity of an expressed emotion.
They can be expressed in terms of a spectrum sum, zero-crossing frequency, etc.

The openSMILE features [88] are most commonly used knowledge-based feature
sets that are a de-facto standard used as a baseline in various paralinguistic challenges,
including the Interspeech Computational Paralinguistics Challenge (ComParE) [89].
Below is the detailed LLD and functional description of the most popular openSMILE
feature sets, which are also used in the current study.

The INTERSPEECH 2010 Paralinguistics Challenge feature set includes
the following 34 LLDs: Pulse-Code Modulated (PCM) loudness (the loudness as the
normalised intensity raised to a power of 0.3); Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
(MFCC) 0-14; logarithmic power of Mel-frequency bands 0-7 (distributed over a range
from 0 to 8 kHz); the 8-line spectral pair frequencies computed from 8 Linear Predic-
tive Coding (LPC) coefficients; the envelope of the smoothed Fundamental frequency
(F0) contour; the voicing probability of the final F0 candidate. Together with 34
corresponding delta coefficients, and 21 functionals applied to each of these 68 LLD
contours, this results in 1428 features. Additionally, 19 functionals are applied to the
four pitch-based LLDs and their four delta coefficient contours. Also, the number of
pitch onsets and the total duration of the input are appended. The resulting feature
set contains 1582 features in total.

The functionals applied to the above-mentioned LLDs are the following: absolute
position of maximum and minimum values (in frames), arithmetic mean of the con-
tour, slope and offset of a linear approximation of the contour, linear and quadratic
error computed as the difference of the linear approximation and the actual contour,
standard deviation of the values in the contour, skewness, kurtosis, 1%, 25%, 50%,
75%, 99% percentiles, inter-quartile range, signal range, percentage of the time the
signal is above (75% * range + min) and (90% * range + min), smoothed F0 contour,
local and differential frame-to-frame jitter, local frame-to-frame shimmer.

The INTERSPEECH 2013 ComParE Challenge feature set is the largest
collection of brute-forced features, which includes 65 LLDs broadly divided into en-
ergy, spectral, cepstral, and voicing-related feature categories. The set is an extension
of previously defined features with additional LLDs including logarithmic Harmonic-
to-Noise Ratio (HNR), spectral harmonicity, and psychoacoustic spectral sharpness.
F0 is estimated using Sub-Harmonic Summation (SHS) followed by Viterbi smooth-
ing. Jitter delta is evaluated as an indicator of the “jitter of jitter”. For a full
description of features, the reader is referred to the challenge paper [90].
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Table 3.1: Comparison of the 65 LLDs provided in the openSMILE IS13 ComParE
acoustic feature set and 42 LLDs provided in the eGeMAPS acoustic feature set

IS13 ComParE feature set eGeMAPS

Voicing-related LLDs

F0 (SHS + Viterbi), Probability of voic-
ing, Logarithmic HNR, Jitter local, Jitter
delta, Shimmer local

F0 (Linear & semi-tone), Formants 1, 2,
(freq., bandwidth, ampl.), Harmonic dif-
ference H1–H2, H1–A3, log. HNR, Jitter
(local), Shimmer (local)

Spectral LLDs

MFCC (1-14); Spectral energy 250–650
Hz, 1 k–4 k Hz; Spectral Roll-off Point
0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.9; Spectral Flux,
Centroid, Entropy, Slope; Psychoacous-
tic Sharpness, Harmonicity; Spectral
Variance, Skewness, Kurtosis; RASTA-
filtered auditory spectral bands 1–26 (0-8
k Hz)

α ratio (50–1 000 Hz / 1-5 k Hz); Energy
slope (0–500 Hz, 0.5–1.5 k Hz); Hammar-
berg index; MFCC 1–4; Spectral Flux

Energy-related LLDs

Auditory spectrum sum (loudness),
RASTA-filtered auditory spectrum sum,
zero-crossing rate, RMS Energy

Auditory spectrum sum (loudness)

Extended Geneva Minimalistic Acoustic Parameter Set (eGeMAPS) is
another popular set of features based on a small number of features carefully hand-
engineered specifically for robust performance in emotion recognition from speech [91].
It consists of two functional descriptors, arithmetic mean and the coefficient of vari-
ation, of a set of 42 LLDs. The comparison of the eGeMAPS feature set LLDs and
the INTERSPEECH 2013 ComParE Challenge feature set is shown in Table 3.1.

Because the hand-engineered feature sets are often brute-forced, their size quickly
reaches very high numbers (>6000), and chances are that many features are corre-
lated. This may negatively influence the classification outcome. Therefore, one of the
most important questions that needs addressing when solving the emotion recognition
task - what are the most import features? With the knowledge-based approach, it is
difficult to answer this question.

An alternative to the high-level features defined by statistical functionals is using
machine learning algorithms to automatically model the LLDs, such as Bag-of-Audio-
Words (BOAW) [92] and Fisher Vectors [93]. BOAW approach performs clustering
on the 12 MFCCs and the logarithmic signal energy. The list of the final cluster
centroids result in a codebook, which is used to quantize original acoustic LLDs
and assign them to the closest (in terms of Euclidean distance) audio word in the
codebook. The frequencies of the audio words are used to create a histogram, or
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a “bag”, which serves as the feature vector for classification. On the other hand,
Fisher Vector encoding provides a suprasegmental encoding of LLDs, such as MFCC
and RASTA-style Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP), by their deviation from the
distribution, which can be modeled by the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). Both
approaches have been successfully applied for various paralingusitic tasks, including
speech emotion recognition [94; 92; 93].

The fully-automated feature extraction became possible with an advent of neural
networks that are capable of learning feature representations in early layers. Examples
of such features include Deep Spectrum feature representation [95] extracted with
a deep convolutional neural network, the AuDeep features extracted with a deep
recurrent neural network architecture [96], and TRILL [97] features based on deep
residual networks.

Altogether, data-driven features like BOAW, Deep Spectrum and AuDeep become
more popular as they are included as alternative baseline features for Interspeech
ComParE challenges together with knowledge-based openSMILE functionals. How-
ever, the effectiveness of each type of features is highly dependent on the given task:
while BOAW, Deep Spectrum and AuDeep features are potentially capable of out-
performing the openSMILE features due to being more flexible and adaptive, many
other factors like sample size and noise negatively influence their generalization per-
formance; openSMILE features show more robust performance against other types of
features on small datasets [52; 89].

3.1.2 Linguistic features

Linguistic features can be broadly divided into the following categories: count-based
features, distributed feature representations, and dictionary-based features.

Count-based features. Early research on linguistic feature representations fo-
cused on the Bag-of-Words (BOW) approach and its variants like the Term Frequency
- Inverse Document Frequency approach (TF-IDF). BOW models a text as a one-hot
encoded vector, whose entries correspond to the distinct words encountered in a
dataset. The size of the vector corresponds to the size of the vocabulary available
during training, and the values of the vector components are frequencies that indicate
the number of times a particular word is encountered in text. Thus, BOW does not
preserve any information about grammar or word order. TF-IDF is an advanced mea-
sure that reflects how relevant a word is to a document in a collection of documents.
The term frequency of a word is the number of times it appears in a document. The
inverse document frequency of a word is calculated for a set of documents as a ratio
of the total number of documents to the number of documents that contain the word.
It shows how common or rare the word is in a dataset. The multiplication of the term
frequency and the inverse document frequency gives the TF-IDF score for each word
in a document. The score will be high if a word appears frequently in a document,
however, it will be lowered if the word also appears often in other document, which
is useful to account for commonly used words and stop-words (e.g. “the”, “and”, etc.).

BOW and TF-IDF approaches have major drawbacks. First, the size of a feature
vector quickly increases with the size of the vocabulary used in a dataset. For large
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datasets, the dimensionality of the feature spaces reaches tens of thousands of words.
Second, the BOW-based approaches loose all information about grammar, context
and word order, which may be important for understanding the text. Nevertheless,
TF-IDF has been widely applied for various Natural Language Processing (NLP)
tasks, including text summarization and classification, keyword extraction, and stop-
words removal.

For some tasks, it is helpful to build more complex features that are combinations
of primitive features. In order to avoid an extensive human effort required for feature
engineering, recent research in NLP has focused on representation learning: ways
to automatically learn the features in an unsupervised way from a large corpus of
text. With an advent of neural networks it became possible to extract new types of
linguistic features known as word embeddings.

Word2vec is a family of methods introduced in 2013 by Mikolov et al. that
use shallow, two-layer neural networks to reconstruct linguistic context of words [98].
The input to the network is one-hot word encodings and the output is also one-
hot encodings of context words. The network is trained to predict context words
based on a large corpus of text. At the end of the training, the resulting hidden layer
representation of words can be used as the feature representation for other NLP tasks.
Each feature vector can be represented as a point in a feature space, where words
that appear in similar context are close to each other, and words that do not appear
in similar context are far from each other. Such feature representations are also called
distributed because of the semantic proximity of words and their compositionality:
features can be added and subtracted in the given feature space, and the resulting
feature vector would still have meaningful representation. For example, the following
manipulations with word embeddings hold true: king −man+ woman = queen.

FastText feature representation was introduced in 2015 by Facebook [99]. It is
conceptually the same feature generation method as Word2Vec, however it operates
at a character level instead of a word level. A word in FastText is represented by a
sum of its character n-grams, which allows obtaining better feature representations for
morphologically rich languages such as Arabic, German and Russian. It also makes
inferring of unseen words easier: for example, the meaning of the word “courageous”
can be inferred from its subword, “courage”. FastText was successfully applied for
emotion recognition [100] and sentiment analysis [101].

BERT is a feature vector representation introduced in 2018 by Google [102]. The
name stands for Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformer. It uses a
different neural network structure: a transformer, which is an encoder-decoder archi-
tecture model that uses attention mechanism to handle dependencies in sequential
input data. The base BERT model uses 12 layers of transformer encoders, and the
output of each encoder layer can be used as a word embedding; however, the authors
suggest to sum the output of the last four layers for best results. The dimensionality
of such BERT representation is 768 features. The input to BERT is obtained from
tokenization of an input text: first, the whole word is checked in a vocabulary; then,
if the word is not found, it is broken into largest possible subwords contained in the
vocabulary; at last, if the necessary subwords are not found, the word is decomposed
into individual characters. A comparative analysis of BERT and other related feature
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representations for text-based emotion recognition can be found in [103].
Word2Vec and Fastext offer fixed word representations regardless of the context.

Thus, the word “bank” in the following expressions will have the same word embedding
despite having different meaning: “river bank” and “bank robbery”. BERT offers an
advantage over the fixed word embeddings due to the dynamic feature generation that
allows for disambiguation of polysemic words. All distributed feature representations,
including Word2Vec, Fastext, and BERT, support transfer learning and fine-tuning
on specific tasks. A careful error analysis on the training or development data set
often provides insights into what features work best in the given task/language.

Dictionary-based features. The above-mentioned approaches are general lin-
guistic feature representations that do not reflect semantic orientation (polarity) of
the input text. One of the resources specifically designed for sentiment analysis is
a tonal dictionary, which is a knowledge-based lexicon that assigns a polarity score
(positive or negative) to each word in a vocabulary. Detailed information about tonal
dictionaries is available in Section 4.2. Based on such dictionaries, various features
specific for emotion recognition and sentiment analysis were proposed in the litera-
ture: the number of positive and negative sentiment words [104], information gain
(expected mutual information), and cosine similarity [105].

3.1.3 Reducing feature space

‘Plurality should never be proposed unless needed’
William of Occam

If the features are sufficiently representative and statistically independent of each
other, then theoretically it is possible to build a classifier that achieves perfect ac-
curacy. In this case, with each additional informative feature, the recognition effec-
tiveness will improve, and if the number of features used is infinitely increased, the
error will tend to zero. In practice, however, it has been proven that after a certain
amount additional features not only do not improve the performance of a classifier,
but, on the contrary, worsen its effectiveness. This problem has received the name
“curse of dimensionality” [106].

The “curse of dimensionality” states that with an increase in the number of fea-
tures, the space they cover becomes very sparse, and there is not enough data for their
statistical modeling. More over, the statistical independence can not be guaranteed,
which further complicates the analysis. Reducing the feature space is used to create
a simplified model that accurately describes the phenomenon of interest.

In the problems of speech classification of emotions, the number of possible fea-
tures is very large. Instead of extracting a few predefined features, a brute-force
approach is often used, which extracts a huge number of all possible features. The
result is a feature vector reaching the dimension of hundreds and even thousands of
elements. Even if we assume that each feature is informative, not all elements are
statistically independent from each other.

The need to simplify the model exists in cases where the number of features is too
large for processing, there is a strong correlation between the data, or when the data
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is redundant. After feature reduction, the inevitable loss of the original information
occurs. Different methods to varying degrees maintain original information; the least
loss can be achieved by the method of principal components [107].

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [108], also known as the Karhunen-
Loeve transform – is a dimensionality reduction method, which finds linear combina-
tions (principal components) that maximize the amount of explained variation in a
data set. In other words, PCA performs a change of basis by projecting the data of
dimension d onto a subspace of lower dimension, and the criterion for optimality is
the sum of the squares of the error. The following steps are taken:

1. A vector of means µ (with size d) and a covariance matrix Σ (with size d× d )
are calculated for the entire dataset.

2. Pairs of eigenvalues and eigenvectors (λ1, e1), (λ2, e2) and so on are calculated,
which are subsequently sorted in order of decreasing eigenvalues.

3. The first k eigenvectors with the largest eigenvalues are selected.

4. A d× k matrix A is created whose columns are the values of k eigenvectors.

5. The representation of the original data using principal components is performed
using the projection of the data onto a subspace of dimension k in accordance
with the following formula:

x′ = F1(x) = At(x− µ) (3.1)

Thus, k is the dimension of the new subspace in which the signal is described.
The remaining (d− k) measurements are considered to contain noise components of
the data. Usually among the eigenvalues only some have sufficiently large values.

Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) [109] is a method from multivariate
statistics, which models relationship between two datasets. The method identifies
pairs of canonical variables, which are linear combinations of the variables of one of
the data sets, that have the largest possible correlation. Given two vectors, X =
(X1, . . . , Xn) and Y = (Y1, . . . , Ym), the CCA finds linear combinations of X and Y
that have maximum correlation. The cross-covariance matrix ΣXY = cov(X, Y ) is an
n×m matrix, whose entries are the covariances cov(xi, yj). CCA then finds vectors
a ∈ Rn and b ∈ Rm such that the first pair of canonical variables U = aTX and
V = bTY has maximum correlation ρ = corr(aTX, bTY ). The next pairs of canonical
variables seek to maximize the same correlation subject to a constraint that they have
to be uncorrelated with the previous pairs of canonical variables. The procedure may
be repeated for up to min{m,n} canonical variable pairs. Just like PCA, CCA has
an effect of dimensionality reduction if the number of canonical variables is chosen
less than min{m,n}.

CCA answers the following questions: how much is the correlation between each
canonical variable from data set X and its counterpart in data set Y; and which
original variables are represented by each of the canonical variables? Therefore, while
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PCA is focused on finding linear combinations that account for the most variance in
a single data set, CCA is focused on finding linear combinations that account for the
most correlation in two different datasets.

3.2 Classification

In this work, we only consider supervised machine learning algorithms that require a
training dataset D = {(xi, yi)}ni=1. A dataset D contains n data samples x and corre-
sponding labels y ∈ {ci}Ci=1. A classification system defines four major components:

• A feature vector representation of the input x ∈ Rd.

• A classification function f(x) that predicts class ŷi for each xi.

• An objective function for learning L(ŷ, y).

• An algorithm for optimizing the objective function.

The research and development of a classification system happens in two stages:
training and testing. During training, the parameters of the classification system are
initialized (most often randomly), and then optimized using a training data set in an
iterative fashion until a certain criterion of system effectiveness is achieved. That is,
training is a repetitive process, the purpose of which is to find those parameters of the
system that best allow tuning the system to perform the assigned tasks. The outcome
of the training stage is a classification algorithm with an optimal set of parameters
that gives the best accuracy on the validation data. The performance is expected
to drop when processing new, previously unseen data samples, so the final expected
effectiveness of the model is evaluated on a held-out dataset during the second stage –
testing. The outcome of this stage is an estimation of the effectiveness of the system
on previously unseen data. Finally, if the system meets the required criteria, it is
ready for the operation in real-life scenarios. Unfortunately, it is hard to estimate the
performance of the system during this stage since there are no available ground truth
labels to compare the outcome of the system. The performance is expected to be
similar to the one estimated during the second stage (testing), however, many factors
such as acoustical background, noise, recording equipment etc. may influence the
final performance. The general pipeline of the training and testing stages is shown in
Figure 3.1.

There are two fundamentally different approaches to supervised learning: discrim-
inative and generative. A generative model is trying to understand the underlying
feature distributions, while a discriminative model is only trying to learn to distin-
guish the classes. An example of a generative model is Naive Bayes classifier (NB).
It assigns a class c to a sample x not by directly computing P (c |x) but by using a
prior probability P (c) and a likelihood p(x | c), which expresses how to generate the
features of x if we knew it was of class c:

c = arg max
c∈C

p(x | c)︸ ︷︷ ︸
likelihood

P (c)︸︷︷︸
prior

(3.2)
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Figure 3.1: General pipeline of the research and development stages of a classification
system

A discriminative model, on the other hand, attempts to directly compute P (c |x).
Examples of discriminative models include Support Vector Machine (SVM), Logis-
tic Regression (LR), and neural networks. Because discriminative models have been
specifically designed to discriminate classes, they often outperform generative models
in classification tasks. However, generative models like Naive Bayes, despite being
less accurate classifiers, can work extremely well (sometimes even better than discrim-
inative models) on very small datasets [110] or short documents [111]. Furthermore,
Naive Bayes is easy to implement and very fast to train (there’s no optimization step).
So it’s still a reasonable approach to use in some situations [112].

Generative models like Naive Bayes have overly strong conditional independence
assumptions. If we consider two strongly correlated features, Naive Bayes will treat
both features as if they were independent, multiplying them both in, overestimating
the evidence. On the other hand, Logistic Regression will simply distribute the weight
between both features. When there are many correlated features, it will assign a more
accurate probability than Naive Bayes. Following is the description of classification
methods used in the current study.

3.2.1 Support vector machine

The method of support vectors (SVM) is an effective and one of the most popular
methods of classification proposed in 1992 by a group of American scientists from the
AT & T Bell Laboratories [113]. SVM belongs to a family of linear binary classifiers:
recognition is performed in two classes: +1 (positive) and -1 (negative). The key
concept underlying a linear classifier is the dot product of two vectors: a feature
vector x ∈ Rd and a weight vectorw ∈ Rd, where d is the dimensionality of the feature
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Figure 3.2: General linear classifier; b) linear SVM

vector x. The linear discriminant function (classification function) is determined as
follows:

f(x) = wTx + b =
d∑
i=1

wixi + b = 0 (3.3)

where x is a feature vector, w is a weight vector and b is an offset relative to the origin.
In two-dimensional space, the discriminant function is a line, in three-dimensional
space – a plane, and in the general case of multidimensional space – a hyperplane.
The hyperplane f(x) divides the feature space in two parts: the sign of the function
f(x) depends on the side in which the given point is located. The boundary between
positive and negative points is called the dividing surface (Figure 3.2a). The points
closest to the given hyperplane are called support vectors. From a geometrical point
of view, the gap between a hyperplane and datapoints from D is expressed as follows:

mD(f) =
1

2
ŵT (x+ − x−) =

1

‖w‖
(3.4)

where ŵ is a unit vector in the direction of w (‖ŵ‖ = w
‖w‖ = 1); x− and x+ are

support vectors among positive and negative data points, respectively. The distance
from the support vectors to the hyperplane is minimal and is set equal to 1. In
Figure 3.2b the hyperplane f(x) = wTx + b = 0 (red) divides the space into two
parts, depending on the sign. The gap between support vectors and the hyperplane
is mD(f) = 1

‖w‖ .
SVM is also known as the maximum margin classification method, as it involves

finding the separating hyperplane with maximum clearance. The classifier with the
maximum margin maximizes the geometric clearance 1

‖w‖ , which is equivalent to min-
imization of ‖w‖2. The optimization task is defined as follows:
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min
w, b

1

2
‖w‖2 (3.5)

where the following condition applies: yi(wTxi + b) ≥ 1, i = 1, ..., n. Such condition
provides correct classification for all linearly separable data; however, in practice,
the data is often not linearly separable. In this case it is possible to use variations
of the method of support vector machines, called soft-gap algorithm (Soft Margin
SVM) [114]. The idea is to introduce a variable Ξ = {ξi} into the constraint con-
ditions, called the gap error, the presence of which allows the data to be inside the
gap (0 < ξi < 1), or to be incorrectly classified (ξi > 1).

∑
ξi is the upper bound for

the number of incorrectly recognized objects [115]. To penalize misclassification and
falling into the gap, an additional parameter C is introduced:

min
w,b

1

2
‖w‖2 + C

n∑
i=1

ξi (3.6)

where the following condition applies: yi(w
Txi + b) ≥ 1 − ξi, ξi ≥ 0. In many

cases, nonlinear classifiers show better performance, however linear methods have
the advantage of simplicity of training proportional to the amount of data [116].
Therefore, methods have been developed that allow making nonlinear decisions using
linear classifiers. One such method is the use of kernel functions [117; 118].

Kernel functions allow solving the problem of classification and avoiding direct
projection of the data from the original space to a multidimensional feature space.
Let’s express w by a linear combination of x : w =

∑n
i=1 αixi. Then the hyperplane

takes the following form: f(x) =
∑n

i=1 αix
T
i x+b. The scalar product can be replaced

by a nonlinear kernel function ϕ(x), transferring the classification to the kernel feature
space using a nonlinear projection function:

f(x) =
n∑
i=1

αiϕ(xi)
Tϕ(x) + b (3.7)

Defining a kernel function as a dot product k(x,x
′
) = ϕ(x)Tϕ(x

′
) allows for effi-

cient computation by avoiding direct projection of the data. The dividing hyperplane
is expressed using a kernel function as follows:

f(x) =
n∑
i=1

αik(x,x
′
) + b (3.8)

Using a nonlinear kernel function, a linear dividing boundary can be transformed
into an arbitrary curve. There are several types of kernels. The most popular are
listed below:

• Linear: k(x,x
′
) = xTx

′

• Polynomial: k(x,x
′
) = (xTx

′
+ 1)`

• Radial basis function: k(x,x
′
) = exp(−γ‖x− x

′‖2), γ > 0
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Figure 3.3: SVM kernels: a) linear, b) polynomial, c) gaussian

• Sigmoid: k(x,x
′
) = tanh(γxTx

′
+ r)

• Gaussian: k(x,x
′
) = exp(γ‖x− x

′‖2)

Polynomial kernel has one parameter – an indicator of the degree `. The feature
space for such a kernel consists of all monomials up to degree `. With an increase in
the degree of the polynomial, the flexibility of the classifier increases. A linear kernel
is a special case of a polynomial kernel for ` = 1. The Gaussian kernel parameter
γ > 0 controls the width of a Gaussian (normal) distribution and plays a role similar
to the degree of a polynomial in the case of a polynomial kernel. Radial basis kernel is
known for the ability to efficiently handle data in large dimensions [119]. Despite the
fact that the above functions have been studied and described well enough, there is no
systematic approach to choosing a kernel function, so the separability of transformed
features is not always guaranteed [118]. Some kernels are shown in Figure 3.3.

There are different approaches for using binary classifiers in recognition problems
with several classes [120]. A popular solution is the one-versus-all strategy, which
involves training a separate classifier for each class. In this case, the objects from one
class are predicted as positive, and the objects from all other classes – as negative.

Many experiments showed superiority of the SVM to other types of classifiers
due to high accuracy and capability to work with high-dimensional data, as well as
flexibility in modeling information of different nature [121]. SVM has been widely
applied in many paralinguistic tasks [122; 123; 124; 125; 126]. SVM is also used as a
basic method of classification in many competitions, including the annual Computa-
tional Paralinguistics Challenge in the framework of international top-level conference
Interspeech [89].

3.2.2 Logistic regression

Logistic regression is a probabilistic classifier that makes use of supervised machine
learning. It measures relationship between a categorical dependent variable and one
or more independent variables by estimating probabilities using a logistic function.
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Figure 3.4: Activation functions

Logistic regression solves this task by learning from a training set a vector of weights
w = [w1, w2, ..., wd] and a bias term b. Each weight wi is a real number associated
with one of the input features xi, which represents how important the input feature
xi is to the classification decision. The bias term, which is also called an intercept, is
another real number that’s added to the weighted inputs. After the weights and biases
have been learned during training, the decisions for test instances are calculated with
the following equation:

z =
n∑
i=1

wixi + b = wTx + b (3.9)

where z ranges from −∞ to ∞. To force the output to represent the probabilities,
z is passed through a sigmoid function, which is also called the logistic function (see
Figure 3.4). This function is nearly linear around 0 but flattens toward the ends. The
sigmoid has a number of advantages: it is differentiable and it squashes outlier values
toward 0 or 1. If sigmoid is applied to the sum of the weighted features, the output
will lie between 0 and 1. To make it a probability, we need to make sure that the two
cases, P (y = 1) and P (y = 0), sum to 1.

P (y = 1) = σ(z)

P (y = 0) = 1− σ(z)
(3.10)

The decision for a test instance is calculated as follows:

decision(x) =

{
1 if P (y = 1) > 0.5

0 otherwise
(3.11)

The parameters w and b need to be optimized such that the estimated category
ŷ for each training observation is as close as possible to the true category y. This is
achieved by defining the metric for how close the ŷ and y are to each other, and the
optimization algorithm that iteratively updates the w and b to improve the metric.
The metric, which is usually called the the loss function or the cost function, is
expressed in terms of the distance between the system output ŷ and the gold standard
y. The loss function L(ŷ, y) expresses how close the output of the system ŷ = σ(wTx+
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b) is to the correct output y. For example, the cross-entropy loss function is defined
as the negative log likelihood:

LCE(ŷ, y) = − log p(y|x) = −[y log ŷ + (1− y) log(1− ŷ)] (3.12)

A perfect classifier assigns probability P (y |x) = 1 to the correct outcome and
probability P (y |x) = 0 to the incorrect outcome. The negative log of this probability
is a convenient loss metric since it goes from 0 (negative log of 1, no loss) to infinity
(negative log of 0, infinite loss). This loss function also ensures that the probability of
an incorrect answer is minimized while maximizing the probability of a correct answer;
since the two terms sum to one, any increase in the probability of the correct answer
is coming at the expense of the incorrect answer. The loss function L is parameterized
by the weights, which are often referred to in machine learning literature in general
as θ (in logistic regression, θ = {w, b}).

The optimization algorithm is defined to minimize the loss function given param-
eters θ; the standard algorithm for this is gradient descent. It minimizes the loss
function by computing its gradient and nudging θ in the opposite direction of the
gradient. The goal of the gradient descent is to find the set of parameters θ, which
minimizes the loss function, averaged over all examples:

θ̂ = arg min
θ

1

n

n∑
i=1

LCE(ŷi, yi) (3.13)

which is equivalent to

θ̂ = arg max
θ

n∑
i=1

logP (yi |xi) (3.14)

Gradient descent finds in which direction the loss function’s slope is rising the
most steeply, and updates the parameters to move in the opposite direction. The
gradient is a vector that expresses the directional components of the sharpest slope
along each of the d dimensions in the space of the parameters θ. For each dimension
wi and bias b, the gradient tells the slope with respect to that dimension (variable),
which answers the question “How much would a small change in wi influence the total
loss function L?”

Because the loss function for logistic regression is always convex, gradient descent
is guaranteed to find the minimum regardless of the starting point. To control the
magnitude of the amount to move at each gradient descent step, an additional hyper-
parameter is introduced - a learning rate η, which is multiplied by the value of the
gradient d

dw
L(f(x;w), y) to determine the amount of change applied to each weight

parameter:

wt+1 = wt − η d

dw
L(ŷ, y) (3.15)

Stochastic gradient descent is an iterative algorithm that updates the parameters
θ after seeing each training example. In this case, if the learning rate is too high, the
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algorithm will take steps that are too large, overshooting the minimum of the loss
function. On the other hand, if the learning rate is too low, the algorithm will take
steps that are too small, and take too long to get to the minimum. It is a common
practice to start with a higher learning rate and then gradually decrease it over time
so that η is a function of the iteration k of the training process. Stochastic gradient
descent is called stochastic because it randomly selects a training example at a time
and updates the parameters to improve the performance on that single example. To
avoid choppy movements it is common to compute the gradient over several training
instances, known as mini-batches. Computing the gradient over the entire dataset is
most accurate but very costly; a common practice is to limit the size of a mini-batch
to a number that is a fraction of the whole dataset. Such approach is known as mini-
batch training. All the examples in one mini-batch are processed in parallel, and the
loss is accumulated given an assumption that the training samples are independent.

Multinomial logistic regression, also called softmax regression, is used when the
classification needs to be performed in more than two classes. The multinomial logistic
classifier uses a generalization of the sigmoid, called the softmax function, to compute
the probability p(y = c |x). The softmax function takes a vector z = [z1, z2, ..., zC ]
and maps it to a probability distribution, with each new value falling in the range
[0, 1], and all the values summing to 1. Like the sigmoid, softmax is an exponential
function. For a vector z of dimensionality C, the softmax is defined as:

softmax (zi) =
exp (zi)∑c
j=1 exp (zj)

, 1 ≤ i ≤ c (3.16)

The denominator
∑C

j=1 exp (zj) is used to normalize all the values into probabili-
ties. Like the sigmoid, the input to the softmax is the dot product between a weight
vector w and an input vector x (plus a bias). But in the case of softmax, we need
separate weight vectors (and biases) for each of the C classes. Like the sigmoid, the
softmax has the property of squashing values between 0 and 1. The loss function for
multinomial logistic regression generalizes the loss function for binary logistic regres-
sion from 2 to C classes; the loss function for a single example x is thus the sum of
the logs of the C output classes, each weighted by the probability of the true class.

Being a discriminative classifier, logistic regression is much more robust to cor-
related features than generative classifiers; if two features f1 and f2 are perfectly
correlated, logistic regression will simply assign part of the weight to w1 and part
to w2. So logistic regression generally works better on larger documents or datasets
and is a common default in many NLP tasks [112]. Logistic regression has also been
widely applied in the task of emotion recognition from speech [127].

3.2.3 Feed-forward neural networks

Neural networks are a fundamental computational tool for modern speech and lan-
guage processing. Their origin is based on a simplified model of a human brain neuron,
however, the modern use of neural networks no longer draws on these early biological
inspirations.
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Figure 3.5: Feed-forward Neural Network

The most simple kind of neural network is a feed-forward neural network that can
be viewed as a series of logistic regression classifiers stacked on top of each other.
Modern neural networks can be very deep (have many layers), which is why their
application is often called deep learning. An important difference of deep learning
and logistic regression is that the loss function for multilayer neural networks is non-
convex, and gradient descent may get stuck in local minima and never find the global
optimum. Nevertheless, neural networks are a more powerful classifier than logistic
regression, and a minimal neural network with a single hidden layer can be shown to
learn an arbitrary function.

The logistic regression described in the Section 3.2.2 can be viewed as a single
neural network computing unit - a neuron. A feed-forward neural network is then
represented as a sequence of layers each containing several neurons. Each neuron is
connected with every neuron in the previous and the following layer. The general
structure of a feed-forward neural network is shown in Figure 3.5. The math behind
computation of each neuron is equivalent to the logistic regression except that the
activation function no longer needs to be a sigmoid; in fact, sigmoid is rarely used
as an activation function in internal layers of neural networks. A tanh function is
similar to sigmoid but is almost always better (see Figure 3.4).

a =
ez − e−z

ez + e−z
(3.17)

The simplest activation function, and perhaps the most commonly used, is the
Rectified Linear Unit, also called the ReLU. It has the same value as z when z is
positive, and 0 otherwise:
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a = max (z, 0) (3.18)

Different activation functions have specific properties that make them useful for
different applications or network architectures. For example, the tanh function has
the nice properties of being smoothly differentiable and mapping outlier values toward
the mean. The rectifier function, on the other hand has nice properties that result
from it being very close to linear. In the sigmoid or tanh functions, very high values
of z result in saturated values of y, i.e., extremely close to 1, and have derivatives
very close to 0. Zero derivatives cause problems for learning because the networks
are trained by propagating an error signal backwards, multiplying gradients (partial
derivatives) from each layer of the network; gradients that are almost 0 cause the error
signal to get smaller and smaller until it is too small to be used for training. This
problem is called the vanishing gradient. Rectifiers do not have this problem. The
activation functions are generally different at the final layer: softmax for multinomial
classification or sigmoid for binary classification, while ReLU or tanh might be the
activation functions at the internal layers. All activation functions are shown in
Figure 3.4.

In logistic regression, for each observation we could directly compute the derivative
of the loss function with respect to an individual w or b. But for neural networks,
with millions of parameters in many layers, it’s much harder to see how to compute
the partial derivative of some weight in a given layer when the loss is attached to
some much later layer. How do we partial out the loss over all those intermediate
layers? The answer is in the algorithm called error backpropagation or backward
differentiation. Computing the gradient requires the partial derivative of the loss
function with respect to each parameter.

We can represent the forward pass in an arbitrary neural network with ReLU
activations in the internal layers and a softmax activation in the final layer as follows:

z[1] = w[1]x + b[1]

a[1] = ReLU(z[1])

...

z[n] = w[n]a[n−1] + b[n]

a[n] = σ(z[n])

ŷ = a[n]

(3.19)

For the backward pass we’ll need to compute the loss L:

LCE(a[n], y) = −y log a[n] − (1− y) log(1− a[n]) (3.20)

The computation starts from the derivative of the loss function L with respect to
z making use of the chain rule in calculus:

δL

δz
=

δL

δa[n]
δa[n]

δz
(3.21)
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Figure 3.6: Recurrent Neural Network: a) cell structure, b) unrolled network repre-
sentation in time

Since the derivative of σ is σ(z)(1− σ(z)), the term δL
δz

is evaluated as following:

δL

δz
= −(

y

a[n]
+

y − 1

1− a[n]
)a[n](1− a[n]) = a[n] − y (3.22)

Continuing the backward computation of the gradients we will be able to obtain
the partial derivatives with respect to every weight and bias parameter that needs to
be updated in every hidden layer of the neural network.

3.2.4 Recurrent neural networks

Feed-forward neural networks process the input at a given time without storing the
information about past steps. To be able to analyze context and store important
contextual information in a memory, an additional feedback loop is added to the
network cells, which allows looking into previous cell states and adopting the behavior
accordingly. Such neural networks are called Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). A
typical RNN cell is shown in Figure 3.6a. The feedback loops allow information
to persist through time. RNNs are great for processing sequential data, such as
speech signals, where each data point is highly correlated with several previous and
following data points. RNNs have been successfully applied in a variety of speech
processing tasks, e.g. speech recognition, language modeling, translation, and many
more. However, in practice, the simple RNN cell with a feedback loop has a significant
limitation - the vanishing gradient.

The vanishing gradient problem can arise in both feed-forward and recurrent neu-
ral networks, which are gradient-based learning methods. The backpropagation al-
gorithm updates each of the neural network’s weights proportionally to the partial
derivative of the error function with respect to that weight, which is computed by
the chain rule. This has the effect of multiplying m small values to compute gradi-
ents of the early layers in an m-layer network, which means that the gradient (error
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Figure 3.7: RNN-LSTM: a) cell structure, b) unrolled network in time

function) decreases exponentially with m, and the early layers train very slowly, effec-
tively preventing the weights from changing their values. In the worst case, this may
completely stop the neural network from further training. The problem of vanishing
gradients becomes more prominent as the number of hidden layers in a neural network
increases.

RNNs can be unrolled in time (see Figure 3.6b) and become essentially feed-
forward networks that use a variation of backpropagation algorithm for learning the
weights, known as the backpropagation through time. The longer the time depen-
dencies, the deeper the structure of the unrolled RNN, and the harder it becomes to
train the network due to the vanishing gradients. To overcome this issue, a special
kind of RNNs capable of learning long-term dependencies was created. It is known as
the RNN with Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM). LSTMs have a chain-like structure
just like RNNs, but the repeating module consists of different units. The structure of
an LSTM module is shown in Figure 3.7a. There are four interacting neural network
layers shown as yellow rectangles.

The key idea of the LSTM is the cell state C. In Figure 3.7b it is shown as dashed
line running horizontally through the top of the diagram. The LSTM has an ability
to change the cell state by adding or removing information via special structures
called gates. They are composed of a sigmoid neural network layer and a pointwise
multiplication operation. The output of a sigmoid layer is in the range [0, 1], which
indicates how much of information should be stored or discarded for each component.
There are a total of three gates that control the current cell state: a forget gate, an
input gate, and an output gate.

The forget gate decides what previous information is going to be discarded from
the cell state. It looks at the previous output of the cell ht−1 and the current input xt,
and outputs a number between 0 and 1 for each component of the previous cell state
Ct−1. A value of 1 means to completely keep the component, and a value of 0 means
to completely remove the component from the current cell state. So the output of
the forget gate is represented as f t:
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f t = σ(wf · [ht−1,xt] + bf ) (3.23)

The input gate decides what new information is going to be added to the cell
state. Similar to the forget gate, this is determined by a sigmoid neural network layer
that outputs a vector it with 0s and 1s. This vector decides what components of ht−1
and xt are going to be updated. A tanh layer creates a vector of new candidates C̃t

that will be added to the step. The values of new candidates are scaled by it, which
indicates how much to update each state value:

it = σ(wi · [ht−1,xt] + bi) (3.24)

C̃t = tanh(wc · [ht−1,xt] + bc) (3.25)

The new cell state Ct is determined by forgetting the unnecessary information by
multiplying the previous state Ct−1 by the output of the forget gate f t, and adding
new information it × C̃t:

Ct = f t × Ct−1 + it × C̃t (3.26)

The output of the cell state is a filtered version of the new cell state. An output
gate (sigmoid neural network) decides what parts of the cell state are going to be
output. The cell state is run through tanh (to push the values to the range [−1, 1])
and multiplied by the output of the output gate ot, so that only necessary components
are output:

ot = σ(wo · [ht−1,xt] + bo) (3.27)

ht = ot × tanh(Ct) (3.28)

The LSTM network can be unrolled in time just like RNN to show the chain struc-
ture (see Figure 3.7b). It is a powerful tool that has been shown more effective than
simple RNN models for speech emotion recognition [128]. Attention is another con-
cept that can be added to LSTM network to improve the memory mechanism [129].
LSTMs are also often combined with other types of neural networks, for example
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [130]. Another variant of LSTM, dubbed Bidi-
rectional LSTM (BLSTM), was invented to be able to model not only the previous,
but also the future context [131].

3.3 Generalization vs. overfitting

There is a problem with learning weights that make the model perfectly match the
training data. The weights for features will attempt to perfectly fit details of the
training set, modeling noisy factors that just accidentally correlate with the class.
This problem is called overfitting. A good model should be able to generalize well
from the training data to the unseen test data, but a model that overfits will have
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poor generalization. There are numerous strategies applied during training to avoid
overfitting: reduction of the number of trainable parameters, regularization, dropout.

Limiting the size of a neural network (the number of trainable parameters - weights
and biases) is an effective strategy to avoid overfitting since large, complex networks
with high modeling capabilities tend to overfit quickly especially if the number of
training samples is limited.

Regularization penalizes weights with very high values, thus prohibiting the net-
work from perfectly fitting the training data. Thus a setting of the weights that
matches the training data perfectly but uses many weights with high values to do so
will be penalized more than a setting that matches the data less but does so using
smaller weights. To penalize large weights a new regularization term R(θ) is added
to the objective function:

θ̂ = arg max
θ

n∑
i=1

log p(yi |xi) + αR(θ) (3.29)

There are two common ways to compute the regularization term R(θ). L2 regu-
larization is a quadratic function of the weight values, named so because it uses the
(square of the) L2 norm of the weight values. The L2 norm, ‖θ‖2, is the same as the
Euclidean distance of the vector θ from the origin. If θ consists of n weights, then:

R(θ) = ‖θ‖22 =
n∑
j=1

θ2j (3.30)

L1 regularization is a linear function of the weight values, ‖W‖1, the sum of the
absolute values of the weights, or Manhattan distance:

R(θ) = ‖θ‖1 =
n∑
j=1

|θj| (3.31)

L2 regularization is easier to optimize because of its simple derivative, while the L1
regularization is more complex (the derivative of |θ| is non-continuous at zero). But
where L2 prefers weight vectors with many small weights, L1 prefers sparse solutions
with some larger weights but many more weights set to zero. Thus L1 regularization
leads to much sparser weight vectors, and hence far fewer features.

Both L1 and L2 regularization have Bayesian interpretations as constraints on
the prior of how weights should look. L1 regularization can be viewed as a Laplace
prior on the weights. L2 regularization corresponds to assuming that weights are
distributed according to a Gaussian distribution with mean µ = 0. In a Gaussian
or normal distribution, the further away a value is from the mean, the lower its
probability (scaled by the variance σ). By using a Gaussian prior on the weights, we
are saying that weights prefer to have the value 0.

Dropout is another technique applied during training neural networks to avoid
overfitting. Dropout randomly switches off neurons and their connections during
training so that they do not participate in the forward and backward passes. This
prevents any particular neuron from having a large influence on the outcome, forcing
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the network to focus on all available information. Dropout has been shown effective
in many network architectures [132].

3.4 Performance evaluation

There are many performance evaluation metrics used to assess the effectiveness of a
classification system. Most commonly used metrics include accuracy, precision, recall,
and F-measure.

Accuracy is the simplest and most intuitive classification metric, which is defined
as a fraction of the overall number of instances in a database that were classified
correctly. It does not take into account the number of classes or the number of
instances in each class. This metric works well when the classes are balanced (i.e.
have the same number of samples), but may lead to unexpected results when the
classes are imbalanced. For example, in case of extremely imbalanced dataset, where
99% of the samples belong to class 0 and only 1% of the samples belong to class
1, it is easy to achieve a high classification rate (accuracy=99%) just by constantly
predicting only one class - the majority class 0. Most of the time the system will
predict the correct output, however, such system fails to detect the instances of the
second class, and therefore, can not be considered an effective solution.

Accuracy =
Number of correctly classified samples

Total number of samples
(3.32)

Precision and recall allow better estimation of the effectiveness of a system on
imbalanced data. Both precision and recall are defined for binary classification tasks,
but can be extended to multi-class classification by averaging the class-wise metrics.
So, for each class k

Recallk =
Number of samples correctly predicted as class k

Total number of samples in class k
(3.33)

Precisionk =
Number of samples correctly predicted as class k
Total number of samples predicted as class k

(3.34)

The perfect precision score of 1.0 means that every sample predicted as class k
was indeed from class k (but it says nothing about whether all samples from class
k were recognized). On the other hand, a perfect recall score of 1.0 means that all
samples from class k were recognized as belonging to class k (but it says nothing
about how many samples from other classes have also been predicted as class k). In
emotion recognition research, recall is more important than precision because we are
more interested in classifying all instances of the emotional expression, even though
some of them may not be relevant. However, in different applications precision may
be more important. For example, in the task of predicting spam emails, it may be
more desirable to classify an email as non-spam, even if it is a spam, to make sure
that non-spam emails (which are more important) do not get lost. Often, there is an
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inverse relationship between precision and recall: it is possible to increase one at the
cost of reducing the other.

For binary classification tasks, the following terms are often used to describe var-
ious classification metrics: True Positive rate (TP), True Negative rate (TN), False
Positive rate (FP), and False Negative rate (FN). TP (hit) indicates the number of
samples from positive class that were correctly classified as positive. TN (correct
rejection) indicates the number of samples from negative class that were correctly
classified as negative. FP (false alarm) indicates the number of samples from nega-
tive class that were incorrectly classified as positive. FP is also called type I error.
FN (miss) indicates the number of samples from positive class that were incorrectly
classified as negative. FN is also called type II error. Accuracy, precision and recall
are then defined as:

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(3.35)

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(3.36)

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(3.37)

A measure that combines precision and recall is the harmonic mean, known as the
F-measure, F-score, or F1-score:

F1− score = 2 · Precision ·Recall
Precision+Recall

(3.38)

To evaluate the overall classification performance on two or more classes, a mean
value of a metric is calculated over all classes. Mean recall value has a special name
- the Unweighted Average Recall (UAR), calculated as follows:

UAR =
1

c

c∑
k=1

Recallk (3.39)

where c stands for the number of classes. The UAR assigns the same weight 1
C

for recall in each class. The Weighted Average Recall (WAR) weighs each recall
according to the number of instances in that class, and is equivalent to the simple
accuracy metric. The UAR is sometimes also called the Weighted Accuracy (WA),
while the simple accuracy, which is also equivalent to WAR, is sometimes called the
Unweighted Accuracy (UA).

Confusion matrix is another useful tool for error analysis that can be used to
identify the types of mistakes that a classifier makes during evaluation. The number
of rows and columns in a confusion matrix equals to the number of classes. The rows
contain the number of instances that actually belong to the corresponding class, and
the columns contain the number of predictions that were assigned to that class. Thus,
the diagonal elements correspond to the true positive (negative)rate, and everything
that is above or below the diagonal represents the first and second order mistakes.
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3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we looked into the inner workings of an automated classification sys-
tem: feature extraction and selection, classification, and performance evaluation. The
details of acoustic (openSMILE) and linguistic (BOW, TF-IDF, Word2Vec, FastText,
BERT) features that are used extensively in this thesis were provided in great detail.
Additionally, We described the alternative feature representations known from the
literature (BOAW, Fisher vector encoding, Deep Spectrum, AuDeep), and discussed
their advantages and disadvantages compared to each other. Mathematical back-
ground was provided for common classification methods: Support Vector Machine,
Logistic Regression, Naive Bayes, Feed-forward Neural Networks and Recurrent Neu-
ral Networks with Long Short-Term Memory, which are all used in experimental
evaluation of this thesis. The description of each method was accompanied by use
cases applicable for emotion recognition and sentiment analysis. Additional topics
discussed in this chapter include feature selection using Principal Component Anal-
ysis, as well as ways to avoid overfitting when training the classifiers. An interested
reader is also referred to recent reviews of speech emotion recognition field [133; 134].

It is important to remember that no one single classification scheme is absolutely
better than others; the effectiveness of each method depends on many factors, such
as recording conditions, data size, language and classification task at hand. There-
fore, successful problem solution requires careful investigation of the data. The next
chapter describes the data and additional software tools used in the current thesis.
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4 Data and Tools
This chapter introduces the emotional speech databases, as well as additional lexi-
cal resources for sentiment analysis and other software tools, including software and
programming platforms, used in the current study.

4.1 Emotional speech corpora

This thesis uses four dedicated emotional speech corpora for modeling various aspects
of emotional communication: IEMOCAP, CreativeIT, USoMS-e, and RAMAS. The
detailed description of each corpus is presented in the following sections.

4.1.1 IEMOCAP

IEMOCAP is a multimodal corpus of dyadic interactions collected in 2007-2009 at the
University of Southern California (USC), Speech Analysis and Interpretation Labora-
tory (SAIL). It is a free for research, open-source database designed for the study and
modeling of multimodal and expressive human communication. IEMOCAP features
151 acted emotional dialogues - speech and video samples 12 hours in total - recorded
by 7 professional actors and 3 senior students from the Drama Department at the
University of Southern California (5 males and 5 females), who were recruited after
passing an audition screening. To avoid exaggeration or caricature of emotion portray-
als the corpus features both scripted and spontaneous (unscripted) acting scenarios.
In scripted scenarios actors memorized and rehearsed exact lines, and in unscripted
episodes they were given a specific topic for discussion, but no exact lines so that they
were free to improvise and choose their own words and phrases. The performance
of actors was supervised by a theatre professional to assure high quality of target
emotion portrayals. Total of 3 scripted and 8 unscripted gender-balanced dyadic in-
teraction scenarios were chosen, each featuring both male and female subjects. The
scenarios assume daily interactions between friends, family, and office workers at dif-
ferent facilities. The description of unscripted scenarios is given in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Description of IEMOCAP unscripted scenarios and associated emotional
categories

# Emotions Context
1 [’Frustration’, ’Anger’] An application is rejected after a long wait
2 [’Sadness’, ’Sadness’] Discussion of an upcoming family separation
3 [’Happiness’, ’Happiness’] Discussion of a friend’s engagement
4 [’Frustration’, ’Neutral’] Discussion of a friend’s unemployment
5 [’Anger’, ’Neutral’] Negotiating baggage loss with a clerk
6 [’Sadness’, ’Neutral’] Discussion of a friend’s death
7 [’Happiness’, ’Happiness’] A friend is accepted at a university
8 [’Neutral’, ’Anger’] Long-standing customer service phone call
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Figure 4.1: An example of categorical utterance-level annotation of IEMOCAP im-
pro01 scenario (up to 35 seconds) with a design for manifestation of frustration and
anger by respective actors; orange and green rectangles on the waveforms indicate
manually segmented speaker turns, which were later labeled by annotators

IEMOCAP was recorded in the facilities of the John C. Hench Division of An-
imation & Digital Arts (Robert Zemeckis Center) in five dyadic recording sessions.
The 48KHz audio was recorded with two high quality shotgun microphones (Schoeps
CMIT 5U) directed at each actor. In the post-processing stage the authors of the
database manually segmented the dialogues into speaker turns (Figure 4.1), where a
speaker turn is defined as a continuous interval in which one of the actors is actively
speaking, even if that interval consists of multiple sentences. The corpus contains
a total of 10,039 speaker turns (48% unscripted), which account for approximately
12 hours of speech. The average duration of a dialogue is approximately 5 min; the
average duration of a speaker turn is 4.5 seconds with 11.4 words. Professional tran-
scripts of the audio files were obtained from the Ubiqus4 and are included in the
corpus along with the results of forced alignment that provide information on timing

4https://www.ubiqus.com/
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of samples and their total duration across emotional cate-
gories, IEMOCAP corpus

at the phoneme, syllable and word level.
Subjective emotion evaluation was performed on the utterance level by 6 students

who were fluent in English. The corpus was designed to cover 5 most common emo-
tions found in literature (happiness, anger, sadness, frustration, and neutral state),
but more categories were included during annotation (disgust, fear, excitement, and
surprise) to provide better description of spontaneous/unscripted scenarios. In addi-
tion, SAMs (Figure 2.3) were used to evaluate the corpus in terms of the attribute-
based annotation (activation, valence, dominance) on the discrete scale from 1 to 5.
The annotation was performed with the ANVIL tool [64]; at least three human eval-
uators labeled each sample (Figure 4.1). During assessment, both audio and video
channels, as well as the dialogue history were available to the annotators. Multiple
tags were allowed to account for mixtures of emotions, although it was preferred that
evaluators make a single selection. A special category “other” was to be used when
none of the available emotion categories were adequate. The ground truth label was
determined by majority voting if the emotion category with the highest votes was
unique. 75.0% of the turns (7532 speech samples) in total reached agreement, which
corresponds to 66.9% of scripted and 83.1% of unscripted scenarios. Human eval-
uation performance for each emotional category in IEMOCAP is reported to be on
average 71.6%.

Evaluation process resulted in 31414 annotated intervals; their distribution and
total duration across emotional categories is shown in Figure 4.2. The distribution
of target emotions (happiness, anger, sadness, frustration, and neutral state) appears
somewhat balanced, although speech samples with frustration and neutral state over-
shoot in both duration and number of samples. Additional emotional categories -
surprise, fear, disgust, and other - are far less represented. Excited is a common
category, although not initially designed to be covered by the corpus.

The distribution (boxplots) of the annotated interval duration (in seconds) accord-
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Figure 4.3: Distribution of the annotated interval duration (in seconds) according to
emotional category, IEMOCAP corpus

ing to emotional category is shown in Figure 4.3 (only 6 basic emotions are shown).
A boxplot shows a five number summary: first quartile (Q1), third quartile (Q3),
“minimum” (Q1 – 1.5*IQR), “maximum” (Q3 + 1.5*IQR), and median. It is also
useful for detecting outliers. On average, the shortest of all emotional expressions is
the display of surprise, the longest - sadness. The minimum length of all annotated
intervals is 0.67 sec., the maximum - 31.90 sec., the average - 4.64 sec. Some boxplots
exhibit prominent outliers, especially so the happiness, sadness, and anger categories.

The Fleiss’ Kappa statistic showed κ=0.27 for entire database and κ=0.40 for
those utterances that reached agreement; however, after clustering together the hap-
piness and excitement, as well as adding the underrepresented categories of fear,
disgust, and surprise to the “other” category the inter-annotator agreement increased
up to κ=0.48, which is considered as moderate agreement in line with previous stud-
ies. Annotator agreement in scripted and unscripted scenarios turned out different:
the Fleiss’ Kappa for the recalculated labels in the spontaneous sessions reached
κ=0.52, while for scripted sessions it remained only κ=0.42. The reliability of the
attribute-based evaluations was assessed with the Cronbach alpha coefficients, which
show α=0.809 for valence, α=0.607 for arousal, and α=0.608 for dominance in the
entire corpus (scripted + unscripted sessions). All indicators except dominance were
higher for the sessions based on improvisation. This can be explained by the type of
scripted material: the plays included complex content that assumed rapid changes in
emotional states, which produced a wider range of emotional portrayals.

Distribution of emotional attribute values (activation and valence) is shown in Fig-
ure 4.4, where different colors and sizes indicate corresponding emotional categories.
Only 6 basic emotions are considered. The values are an average of two or more labels
provided by different annotators. On the plot, dense colors indicate frequent values,
and transparent colors indicate occasional values. Even though a lot of the points
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Figure 4.4: Distribution of the annotated emotional attribute values (activation and
valence) according to emotional category, IEMOCAP corpus

in space, especially in the center region, appear to be mixed (samples belonging to
more than one category are shown with mixed colors and overlapping circles), the
clusters’ structure remains clearly visible. Anger (shown in red) dominates the upper
left corner (high activation, low arousal), sadness prevails in the lower left corner
(low activation, low valence), happiness and surprise are shifted towards the right
side, with happiness exhibiting a wider range in activation values. Disgust and fear
reside in the center region; they barely exhibit extreme values in both activation and
valence, although fear can be associated with lower valence as compared to disgust.
In general, a lot of the emotional categories overlap in the activation-valence two-
dimensional space, and it is impossible to judge precisely the nature of emotion by
observing its primitive attributes.

In summary, IEMOCAP provides 12 hours of emotionally rich dialogues with ex-
pressions of 5 target emotions: happiness, anger, sadness, frustration and neutral
state. The authors of the database balanced the trade-off between the naturalness
of emotion portrayals and lack of control by providing an appropriate scripted and
unscripted material to elicit the emotions during dyadic interactions; however, the
content still can not be considered natural due to the use of actors. Utterance-level
annotation of both emotional categories and emotional primitives (valence, activa-
tion, dominance) provides unique opportunity to compare two theoretical approaches
(categorical vs. dimensional). Overall, due to the high quality of the recordings
and annotation, IEMOCAP gained popularity and became widely studied around
the world, which makes it easy to establish baselines and compare the results against
other authors.
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4.1.2 RAMAS

RAMAS is a multimodal corpus of dyadic interactions intended for modeling affective
phenomena including emotions [41]. It was collected in 2016-2017 by Neurodata Lab
company and is an open-source database for research purposes. 10 semi-professional
actors (5 males and 5 females) in the age of 18-28 years old recorded 580 video clips 6.6
hours in total. Each dyadic interaction (dialogue) is approximately 30 seconds long
and contains speech utterances spoken in turn by two actors, a male and a female.
Actors take turns to develop a predefined topic, gradually escalating the intended
emotion. The acting scenarios are predefined, however, actors are free to improvise
and choose words and phrases to make the conversation more natural. In total,
there are 13 different scenarios including interactions between friends and coworkers
on different topics: travel, work, health etc. Each scenario implies presence of two
different emotions (two per each actor) from the pool of 6 basic emotions (happiness,
surprise, anger, sadness, fear, disgust) and neutral state. Furthermore, each actor is
assigned a predefined social role (dominating or submissive). All emotions and social
roles are equally distributed between actors and scenarios. Brief description of the
scenarios can be found in Table 4.2. The performance of actors was coordinated by a
professional teacher from Russian State University of Cinematography to make sure
that the portrayed emotions correspond to the intended roles and scenarios.

Table 4.2: Description of RAMAS scenarios and associated emotional categories

Scenario Emotions Context
D1 [’Scared’, ’Angry’] Discussing a plane crush before a trip
D2 [’Happy’, ’Happy’] Discussing an upcoming trip
D3 [’Sad’, ’Sad’] One of the friends can’t go for a trip
D4 [’Angry’, ’Sad’] One of the friends forgot to buy tickets
D5 [’Disgusted’, ’Disgusted’] Friends discussing unusual Chinese food
D6 [’Scared’, ’Scared’] One of the friends is lost during a trip
D7 [’Surprised’, ’Surprised’] Two classmates suddenly meet in Vietnam
K1 [’Scared’, ’Scared’] The elevator got stuck
K2 [’Sad’, ’Sad’] Discussing quitting of a colleague
K3 [’Angry’, ’Angry’] Colleagues discussing them being fired
K4 [’Disgusted’, ’Disgusted’] Colleagues discussing a bad smell
K5 [’Surprised’, ’Happy’] Discussing a promotion
K6 [’Happy’, ’Surprised’] Discussing a promotion
K7 [’Happy’, ’Surprised’] Discussing a funny piece of gossip

Each actor had a dedicated lavalier microphone attached to the neckline and
connected to a wireless recording system Sennheiser EW 112-p G3 that produced
wav audio format, 32-bit, 48kHz. In 38 out of 580 recordings the microphone failed,
so the missing recordings were replaced either by the partner’s microphone recordings,
or a general scene microphone (Zoom H5) in case both mics failed.

Ramas annotations are uniquely designed to feature categorical labels on the frame
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Figure 4.5: Distribution of samples and their total duration across emotional cate-
gories, RAMAS corpus

level, which is an unconventional approach towards emotion annotation, and there-
fore present a useful case study. The labels of 6 basic emotions are provided for
some, but not all frames of the recordings; therefore, the annotation can be called
partially-continuous on the time scale. Annotations for two additional categories,
shame and tiredness, were added as an auxiliary, although their portrayal was not
planned. Annotators were free to choose the beginning and the end of emotional
expressions, which they considered most prominent and natural. The annotation
procedure resulted in several annotated intervals of different lengths for each record-
ing; the annotated intervals from different annotators frequently overlapped, leading
to a rich annotation structure, which is difficult for estimating the true emotional
category using conventional methods like MLE and EWE.

The database was labeled by a total of 21 annotators (6 men, 15 women). Each
video clip was annotated by at least 5 different people. All the annotators passed
an emotional intelligence test and scored average and above. The annotation was
performed with the ELAN tool [135] from Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguis-
tics (the Netherlands). Annotators were asked to mark the beginning and the end
of each emotional expression that seemed natural. Due to high subjectivity of the
task, the resulting labeled intervals vary significantly, and some intervals have mul-
tiple heterogeneous labels assigned by different annotators. An example of 5 sets of
annotated intervals provided by different annotators for the same recording is shown
in Figure 4.6. The example shows that the labeled intervals provided by different
annotators vary in length, number, and type of emotion. Annotator 16 provided the
richest and most detailed information: 7 annotated intervals of varying lengths (from
about 2 to 15 seconds), 4 different emotions. Annotator 10 provided the least detailed
annotation: just two short emotional intervals (less than 4 seconds) of the same type.
More investigation is required to make reliable conclusions about the usefulness of
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Figure 4.6: An example of categorical frame-level annotation of RAMAS K6 scenario
with a design for manifestation of happiness and surprise by respective actors (each
channel corresponds to a designated actor)

the labels provided by each annotator: we can not decisively confirm if annotator
10 was being strict about the naturalness of emotional portrayals or just not paying
attention.

The authors of the database reported an average agreement score between annota-
tors - Krippendorff’s alpha - being 0.44, which is considered as moderate agreement.
The smallest inter-rater agreement was observed for sadness (0.35), while the largest
agreement was observed for happiness (0.58). The incongruities in annotations pro-
vided by different annotators give raise to a substantial problem of finding the ground
truth of the provided annotations, and further complicate the analysis and classifi-
cation of speech utterances. The annotation of RAMAS dataset is unconventional in
that it uses frame-level categorical annotations, whereas all other emotional speech
corpora annotated on the frame level, for example RECOLA [55], SEMAINE [57],
CreativeIT [42], and SEWA [56] use annotation of emotional primitives, such as ac-
tivation and valence, instead of the emotional categories. Moreover, due to the ex-
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Figure 4.7: Distribution of the annotated interval duration (in seconds) according to
emotional category, RAMAS corpus

temporaneous nature of dyadic interactions, a significant amount of speech between
the actors within one dialogue overlaps, which brings certain challenges in terms of
extracting acoustical features and using speech recognition software to obtain the
transcriptions.

The total number of annotated intervals is 11223. The distribution (boxplots)
of the annotated interval duration (in seconds) according to emotional category is
shown in Figure 4.7 (only 6 basic emotions as intended by the authors are shown).
On average, the shortest of all emotional expressions is the display of surprise, the
longest - fear. The minimum length of all annotated intervals is 0.001 sec. (possibly
due to a technical mistake), and the maximum length is 82.7 sec. with an average of
12.1 sec. All boxplots exhibit prominent outliers, although the fear has less extreme
values of duration compared to other emotions.

In summary, RAMAS is a recently introduced database of emotionally-colored
dyadic interactions, which has a similar structure to IEMOCAP, but different ap-
proach towards corpus labelling. RAMAS features a rich categorical annotation on
the frame level provided by a large number of annotators, which gives an opportunity
to investigate various properties of emotions. The increase in the number of target
emotional categories and different interaction scenarios allows achieving much more
balanced distribution of emotion labels. However, naturalness of emotion portrayals
comes at the price of the recording quality: significant speech overlap and background
noise poses additional challenges when working with the database.

4.1.3 CreativeIT

CreativeIT was released in 2010 by the Speech Analysis and Interpretation Labora-
tory (SAIL) at the University of Southern California (USC). This corpus is similar to
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both IEMOCAP and RAMAS in that it uses dyadic interactions and improvisation
techniques for eliciting natural-like emotions. However, the design of the corpus is
distinct from most of the existing datasets: it was created to explore and facilitate
the qualitative analysis of theatrical improvisation and human-to-human communica-
tive interaction based on the Active Analysis - a well-known theatrical improvisation
technique proposed by Konstantin Stanislavski. Active Analysis elicits natural affec-
tive behavior by defining acting goals, which are used to create conflicting forces. To
define the goals, each actor chooses a verb that drives their actions. For example, one
actor may choose the verb “to provoke”, and the other - “to avoid”. While the scripts
provide general guiding, the development and intensity of the plays are varied ac-
cording to the chosen verbs. The freedom to choose interaction goals (verbs) provides
actors with flexibility to adjust the level and type of improvisation. The performance
of actors was monitored and directed both during rehearsal and recording sessions by
an expert on Active Analysis, a professor at the USC School of Dramatic Arts.

The dyadic interactions were recorded using two different theatrical approaches:
two-sentence exercise and paraphrase. In the two-sentence exercise, each actor re-
peats the same sentence with a predefined action verb, taking turns with a partner
and gradually increasing the intensity of the interaction. Some examples of sentences
and action verbs used during the two-sentence exercise sessions are shown in Table 4.3.
While the linguistic content of the sentences remained the same, the prosodic charac-
teristics of the plays changed with action verbs, which account for about 40 different
communication goals. For each performance, the verbs were chosen by the director;
in 50% of the cases the actors were aware of the partner’s verb, and 50% of the time
they were only aware of their own verb. In the paraphrase setting the actors are asked
to perform a predefined play in their own words without being lexically restricted.
Example plays include Chekhov’s “The Proposal” and Shakespeare’s “Taming of the
Shrew”. The paraphrase interactions are intended to be closer to real-life conversation
scenarios. The corpus was recorded by 16 actors (9 female) in 8 dyadic sessions with
33 two-sentence exercises and 17 paraphrases (50 recordings in total). The duration
of each session’s audio-visual data is approximately 1 hour, summing up to 8 hours
of emotionally-colored speech in total.

Table 4.3: CreativeIT two-sentence exercise example scenarios

Scenario Actor 1 Actor 2
1 Marry me [to convince] I don’t know [to reject]
2 Tell me something [to pry] I am too busy [to make her understand]
3 Are you alright? [to accuse] Leave me alone [to fight back]
4 Make me smile [to seduce] Why should I? [to annoy]

Audio was recorded in two channels (one per each actor) with close-up micro-
phones at 48 kHZ, 24 bits. Instances of four types of vocal behavior were manually
annotated for each recording: speech, laughter, sigh and silence. The perceived emo-
tional state for each actor was annotated in terms of the time-continuous dimensional
attributes of activation, valence, and dominance in the range of [−1 ; 1] . Seven human
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Figure 4.8: An example of frame-level dimensional annotation of valence in CreativeIT
corpus, paraphrase scenario April8_paraphrase2

evaluators, who were psychology students with previous experience in annotation of
emotions, used the Feeltrace tool [69] to label each emotional primitive separately.
Each recording was rated by 2-3 annotators. Both audio and video streams were
available during annotation; therefore, the frequency of the labels corresponds to the
lowest (video) frame rate - 25Hz. Low-pass filtering was applied to the resulting se-
quences of annotation values to remove high frequency noise artifacts. An example
of frame-level annotation is shown in Figure 4.8. In addition to frame-level annota-
tion, discrete global labels on a 9-point scale were also provided for each performance.
These global labels represent an overall rating that summarizes the information about
particular emotional primitive over the whole recording.

The analysis of the obtain annotation reveals that although annotators generally
agree on the trends of annotation curve, they rarely agree on the actual values. This
motivates to use correlation metrics, such as Pearson’s correlation, to measure eval-
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uator agreement. Several annotation curves provided by different evaluators need to
be considered to obtain the ground truth. Similar how the majority voting is used
to define the ground truth for categorical labels, the authors of the CreativeIT estab-
lished a cut-off threshold for defining acceptable inter-rater agreement. The ground
truth curve for a particular recording is computed by averaging annotations across a
subset of available annotators, which is defined as a union of all annotator pairs with
linear correlations greater than the threshold. If no annotators are selected then we
assume that there is no agreement for that recording. Empirically the threshold was
set to 0.45, which correlates with previous studies. This procedure resulted in agree-
ment in 80% of the recordings for activation, 84% of the recordings for valence, and
73% of the recordings for dominance, which is comparable to the reported annotation
agreement in the IEMOCAP corpus. Annotator agreement over the entire database
is reported as positive correlation of 0.4 for all the emotional attributes. Given the
challenging nature of the annotation task, this value is considered as an acceptable
level of annotator consistency. The consistency of the discrete global annotations was
also examined by computing the Cronbach’s α coefficient, which was also found to
be at an acceptable level ≥ 0.7. More over, human perception results indicate high
consistency with the predefined action verbs (communication goals), which proves
effectiveness of the emotion-eliciting techniques used to create the corpus.

In summary, CreativeIT features actors’ goal-driven emotional performance in
dyadic interactions; it was designed to complement the existing databases and to
bridge the gap between the study of theatrical improvisations and human expressive
behavior. The annotation of the corpus allows studying relations between global
discrete and detailed continuous emotion ratings.

4.1.4 USoMS-e

Ulm State-of-Mind in Speech - elderly (USoMS-e) is a corpus of affective speech
collected from elderly people in the university of Ulm, Germany. It was presented
during the Interspeech Computational Paralinguistics Challenge in 2020 [52]. The
publicly available subset of the corpus contains audio recordings produced by 87
participants (63% female) in the age of 60–95 years in an emotion-eliciting setup
using autobiographical recall. Each speaker contributed three spontaneous narrative
stories in German: one positive and two negative, 261 stories in total. The audio was
obtained from the video recordings and converted to mono format, 16 kHz, 16 bit.
Authors provided two types of orthographic transcriptions: manual and automatically
obtained by Google Cloud service 5.

Global labels of activation and valence were assigned to each story by both ex-
ternal annotators and speakers themselves. The annotation was performed on an
integer scale from 0 to 10; the ground truth was determined as the mean between
the assessment of speakers and the average score from annotators. The labels were
then grouped into three classes: Low (0-6), Medium (7-8), and High (9-10). The
number of stories in each class of activation and valence emotional parameters are

5https://cloud.google.com/speech-to-text
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Figure 4.9: Distribution of the a) count of stories and b) duration of stories in seconds
across target classes (L - Low, M - Medium, H - High) of activation and valence,
USoMS-e corpus

Figure 4.10: Histograms of word count per story, USoMS-e corpus

depicted in Figure 4.9a. While the distribution of stories across valence classes is
somewhat balanced, with the low valence narratives slightly prevailing (as designed),
the distribution of stories across activation classes appears severely imbalanced with
most of the stories (53%) having a medium activation, and just 15% of low activa-
tion narratives. The distribution of the stories’ duration in seconds per each class
is shown in Figure 4.9b. The distributions reveal similar structure with the average
duration being approximately 150 seconds (2.5 minutes). The lower activation stories
have slightly longer duration and occasional outliers; high valence and high activation
narratives tend to have shorter inter-quartile range.

Within a 2.5 minute story, emotions surely fluctuate, however, the global labels
should be congruent with the general mood. Narratives with positive core affect are
focused on positive material, and narratives with negative core affect concentrate
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around the negative material.
The histogram of word count per story and the histogram of unique word count

per story are shown in Figure 4.10. The orange lines indicate the average values. The
smallest number of words per story is 38, the largest - 961. The minimum and the
maximum of unique word counts per story are 33 and 356, respectively. The total
count of unique words in the whole corpus is 8248.

In summary, the USoMS-e corpus is a great source for both acoustic and linguistic
emotion modeling. It provides stories told in autobiographical recall and annotated
with core affect (activation and valence) with a single global label, allowing analysis
of a general mood of the story rather than fine-grained emotional expressions. In
addition, the corpus features speech samples collected from elderly people, which is
important to take into account when building a general emotion recognition system
to avoid speaker bias of underrepresented elderly population.

4.2 Tonal dictionaries

Tonal dictionaries are valuable resources for sentiment analysis and linguistic model-
ing of emotions. A tonal dictionary, also known as a sentiment lexicon, is a collection
of words and phrases with associated sentiment scores - positive, negative, or neutral.
Such dictionaries can be created manually or semi-automatically using other existing
dictionary resources. This work uses two different sentiment lexicons: SentiWord-
Net (English) and SentiWS (German). The details of each lexicon are given in the
following sub-sections.

4.2.1 SentiWordNet

SentiWordNet [136] is a publicly available English-language lexical resource created
from the WordNet dictionary [137] specifically for sentiment analysis and opinion
mining applications. WordNet uses synsets as a basic unit of analysis. A synset is a
set of synonyms that represent the same meaning. In SentiWordNet, each synset is
assigned three opinion-related properties: positive score, negative score, and objective
(neutral) score. Each score ranges in the interval [0.0; 1.0], and their sum equals to
1.0. Thus, every synset may have nonzero scores for all of the three categories, which
indicates that the given term is associated with each of the opinion-related properties
(positive, negative, neutral) to a certain degree.

The SentiWordNet scores are generated automatically using a 2-step process: 1)
semi-supervised learning, and 2) random-walk. In the semi-supervised learning step,
two small manually selected sets of synsets from the WordNet - one of typically pos-
itive synsets, and another of typically negative synsets - are automatically expanded
using WordNet binary relations; additionally, a third set of synsets assumed to have
the objective (neutral) property is created. These three sets (with positive, negative,
and neutral properties) are used to train a ternary classifier, but substituting the
synsets themselves with the corresponding glosses (brief synset descriptions provided
by WordNet). This means that the resulting classifier is indeed a gloss (rather than
a synset) classifier. Finally, all WordNet synsets are classified as belonging to either
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positive, negative, or neutral class. The random-walk step consists of running an it-
erative process on the WordNet graph, during which the previously generated values
may change at each iteration until the process has converged. Random-walk pro-
cesses are executed independently for the positive and negative scores, producing two
different rankings for the WordNet synsets. The objective score is then calculated so
that all the three scores sum up to 1.0. Examples of resulting SentiWordNet entries
are shown in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4: Structure of SentiWordNet

POS ID + - Synset Gloss
a 01942732 0.375 0.375 wild#9 fantastic#3 fanciful and unrealistic
r 00183090 0.5 0.125 wonderfully#1 extremely well
n 07298154 0 0.25 surprise#2 a sudden unexpected event
v 00725274 0.125 0 surprise#1 cause to be surprised
v 01126051 0 0 surprise#3 storm#5 attack suddenly

The entries of the SentiWordNet are arranged in the following order: part-of-
speech (POS) tag, synset ID, positive score, negative score, list of synonyms, and
their respective gloss. The closer inspection of the entries reveals that synsets may
have a zero or non-zero score for both of the categories: when all scores are zero, the
synset is deemed neutral (objective score = 1.0); when one or more scores are non-
zero, the synset is regarded as having all the properties (positive, negative, neutral)
at the same time. For example, the first entry (01942732) in Table 4.4 exhibits
the same degree of positivity and negativity; the second entry (00183090) is rather
positive than negative, although both of the scores are non-zero. The relationship
between the positive and negative scores may be interpreted as following: depending
on the context, terms that appear in a synset are likely to show positive or negative
semantic orientation with certain probability expressed by the corresponding positive
and negative scores.

Entries 3-5 in the Table 4.4 show the semantic ambiguity inherent to English
language. The word “surprise” appears in many different synsets, some of which
(07298154, 00725274, and 01126051) are shown in the table. All the synsets are
associated with different glosses and therefore, have different meaning. Sometimes the
meaning of different synsets is only a different shade of the same sense, but sometimes
it can be drastically different. For this reason SentiWordNet disambiguates different
meanings of the same word (or phrase) and assigns different scores to them. For
example, the word “surprise” in the sense “a sudden unexpected event” has a single
negative score of 0.25, and the same word with the sense “cause to be surprised” has
a single positive score of 1.25. This semantic ambiguity complicates text sentiment
analysis since it is often not possible to know in advance, which synset, among many
to which a target word belongs, is the right one in the given context. As example,
Table 4.5 shows all the possible synsets and associated scores of the word “surprise”.
It shows 6 different meanings: 3 of them are nouns (n), 3 of them are verbs (v).
Depending on the meaning, the word can have an absolute neutral sense (1126051,
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Figure 4.11: Histogram of positive and negative scores in SentiWordNet; the y-axis
is in log scale

2596493), a negative sense (553655, 7298154), a positive sense (725274), or a mix of
scores (7510348).

Table 4.5: SentiWordNet synsets and associated scores of the word “surprise”

ID POS + - Word
553655 n 0.000 0.125 surprise#3
7298154 n 0.000 0.250 surprise#2
7510348 n 0.375 0.250 surprise#1
725274 v 0.125 0.000 surprise#1
1126051 v 0.000 0.000 surprise#3
2596493 v 0.000 0.000 surprise#2

The histograms of positive and negative scores in SentiWordNet are shown in
Figure 4.11a. Note that the y-axis of the plot is in log-scale; this is because most
of the scores (85%) lie in the first bin, which accounts for 0 scores, and is therefore
vastly prevailing other value counts. It can be also noted that there are much more
extreme negative synsets than there are extreme positive synsents. The distribution
of the words (synsets) according to POS tag for each histogram bin, except the first,
which accounts for 0 values, is shown in Figure 4.11b. It reveals that strong senti-
ment words (either positive or negative) are mostly adjectives; adverbs are generally
associated with low sentiment scores. The impact of nouns decreases, while the im-
pact of adjectives increases with the increasing score values; verbs are almost equally
represented in all the score ranges.

SentiWordNet has 147304 unique words, among which nouns (n) - 117796, verbs
(v) - 11529, adjectives (a) - 21478, and adverbs - 4481; all together they account for
205335 different word senses. Table 4.6 shows the count of non-neutral word senses
according to POS tag. It reveals that there are slightly more negative terms for all
POS categories except adverbs, where the positive count is four times greater than
the negative.
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Table 4.6: Count of non-neutral word senses, SentiWordNet

POS Positive Negative Total %
Nouns (n) 13669 16102 29771 (47.1%)
Adjectives (a) 10579 11867 22446 (35.6%)
Verbs (v) 3664 3950 7614 (12.1%)
Adverbs (r) 2566 735 3301 (5.2%)
Total 30478 32654 63132 (100%)

4.2.2 SentiWS

SentiWS [138] is a publicly available German-language lexical resource for sentiment
analysis, which was initially developed for studying the effects of financial news media
on the German stock index. It was manually built from several sources, including Gen-
eral Inquirer (GI) lexicon, German Collocation Dictionary, and rated product reviews
provided by a business partner. The GI lexicon was semi-automatically translated
into German using Google Translate service and manual revision. A few hand-picked
finance-related words were added later. Sentiment-labeled product reviews were used
to identify words, which appear significantly often in positive and negative connota-
tions; co-occurrence analysis was then used to produce the lists of word forms which
significantly often appear together with the corresponding sentiment label. Additional
sentiment bearing words were identified from the semantic similarity provided by the
German Collocation Dictionary. All the dictionary entries passed manual verification.
Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) was used to produce sentiment weights in the
range of [−1 ; 1] .

The structure of the SentiWS dictionary with example entries is shown in Ta-
ble 4.7. A single sentiment score is assigned for each word, together with a POS tag
and a list of inflections. For the words that do not have an inflection, the list appears
empty. There are four types of POS tags: nouns (n), verbs (v), adjectives (a), and
adverbs (r).

Table 4.7: SentiWS structure and example entries

Word POS Score Inflections
gefahr n -1.0 [gefahren]
lob n 0.7246 [loben, lobs, lobes, lobe]
gelungen a 1.0 [gelungnerem, gelungenster, ..., gelungner]
schädlich a -0.9269 [schädlicher, schädlicheren, ..., schädlichste]

...
miteinander r 0.3697 []
rückwärts r -0.3496 []
pflegen v 0.2325 [pflegst, pflegten, ..., gepflegt]
ablehnen v -0.6458 [ablehne, ablehnst, ..., abgelehnt]

To provide an intuitive explanation of how sentiment words with different scores
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Figure 4.12: Histograms of a) positive and negative scores (the y-axis is in log scale),
and b) part-of-speech tags in SentiWS; n - noun, v - verb, a - adjective, r - adverb

look like in SentiWS, Table 4.8 shows a progression of adjectives starting from high
positive score (1.0) and ending with a high negative score (-0.9463). For convenience,
English translation of German words is provided in the brackets.

Table 4.8: SentiWS adjectives score progression

Category Word Score
High positive gelungen (successful) 1.0
Medium-high positive wunderschön (wonderful) 0.7048
Medium positive phantastisch (fantastic) 0.5650
Medium-low positive spitze (top) 0.2112
Low positive würdevoll (dignified) 0.0040
Low negative nervös (nervous) -0.0042
Medium-low negative absurd (absurd) -0.2120
Medium negative dumm (stupid) -0.5901
Medium-high negative schuldig (guilty) -0.7968
High negative unnötig (unnecessary) -0.9463

The histograms of positive and negative scores in SentiWS are shown in Fig-
ure 4.12a. Note that the y-axis of the plot is in log-scale; this is because most of
the scores (69.7%) lie in the first bin, which accounts for approximately neutral (low
positive and low negative) scores in the range [0.0 ; 0.14] , and is therefore vastly
prevailing other value counts. It can be also noted that there are much more extreme
negative words than there are extreme positive words. The distribution of the words
according to POS tag for each histogram bin is shown in Figure 4.12b. It reveals that
strong sentiment words (either positive or negative) are mostly adjectives; adverbs are
generally associated with medium sentiment scores. The impact of nouns decreases
with the increasing score values; verbs are almost equally represented in all the score
ranges.

There are 3465 unique words and 30944 inflections in SentiWS. 47.3% of words
(47.8% of inflections) are positive, and 52.7% of words (52.2% of inflections) are
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negative. There are no neutral words in SentiWS. Note that adverbs do not inflect in
German language. The detailed count of the words and inflections according to POS
tag and sentiment score type is shown in Table 4.9.

Table 4.9: Count of sentiment words, SentiWS

POS Word type Positive Negative Total %
Nouns (n) Baseforms 547 688 1235 (35.64%)

Inflections 731 1155 1886
Adjectives (a) Baseforms 789 712 1501 (43.32%)

Inflections 10878 10462 21340
Verbs (v) Baseforms 297 423 720 (20.78%)

Inflections 3236 4568 7804
Adverbs (r) Baseforms 7 4 11 (0.03%)

Inflections 0 0 0
Total 17032 18012 35044 (100%)

4.3 Software tools

Several software tools were used for the computational purposes of the current study.
Google cloud API was used to obtain orthographic transcriptions where they were not
already provided. Google translation API was used when it was necessary to trans-
late the source text into another language. OpenSMILE toolkit was used to extract
frame-level and utterance-level acoustic features. Python was the main program-
ming environment, together with TensorFlow machine learning platform and Keras
deep learning API. Traditional machine learning algorithms and data handling (nor-
malization, train/test split and cross-validation split) were implemented with python
sk-learn package. All services except for the ones provided by Google are open-source
solutions freely available for research purposes.

4.4 Summary

IEMOCAP, RAMAS, and CreativeIT are emotional speech datasets created with the
help of actors. They can be used to study emotional behavior of interlocutors during
dyadic interactions. The structure of the three datasets is very similar: authors used
improvisation and careful dialogue design to facilitate natural emotional expressions.
Dialogue context is an important factor since affective states evolve continuously as
a reaction to the environment. During dyadic interactions, participants adjust their
emotional behavior in response to the behavior of their partners. Therefore, analyz-
ing mutual influence of the speakers provides benefits for automatic speech emotion
recognition systems. The summary and comparison of most important details about
the IEMOCAP, RAMAS, and CreativeIT datasets are presented in Table 2.5. One
more German-language emotional speech dataset (USoMS-e) was collected specifi-
cally to improve the linguistic modeling of emotions, since it provides rich textual
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Table 4.10: Comparison of emotional dialogue speech datasets

IEMOCAP RAMAS CreativeIT

Language English Russian English

# participants 10 10 16

# dialogues 150 290 50

# speaker turns 10,039 3328* -

Total duration 12h 7h 8h

Mean dialogue du-
ration

5min 30sec 3min

Mean sample dura-
tion

4.5sec 12.1sec 3min

# annotators 6 21 8

Minimum # of an-
notators per sample

3 5 2

Annotation type utterance-level frame-level frame-level

Emotion categories 6 basic emotions +
activation, valence,
dominance

6 basic emotions activation, valence,
dominance

data in the format of autobiographical recall of elderly people. Additional benefit of
using speech samples from elderly population lies in the ability to fill the age gap in
other corpora, which allows mitigating speaker bias.

Word polarity is a floating-point number that reflects semantic orientation (posi-
tive or negative) associated with the word. A tonal dictionary is a collection of words
and phrases with corresponding polarity scores (weights) that are widely used for
sentiment analysis tasks. SentiWordNet and SentiWS tonal dictionaries used in this
study, although having different language, structure, and creation method, show many
similar characteristics in terms of the distribution of positive and negative scores, and
POS tags. In both dictionaries strong sentiment-bearing words are mostly adjectives;
in both dictionaries there are significantly more extreme negative words than extreme
positive words. This actually correlates well with the previous studies [139], which re-
veal preponderance of negative emotion words over positive across different languages
and age groups. Authors provide the following explanation: negative emotions require
more detailed thinking in order to cope with the situation.
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5 Acoustic Modeling
This chapter presents an emotion recognition system based on acoustic dialogue con-
text modeling approach performed via RNN-LSTM. We propose a novel neural net-
work architecture that incorporates context at different levels: personal emotional
context and dialogue emotional context. Experimental study is performed to prove
the effectiveness of the proposed methods using emotional speech database IEMO-
CAP, revealing classification results of three levels of emotional parameters valence
and activation. We incorporate and evaluate a domain adaptation approach that
allows training the system on additional datasets, increasing the size of available
training data without loosing the quality of classification that arises due to domain
mismatch. We compare our results with the previous studies and show the improve-
ments in both average Cross-Validation (CV) UAR performance and standard devi-
ation across different CV folds.

5.1 Motivation for the dialogue context modeling

Emotions occur in complex social interactions, and thus processing of isolated ut-
terances may not be sufficient to grasp the nature of underlying emotional states.
Dialogue speech provides useful information about context that explains nuances of
emotions and their transitions. Context can be defined on different levels: frame-level,
utterance-level, dialogue-level, and speaker-level. The frame-level context reflects the
relationship between the past and present acoustic events on continuous time scale.
The utterance-level context models the relationship between the whole phrases, and
the dialogue-level context additionally accounts for the phrases pronounced by an
interlocutor. Finally, speaker-level context considers additional information about
users of the system, such as their age, gender, cultural background and other possible
characteristics. The more context is used for emotion modeling, the more accurate
become the predictions of the system.

The field of automatic emotion recognition in spoken language advanced so far
from simple classification of laboratory-controlled emotions to analysis of sponta-
neously expressed affects. Because emotions are usually considered in the context
of social interactions, in addition to analyzing emotional speech of a single speaker,
a significant research focus is directed at modeling context and mutual influence of
both interlocutors in a dialogue. Importance of analyzing context in the field of emo-
tion recognition was previously shown by several authors: accuracy was improved
with additional dialogue-specific features, such as width and depth of the dialogue,
gender [140] and the dialogue act of speaker turns [141].

Much work has been dedicated to analyzing acoustical context on the frame level.
In particular, RNN-LSTM architectures were effectively used to track changes over
the course of speech act [142; 143; 144]. In the light of these findings, we propose
a two-level hierarchical system based on RNN-LSTM model that takes advantage of
both acoustical context of a speaker on the frame level and emotion context of their
interlocutor on the dialogue level, together with gender information to predict valence
and activation primitives over the course of entire dialogue.
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Most of the existing emotional speech datasets feature frame-level or utterance-
level annotation, but not both. Therefore, datasets that are suitable for modeling
dialogue on a speaker turn level (i.e. IEMOCAP) can not be used for frame-level
context modeling due to lack of annotation. To overcome this limitation, additional
corpora annotated on a frame level can be used for training RNNs. However, a
domain mismatch condition should be considered to avoid the drop in performance
when training and testing the models on features with different distributions. For
this purpose we adopt a domain adaptation approach based on PCA-CCA dataset
adaptation to bring feature distributions of various corpora closer to each other.

5.2 Proposed system for dialogue-level context modeling

We propose a hierarchical context modeling approach based on RNN-LSTM archi-
tecture, which models acoustical context on the frame level and partner’s emotional
context on the dialogue level. The proposed method is implemented in two stages as
depicted in Figure 5.1.

In the first stage, the personal behavior of each speaker is modeled independently
via frame-level LSTM neural network trained on a database with continuous annota-
tion. Due to lack of continuous labels in IEMOCAP corpus, another database, namely
CreativeIT [42], is used for frame-level modeling. PCA-CCA-based domain adapta-
tion technique inspired from Sagha et al. [145] is adapted to continuous speech frames
to cope with the mismatched domain condition. In the second stage, the interaction
in a conversation between two speakers is modeled via turn-level LSTM trained on
a dialogue database with suitable annotation (IEMOCAP). The transition between
two stages happens in a balancing operation, which transforms speakers’ individual
frame-level prediction streams into dialogue-level turn-change stream. In both stages,
the experiments for activation and valence are conducted separately. The method is
proved effective together with cross-corpus training setup and domain adaptation
technique in a set of speaker independent cross-validation experiments on IEMOCAP
corpus for three levels of activation and valence classification. The following sections
provide the details on each stage.

5.2.1 PCA-CCA-based domain adaptation

The classification is likely to perform poor if the distributions of train and test data
do not match, which is always the case when two databases are recorded in different
conditions. The effect of domain mismatch on classification accuracy is shown in
Figure 5.2. Due to a domain shift, the features of Y (target domain) have different
distribution as compared to the features of X (source domain); a perfect classification
in the source domain (red line) becomes a chance-level guessing in target domain. The
application of domain adaptation to source corpus (X) and target corpus (Y ) brings
their feature distributions close to each other, which allows perfect classification in
both source and target domains.

A PCA-CCA-based domain adaptation method was first introduced by Sagha et
al. [145] to alleviate the mismatch between different languages in an utterance-level
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Figure 5.1: The pipeline of the proposed system for acoustical dialogue-level context
modeling

SER task. In our work, PCA-CCA is modified to be applied on a frame level to
find the shared representation of features and diminish the negative consequences of
cross-corpus training in the first stage of modeling.

Two sets of principle components are learned from source (CreativeIT) and target
(IEMOCAP) data and applied to both datasets to create two different views. The
effects of PCA include dimensionality reduction and feature decorrelation, which help
avoid singularity during the following CCA. The resulting paired mapped data is then
fed to a linear CCA to obtain a shared view with maximized correlation. The classifier
is trained on M top dimensions with largest correlation from the mapped training
data and tested on the mapped test data. The final dimensionality of frame-level
feature vectors corresponds to the maximum number of kept CCA components.

Figure 5.3 shows the schematic diagram of the PCA-CCA approach. X corre-
sponds to the source domain dataset (CreativeIT), which has the required frame-level
annotation, and which is used for training the first stage LSTM to model acoustical
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Figure 5.2: Effects of domain mismatch

Figure 5.3: PCA-CCA-based domain adaptation

context. Y corresponds to the target domain dataset (IEMOCAP), which is used to
test the frame-level model, trained on X. After applying source and target PCA, we
obtain two views of X (XPX and XPY ), and two views of Y (Y PY and Y PX ). Then,
CCA is used to find a shared view between the pairs [XPX , Y PX ] and [XPY , Y PY ].

5.2.2 First-stage LSTM modeling

Frame-level LSTM modeling considers only individual speaker’s emotional behavior
provided acoustical context. The acoustical context is defined as a sequence of acous-
tical features extracted at 100 Hz. Each resulting acoustic feature vector corresponds
to a single frame in a recording. We use the following LLDs as acoustic features:
four energy-related LLDs (sum of auditory spectrum, sum of RASTA-filtered audi-
tory spectrum, Root Mean Square (RMS) energy, and zero crossing rate); 55 spectral
LLDs (MFCC 1-14, spectral energy per band, spectral roll-off point, spectral flux,
centroid, entropy, slope, psycho-acoustic sharpness, harmonicity, spectral variance,
skewness, and kurtosis), as well as six voicing-related LLDs (F0 with SHS and Viterby
smoothing, probability of voicing, logarithmic HNR, jitter, and shimmer). The total
number of extracted LLDs is 65; together with their delta derivatives, the total length
of obtained feature vectors is 130.

Under a reasonable assumption that emotions do not change rapidly from turn
to turn, all the utterances within a dialogue belonging to a single speaker are con-
catenated together and acoustical context is defined as a certain number of frames
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Figure 5.4: An example of frame-level acoustical context window

preceding the given frame within the stream. An example context window is depicted
in Figure 5.4, where w stands for the context window length (in number of frames),
Ft corresponds to the last frame of TurnN−1, F0 is the first frame of TurnN , and
both turns N −1 and N belong to the same speaker. Collected at the output of
the first-stage LSTM are frame-level continuous arousal and valence predictions for
individual speaker’s emotional flow.

A suitable corpus with frame-level annotation of emotions is needed to train a
RNN-LSTM to model acoustical context. If the annotation of the target corpus is
performed on an utterance level, additional datasets are needed for training the first
stage LSTM. However, if the recording conditions of two corpora do not match -
actors, recording studios, and recording equipment - this creates a domain mismatch
condition, which, if unhandled, potentially deteriorates the performance. To mitigate
the negative effects, a domain adaptation as described in the previous section is
applied to both training (source) and testing (target) corpora before modeling.

5.2.3 Data balancing

The outcome of the first stage LSTM modeling is a sequence of frame-level predic-
tions of activation and valence. To perform the dialogue-level modeling of emotional
interactions, the frame-level predictions are averaged across speaker turns to obtain
utterance-level predictions. In order to use these predictions for dialogue modeling,
they have to be balanced according to the structure of a dialogue, i.e. the predictions
have to form sequences that correspond to speaker turns.

Data balancing refers to the preprocessing of the frame-level predictions of the
first-stage LSTM to form the turn-change stream. The definition of a turn change
is borrowed from Lee et al. [146]. Turn change consists of two turns. Each turn
is defined as the portion of speech belonging to a single speaker (A or B) before
he/she finishes speaking and may consist of multiple original segmented utterances.
Consecutive utterances belonging to the same speaker are merged together as shown
in Figure 5.5, where TurnA1 is the first turn of speaker A, TurnB1 is the first turn
of speaker B and so on. Two consecutive utterances A2−1 and A2−2 of speaker A are
merged together to form a single turn A2.

The frame-level predictions are averaged to obtain a single value representation
for each utterance. Thus, every turn change will contain a prediction for emotional
primitive (activation or valence) for speaker A and the prediction of the same primitive
for his partner B.
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Figure 5.5: Definition of a turn change according to Lee et al. [146]

5.2.4 Second-stage LSTM modeling

Turn-level LSTM modeling considers the interaction between two speakers and pre-
dicts the emotional primitives for a given speaker provided the dialogue history. The
input to the LSTM network at every time step consists of a turn change, i.e. the
prediction of an emotional primitive for a particular utterance of speaker A, the pre-
diction of the same emotional primitive for the utterance of his partner B within
that same turn change, and additionally a gender tag for the speaker of interest.
The predictions for every speaker are made independently: the history builds up on
the utterances of the same speaker, and his partner’s emotions are considered as an
additional feature providing useful context. The second stage modeling can be seen
as a refinement of previously obtained predictions given various contextual informa-
tion. In our case, the considered contextual information includes speaker gender and
emotional state of an interlocutor in a dialogue. Other contextual information can be
easily added by extending feature vectors in the second stage modeling, for example,
environmental context [147].

The output of the second stage LSTM is a single regression value, which indicates
the level of activation (valence) of a given speaker turn. Finally, the output value is
mapped into three target categories: low, medium, and high, according to a predefined
threshold. The whole dialogue is then assigned a sequence of predictions, one per
speaker turn, for activation and valence independently of each other.

5.3 Experimental setup

The classification task is to predict three levels of activation and valence for ev-
ery utterance in IEMOCAP corpus given the dialogue history. All the experiments
are performed in 4-fold cross-validation. 130 (LLDs) are extracted at 100 Hz using
openSMILE toolkit [88] with a predefined configuration file from ComParE 2016 [148].
Cascaded normalization is applied as proposed in [149] prior to training. The first-
stage LSTM model is trained on the mapped data from CreativeIT corpus. To avoid
domain mismatch due to different recording equipment (IEMOCAP used shotgun mi-
crophones directed at speakers, whereas CreativeIT used close-up microphones) the
PCA-CCA-based domain adaptation is performed to find a new joint feature repre-
sentation with the number of CCA and PCA components varying as 130, 100, 80
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and 50, which corresponds to explained variance of 100%, 99.2%, 97.6%, and 91.4%.
Frame-level acoustic context modeling is performed following the approach adopted
by Fedotov et al. [150], where the LSTM network consists of two hidden layers of
80 and 60 cells, followed by a dropout layer with probability of dropout p = 0.3 to
prevent overfitting. The optimizer is RMSprop with learning rate 0.001. Two models
are learned for activation and valence separately using context corresponding to three
seconds.

The architecture of the second-stage LSTM includes one hidden layer with 128
LSTM units followed by a fully connected layer used to output a single regression
value, which is then thresholded according to decision regions described earlier. The
model is optimized by Mean Squared Error (MSE) loss with L2 regularization, beta =
0.01 and Adam optimizer. A constant value of learning rate was set to 0.0001 in all
the experiments. The maximum number of training epochs is set to 500 but early
stopping is applied to prevent the network from overfitting. The number of turn
changes in the dialogue considered as context ranges from 5 to 25. The experiments
were conducted separately for activation and valence with Leave-One-Session-Out
cross-validation scheme and UAR performance measure. The performance of the
proposed system is compared to a baseline that uses only frame-level context (i.e.
first level LSTM) and ignores the dialogue-level context as well as domain adaptation
when making the utterance-level predictions.

Original annotations for valence and activation in the IEMOCAP corpus are dis-
crete values on a Likert scale in the range of 1 to 5. Every utterance is annotated
with two or three annotators’ scores plus the self-evaluation score, which are used to
yield a single label by averaging all the scores together. Furthermore, the labels are
clustered in three groups corresponding to low, medium and high range of values. The
decision regions for activation are: low [1, 2.5], medium (2.5, 3.5), and high [3.5, 5];
for valence: negative [1, 2.3], neutral (2.3, 3.5), and positive [3.5, 5]. Such partitioning
allows to balance the classes, and is in line with other clustering methods used in
[146; 151]. The histograms of the original and clustered valence and activation scores
are depicted in Figure 5.6.

5.4 Experimental results

The summary of the results can be seen in Table 5.1. The baseline performance
is established at UAR=46.5±7.3% for activation and UAR=50.0±8.2% for valence.
High deviation is an indicator of a large variance between the CV sessions. PCA-CCA
domain adaptation improves the baseline performance up to UAR=57.8±7.0% for
activation and UAR=56.4±5.9% for valence. The increase of mean classification rate
is accompanied by a significant drop of the standard deviation across the CV folds,
which indicates greater stability of the system. On the other hand, using second stage
LSTM modeling (without domain adaptation) also leads to an increased performance
UAR=68.2±8.9% for activation and UAR=57.3±9.5% for valence. In this case, the
standard deviation across the CV folds increased, which indicates less system stability.
This can be explained by an effect of accumulated uncertainty associated with domain
mismatch conditions.
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Figure 5.6: Histograms of the original and clustered valence and activation annotation
scores, IEMOCAP corpus

Table 5.1: Classification results (CV) on IEMOCAP corpus (UAR, %) in comparison
to baseline systems. +Con: with context, +Ada: with PCA-CCA-based adaptation

Baseline +Ada +Con +Ada +Con
Aro 46.5±7.3 57.8±7.0 68.2±8.9 76.3±1.9
Val 50.0±8.2 56.4±5.9 57.3±9.5 65.1±3.1

Finally, the proposed combination of using both dialogue context and domain
adaptation achieves the best result of UAR=76.3±1.9 for activation and UAR=65.1±3.1
for valence. It is interesting to observe that the proposed method allows to signif-
icantly reduce the amount of variance compared to baseline systems. The absolute
increase in mean CV performance compared to baseline amounts to 29.8% for acti-
vation and 15.1% for valence, which is equal to 64.08% and 30.2% relative increase,
respectively.

The experiments showed that the optimal dialogue-level context length is 20
speaker turns. Table 5.2 shows test set classification results subject to dialogue-level
context length, counted as the number of speaker turns considered during the second
stage LSTM modeling. It is reasonable to assume that less amount of context (< 20)
does not capture enough history and loses modeling capability, while more context
becomes confusing since older utterances have weaker relations to a given turn. A
histogram of the number of speaker turns per dialogue in the IEMOCAP corpus is
shown in Figure 5.7. The dialogue context was zero-padded in case the number of
speaker turns available in a dialogue was not enough.

The number of components in PCA-CCA-based domain adaptation, which also
has an effect of dimensionality reduction, significantly influences the performance of
the system; the peak efficiency is observed around 50-80 components.
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Table 5.2: Valence classification results on IEMOCAP corpus (UAR, %) subject to
dialogue-level context length (number of speaker turns)

Dialogue context
5 10 15 20 25

UAR, % 41.89 58.82 63.56 65.91 56.94

Figure 5.7: Histogram of the number of speaker turns per dialogue, IEMOCAP

5.5 Discussion

Several works dedicated to hierarchical contextual emotion modeling became the ba-
sis for comparing the effectiveness of the proposed method. Metallinou et al. [151]
employed a two-level classification scheme with Hidden Markov Model (HMM) us-
ing audio features, and bidirectional LSTM (BLSTM) using both audio and visual
features. They report Unweighted Accuracy obtained in cyclic Leave-One-Speaker-
Out cross-validation experiments. Lee et al. [146] used speech based features with
Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) structure to model time and cross-speaker de-
pendencies between two interacting partners’ emotional states. They report accuracy
percentage in a 15-fold cross-validation experiment. The proposed method outper-
forms both approaches, as can be seen in Tables 5.3 and 5.4, respectively.

Table 5.3: Classification results on IEMOCAP (UAR, %) in comparison to Metallinou
et al. [151], speaker-independent CV, audio (a) and visual (v) features

.
[151] (a) [151] (a+v) Proposed (a)

Arousal 61.9±4.9 52.3±5.4 76.3±1.9
Valence 50.0±3.6 64.7±6.5 65.1±3.1
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Table 5.4: Classification results on IEMOCAP in comparison to Lee et al. [146],
15-fold cross-validation, audio features only

[146] (Acc, %) Proposed (UAR, %)
Arousal 63.5 77.7
Valence 65.0 69.4

The results are also comparable to classification performance obtained by other
authors on different corpora [152]. An inspiration for cross-corpus and cross-task
LSTM setting was found in the recent work by Kaya et al. [153]. The application of
domain adaptation technique, firstly proposed by Sagha et al. [145] on the utterance
level, is exploited on LLD level for the first time in this work. Importance of domain
adaptation was also shown in [154].

5.6 Summary

In this chapter, we proposed an acoustic dialogue modeling approach based on a
hierarchical RNN-LSTM neural network and a PCA-CCA domain adaptation. It
was proved effective in a set of experiments on IEMOCAP emotional speech corpus,
which features dialogue speech annotated on a speaker turn level. The obtained clas-
sification results surpassed the previous state-of-the-art in terms of both mean UAR
and standard deviation across cross-validation folds, which shows not only powerful
modeling capabilities, but also strong robustness of the system.

In addition to frame-level acoustic context modeling, which is a default in many
modern emotion recognition systems, the inclusion of both second-stage dialogue-level
context and domain adaptation showed positive improvement on the overall system
performance. The optimal dialogue-level context length turned out to be around 20
dialogue turns, which allows capturing important history of the dialogue and not
overburden the system by memorizing all past events.

The domain adaptation is beneficial in many ways. First, it allows using extra
training data from different corpora, thus effectively increasing the training data size.
This is useful when the target corpus is small or does not have the required annotation.
Second, it allows testing the system in a cross-corpus setup, which is important for
system evaluation and further exploitation in real-life scenarios. Third, the proposed
domain adaptation technique also has an effect of dimensionality reduction, which is
almost always useful to prevent the model from overfitting on small corpora.

Unfortunately, up to date IEMOCAP corpus is the only available dataset that
has the required structure and annotation for modeling emotional dialogues. For this
reason it is not possible to test the proposed system on other datasets. This limita-
tion may become a motivation for future research: constructing new, representative
emotional dialogue datasets with a greater variability in speakers and interaction
scenarios is essential for further advancements in the field.
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6 Linguistic Modeling
This chapter presents a new set of linguistic features capable for strong performance
on valence recognition task. The features are based on a hybrid approach that in-
cludes both tonal dictionaries and machine learning paradigms. The effectiveness of
the proposed features is shown in a series of experiments on the USoMS-e corpus in
the framework of Interspeech 2020 Computational Paralinguistics Challenge. We dis-
cuss the performance of the proposed system relative to other challenge participants,
identify ways for improving the reliability of the obtained results on small datasets,
and analyze the effects of real-life aspects of exploiting the system, such as using
machine transcription instead of hand transcription, and using machine translation
for languages other than English. Additionally, we show the influence of various text
preprocessing strategies, such as part-of-speech tagging, lemmatization and negation
on the outcome.

6.1 Motivation for the proposed linguistic modeling

Emotions in speech manifest themselves in a variety of ways through acoustic (pitch,
intonation, timbre) and linguistic (words, keywords, phrases) cues. Literature sug-
gests that while acoustic information plays a more significant role in determining
the emotional state, valence cannot be adequately modeled with audio modality
alone [155]. Numerous studies revealed better valence recognition performance using
either linguistic information from speech or a bimodal approach [156; 157]. Since
valence is one of the primary emotional parameters, the ability to adequately model
valence is crucial for categorical emotion recognition as well. Therefore, analyzing
the linguistic component of speech is important for overall performance in terms of
both categorical and dimensional speech emotion recognition paradigms.

Language can be used to express emotions directly (“I am scared”) or indirectly (“I
don’t want to go in there, it’s too dark”). In the first case, emotion recognition can be
easily performed by simple approaches such as keyword spotting. However, emotions
are rarely expressed directly. Indirect emotional expressions need to be processed by
more powerful modeling approaches that can draw insights from word relationships
and their context. A recent survey of textual emotion recognition and its challenges
can be found in [158].

General-purpose distributed linguistic features, such as Word2vec [98], GloVe [159],
ELMo [160], and BERT [102], which are considered as state-of-the-art approaches to-
wards representing textual data, show strong modeling capacity and high performance
in many modern-day paralinguistic tasks [103]. In addition to powerful word embed-
ding mechanism that reveals relationship between words, typical for all distributive
models, the benefits of BERT include ability to model context in which they appear.
Some models, like BERT and ELMo, are also capable of computing word embeddings
for out-of-vocabulary words on a sub-word or character level. However, despite obvi-
ous advantages of using such models, there exist certain restrictions that may hinder
practical implementation of these methods in computational paralinguistic tasks.

First, the general-purpose pretrained models do not reflect the polarity of words
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and are not specific for emotion recognition and sentiment analysis. Given relatively
few available data samples, which is common in paralinguistic tasks, training classi-
fiers will be difficult and prone to overfitting. Second, semantic orientation of words
tends to be domain specific, and a fine-tuned model may exhibit sub-optimal per-
formance when training and testing domains do not match. Finally, contextualized
word embeddings are computationally demanding both at training and inference time,
making the implementation of such methods at scale very costly.

These disadvantages are evident from a number of studies, including the series
of Computational Paralinguistics Challenges (ComParE) that provide BERT and
Word2vec as baseline methods for language modeling. In the 2020 Elderly Emotion
Sub-Challenge [52] BERT showed a subpar performance relative to other traditional
methods such as TF-IDF and polarity-based features [156] while also having a greater
computational overhead. In the 2021 Escalation Sub-Challenge BERT features did
not contribute to the best fusion result [89]. In both cases, the performance of the
linguistic features (BERT) on the development set was not indicative of the perfor-
mance on the test set. The drop in classification accuracy on the test set reveals
models’ dependency on the data and proves the models to be unreliable when testing
on new, unseen samples.

Other linguistic feature representations, such as TF-IDF and tonal dictionaries,
have been extensively used in sentiment analysis, however they also have significant
disadvantages. TF-IDF tends to have sparse high-dimensional feature representa-
tions, and the bigger the vocabulary, the more prominent the problem of the curse
of dimensionality. Pure dictionary-based approaches that do not require training
are known to be domain-limited. A hybrid approach that combines dictionary-based
analysis and machine learning allows overcoming this limitation, which serves as the
basis for new linguistic feature representation proposed in this study.

6.2 Proposed system for linguistic modeling

The core idea of the proposed features lies in the combination of sentiment lexicons
and machine learning to take advantage of both approaches. The features for clas-
sification are extracted using several tonal dictionaries in different languages. The
compatibility between the language of data samples and the lexicons is assured by
the machine translation module, which is used in the preprocessing stage before fea-
ture extraction. The polarity scores from the sentiment dictionaries are collected and
further processed to obtain the following statistical measures: minimum, maximum,
mean, range, number of positive and negative score. The types and number of fea-
tures depend on the nature and number of sentiment lexicons in use. The relevance of
each feature type depends on the task at hand, therefore feature selection is applied
at the final stage to choose specific features that are relevant for the given problem.

The general pipeline of the proposed method is shown in Figure 6.1. It can be
roughly divided into three stages: preprocessing (the upper blue block), feature ex-
traction (the middle yellow block), and classification (the lower green block). The
first stage (preprocessing) implements Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) and text
preprocessing, including machine translation (if necessary), text formatting (removal
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Figure 6.1: General pipeline of the proposed method for linguistic feature extraction
and classification

of punctuation and bringing the text to the low register), and tokenization (splitting
the text into elementary analysis units - words). The second stage (feature extrac-
tion) uses one or more sentiment lexicons to extract sentiment scores for each token
obtained in the previous stage. The total collection of sentiment scores is then used
to calculate statistical measures for feature summarization. The small set of obtained
statistical measures is then used during the third and final stage (classification) to
perform feature selection and modeling of the target, which is three levels of va-
lence: low, medium and high. The details of each stage are described in the following
sections.

6.2.1 Machine translation

The proposed linguistic feature extraction is not limited to any single machine trans-
lation engine. There are free as well as commercially available options that include
Google Translation, Microsoft Translator, Yandex Speech Kit, DeepL and others.
Most of the software allows for automatic detection of the language, so it is possi-
ble to use the system in a language-independent manner. For example, a multilin-
gual architecture [161] was introduced to learn joint sentence representations for 93
languages, belonging to more than 30 different language families and written in 28
different scripts, which has an open source implementation. More over, the machine
translation can be used as data augmentation tool by performing multiple transla-
tions into two or more languages before the target language itself [162]. It was shown
that such indirect translations have no significant impact on the quality as compared
to direct translation in sentiment analysis tasks [163]. Various machine translation
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engines will also produce different results, so it is possible to augment the data even
more. However, this technique remains outside the scope of the given study.

Punctuation should be addressed carefully when using machine translation engines
as different punctuation within the same sentence may produce different results. It is
well-established that punctuation plays an important role for perception of the text
and just like emoticons, the trailing exclamation marks may be highly indicative of
the level of activation in terms of emotional primitives. However, the number of ex-
clamation marks at the end of the sentence have nothing to do with the valence: both
negative and positive emotions can be expressed in an aroused manner. Therefore, a
decision needs to be made whether or not the punctuation needs to be preserved for
the given task at hand.

The quality of the machine translation will also contribute to the final classifica-
tion result. It is often measured with the BLEU score, which ranges from 0 to 100.
It indicates how close the automatically translated text is to the one produced by
the human translator based on the number of words and n-grams in the sentence.
The BLEU score between 30-40 indicates understandable to good translations, 40-50
– high quality translations and 50-60 show very high quality, adequate and fluent
translations. More than 60 BLEU scores are rarely achieved and are equivalent to
quality better than human translators. The effects of the quality of the machine
translation and the extent to which the noise in the translation may affect the sen-
timent classification performance was previously investigated in the literature: the
quality of the machine translation was found to be domain-specific and the correla-
tion between the BLEU score and the sentiment classification performance was found
to be positive [164]; for best results, it is imperative to use sentiment-aware neural
machine translation [165; 166].

6.2.2 Extraction of polarity scores

The algorithm for extraction of the polarity scores differs depending on the sentiment
dictionary in use. The differences may include the range of score values and the
nature of the scores. Some dictionaries contain a single value in the range of [−1, 1]
(SentiWS), other dictionaries have separate values for negative and positive scores
in the range of [0, 1] (SentiWordNet). In addition, some dictionaries also provide a
Part-of-Speech (POS) tag for each word entry. Therefore, the procedure for extraction
of polarity scores will be different for each dictionary, however the resulting feature
vector, described in the following section, is going to be the same.

Regardless of the nature of the sentiment lexicon being used, several preprocessing
steps are necessary to assure the most accurate results. First, words are de-capitalized,
and all the punctuation except a period, an exclamation mark, and a question mark
that ends sentences is removed. Then, the text is split into tokens, which are defined
as a series of symbols split by a delimiter that can be any white-space character,
including space, tab, line feed (newline), carriage return, form feed, and vertical tab.
The list of tokens obtained from the preprocessing stage is ready to be used for
extraction of corresponding polarity scores, however, additional steps like filtering by
the part-of-speech tag, lemmatization, and negation may be required to improve the
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feature extraction.
The procedure for extracting the polarity scores is performed as follows. Each

token from the list of tokens obtained after the preprocessing stage is looked up in
the dictionary. If the dictionary allows for searching according to POS tag, then the
search results returned by the look-up algorithm are filtered according to the POS
of the token. Some dictionaries do not require the POS filtering: SentiWS, despite
having the POS information for each entry, never returns more than one search result.
In other dictionaries, such as SentiWordNet, even after the filtering according to POS
tag, several search results are available for the given token due to homonymy and
polysemy. This may vary from language to language and is especially true for English,
which is rich in both homographs. SentiWordNet allows to disambiguate all of them,
so the number of returned entries is often greater than one. If multiple entries are
returned, then the corresponding sentiment scores are averaged.

Lemmatization is another preprocessing step that allows to increase the quality
of the returned results. Lemmatization is the process of transforming an inflected
term to its lemma, or the dictionary form. Some languages, like Russian and Ger-
man, have a high degree of inflection, whereas others, for example English, are only
slightly inflected. Sometimes, the same word can have multiple different lemmas, so
the lemmatization task is not strictly straightforward. An alternative to lemmatiza-
tion is another process called stemming. Stemming simply implies stripping off the
last characters of a word. While stemming is more easily implemented than lemma-
tization, it might lead to incorrect representation of meaning and spelling. On the
other hand, lemmatization is more time consuming. Therefore, the choice between
lemmatization and stemming should be made based on potential benefits and pitfalls
associated with each method.

The negation refers to changing the sign of the score if the word is directly preceded
by a negation particle, such as “not”, “no”, “never” and so on. In dictionaries like
SentiWS, which only provide one score per word, negation is easily implemented by
simply reversing the sign of the score. However, in dictionaries like SentiWordNet,
where two scores (positive and negative) are available, there are several approaches
for negation. Simple sign reversal seems counter-intuitive since originally all-positive
sequences end up possessing negative scores. On the other hand, removing the term
with negation article from one list (e.g. positive) and adding to another (e.g. negative)
seems more reasonable, however, whether or not the intensity of the sentiment is
preserved after negation is an open question. Different types of negation and their
effects on sentiment analysis were also previously explored by other authors [167].

The general pipeline for extracting the polarity scores from a sentiment dictionary
is shown in Figure 6.2. The dotted lines indicate optional steps that can be skipped
depending on the given data/task at hand. Handling of the non-sentiment words can
be performed in two ways: 1) with preservation of original sequence length, and 2)
without preservation of the original sequence length. If it is necessary to maintain
the original length of the sequence, for example for sequence modeling using RNNs,
then the result for words without corresponding polarity scores is returned as None.
Otherwise, the search result for non-sentiment words, absent in the dictionary, is not
recorded.
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Figure 6.2: Algorithm for sentiment score extraction

The returned results are a list of sentiment scores, the nature of which will depend
on the sentiment dictionary. SentiWS provides a single polarity score for each word,
therefore the returned results are a single list containing polarity scores in the range
of [−1, 1] for successfully looked-up words. If the length of the sequence is preserved,
then the number of polarity scores in the returned list is equal to the number of
tokens obtained in the preprocessing stage. Otherwise, the length of the returned list
may be anywhere from 0 to the number of words in the sentence. An empty list at
the outcome indicates that none of the tokens are present in the dictionary, and it is
impossible to determine the semantic orientation of the sentence. In this case, it is
safe to assume that the sentence bears neutral sentiment.

6.2.3 Feature summarization

Using statistical measures allows making summaries about the information within
a series of quantitative data, such as sentiment (polarity) scores obtained from the
dictionary look-up algorithm described in the previous section. Statistical measures
include measures of location (mean, median, mode), statistical dispersion (range,
variance, standard deviation), order statistics (minimum, maximum, quantiles) and
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many others. For the purpose of current study, a small set of the following intuitive
statistical measures is proposed: minimum, maximum, mean, range, and quantity
of the available scores. Other known statistical measures can also be potentially
useful. The number and type of statistical measures should be determined based
on the data/task at hand. If the outcome of the dictionary look-up algorithm is an
empty list, then all the statistical measures are initialized to zero. This is equivalent
to zero-padding procedure, commonly used in machine learning to fill in the missing
data.

6.2.4 Feature selection

The resulting set of statistical measures is used as feature vectors for classification.
Depending on the nature and quantity of sentiment dictionaries in use, the number of
statistical measures obtained after the dictionary look-up algorithm will vary since a
separate set of statistical measures is obtained for each sentiment dictionary. In case
of a single lexicon, the resulting feature vector is of size 6-7. With each new lexicon,
the number of features is roughly doubled. Given the increasing size of the feature
vector, it is necessary to prune the features since some of them will be correlated,
and others will be less informative for the task at hand. Therefore, feature selection
directly follows the feature extraction step to understand which subset of obtained
features is optimal.

Since the number of features is generally limited, it is informative to search through
all possible combinations of features to find the best performance. This is achieved by
training a classifier on each subset of the original feature set. The subset of features
that give the highest classification accuracy is considered as optimal. Note that other
feature selection algorithms are possible, such as forward feature selection [168] and
evolutionary feature selection [169].

6.3 Experimental setup

The efficiency of the proposed approach was evaluated on the USoMS-e corpus of
German emotional speech in the framework of the INTERSPEECH ComParE 2020
challenge, Elderly Emotion Sub-challenge (ESC) [52], using two sentiment lexicons:
SentiWordNet and SentiWs. Challenge organizers provided a predefined data split
into train, development, and test sets; however, due to the small size of the corpus, we
additionally adopted the cross-validation experimental setup to avoid overfitting and
assure the best generalization performance on the new, unseen data. This is motivated
by the previous challenge experience, which shows [52] that the performance on the
development set may not be indicative of the performance on the test set when using a
predefined data split due to many reasons including overfitting and domain mismatch.

The official performance metric in ESC sub-challenge is the UAR, which is there-
fore adopted throughout following experiments. The performance of the proposed
systems is evaluated based on several factors, including different preprocessing steps,
feature subsets, and classifiers. The preprocessing steps play especially important
role since they affect the quality of extracted features.
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Figure 6.3: USoMS-e predefined data split statistics: distribution of labels (right)
and Venn diagram of unique words (left)

The experiments are first conducted separately for each tonal dictionary. Since
SentiWordNet and SentiWS have different structures, the experiments slightly differ
for each dictionary. The SentiWordNet dictionary is a rich source for lexical analysis
of word tokens due to high level of synonymy and homonymy; therefore, the effects
of part-of-speech tagging, lemmatization, and negation are explored on this lexicon.

6.3.1 Predefined data split

The distribution of labels in the predefined partitions of the data in USoMS-e corpus
is shown in Figure 6.3 (right). In all subsets the majority class is the low-level valence
category, and the minority class is the high-level valence category. The distribution is
preserved across different data splits. Additionally, a Venn diagram of unique words
that appear in different data splits is shown in Figure 6.3 (left). It reveals that 1320
out of 8248 words are common to all subsets; 2023 words are unique to the test set
only, and are not encountered in either train or validation data.

6.3.2 Cross-validation

In addition to the predefined data partitioning, cross-validation was performed using
four data folds that were obtained by combining training and validation data as pro-
vided by the challenge organizers. Cross-validation is the preferred way for evaluation
of the performance on small datasets, since changes in training and testing data may
lead to significantly different results. To obtain the test set predictions from the cross-
validation training procedure, we adopted an ensemble approach, which is premised
on training several classifiers on different data splits. At each cross-validation fold,
several classifiers are evaluated and the classifier that gives the best performance is
added to an ensemble. The final ensemble comprises four different classifiers, trained
on a separate CV fold. To output the final prediction for the test set, the four en-
semble candidates vote for the final decision. In case of ties, the preference is given
to the least represented class. Such decision making is therefore called the majority
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Figure 6.4: Ensemble-within-ensemble approach for training

voting with rule for ties.

6.3.3 Challenge trial submissions

The ComParE-2020 ESC sub-challenge provides a blinded test set without corre-
sponding labels, and allows submission of 5 test set results. Because of the limited
number of test set trials, we had to carefully design the classification approach and
minimize all possible risks of poor performance. To compare the performance of
the proposed linguistic features, several common feature representations were imple-
mented in parallel, such as the TF-IDF, FastText and polarity-based features. Each
feature type was tested on the range of classifiers including the Logistic Regression
and Support Vector Machine. The LR was implemented using different solver algo-
rithms: newton-cg, lbfgs, liblinear, sag, saga. The SVM solvers included the linear,
poly, rbf, sigmoid kernels. An L2-regularization parameter was applied to every clas-
sifier, whose optimal value was determined empirically from a range [0.0001, 1] with
a step of 0.01.

The traditional cross-validation paradigm was modified to accommodate several
features and classifiers (including the baseline approaches provided by challenge or-
ganizers). An ensemble-within-ensemble approach was specifically designed to build
diversified ensembles of strong candidates at each cross-validation fold. The ensem-
bles have the same structure (types of features and classification algorithms) and only
differ in the subset of data that they see during training. Each ensemble outputs a
prediction using majority voting, resulting in four intermediate votes (one per each
ensemble). The intermediate set of votes is once again used for the majority vot-
ing with rule for ties, which produces the final prediction. The general approach for
training such an ensemble system is shown in Figure 6.4.

6.4 Experimental results

The experimental results are first obtained separately for each tonal dictionary, and
then in combination with each other. Detailed description of the obtained results is
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presented in the following subsections.

6.4.1 SentiWordNet results

SentiWordNet tonal dictionary produces 12 features (6 statistical measures for posi-
tive scores and 6 statistical measures for negative scores) in total. The effectiveness
of each feature and every combination of features (feature subsets) was evaluated on
the USoMS-e development data set. The single most effective SentiWordNet feature
turned out to be the maximum positive score, which gives UAR=51.23%. Includ-
ing four additional features (minimum positive score, mean positive score, sum of
negative scores, and mean of negative scores) achieved the best UAR=58.79%. Fur-
ther feature set augmentation leads to a decrease in performance, which reaches the
minimum UAR=49.27% when using all 12 features.

The obtained optimal feature subsets served as the basis for further experiments.
The performance of the obtained feature subsets was evaluated as a function of three
preprocessing steps: POS tagging, lemmatization and negation. An example of word
tokens resulting from different preprocessing steps are shown in Appendix A. The re-
sulting UAR performance vs. number of features (best feature subsets obtained in the
previous experiment) is shown in Figure 6.5. It can be seen that using POS tagging
increases the optimal performance by an absolute 2.5%. Using partial lemmatiza-
tion generally improves the result as compared to using no or total lemmatization.
Negation leads to minor further improvement; however, it affects the usefulness of
other preprocessing steps. When negation is applied, the effect of lemmatization
is generally reduced. The best combination of preprocessing steps (using POS tag-
ging, partial lemmatization and negation) allows improving the previous result up
to UAR=64.11%, which is 9.05% relative (5.32% absolute) increase in performance.
The detailed report of UAR scores with corresponding feature sets subject to different
preprocessing steps is presented in the Appendix C.

In summary, the optimal number of features for the SentiWordNet dictionary
depends on the preprocessing pipeline, and ranges from 3 to 8 features. The most
useful preprocessing pipeline includes both POS tagging and negation, as well as
using partial lemmatization. The best possible development set UAR=64.11% on the
USoMS-e corpus was achieved with the following 6 features: min_pos, max_pos,
range_pos, mean_pos, mean_neg, sum_neg.

6.4.2 SentiWS results

SentiWS tonal dictionary produces 7 features in total. The pairwise scatter plot of
the resulting feature distributions is shown in Figure 6.6. It reveals that most of
the distributions form visible clusters; the high-valence class (orange) can be most
easily separated from the other two. On the other hand, there is a significant overlap
between the low (blue) and medium (green) levels of valence.

The effectiveness of each feature and every combination of features (feature sub-
sets) was evaluated on the USoMS-e development data set. The single most effective
SentiWS feature turned out to be the maximum score, which produces UAR=54.85%.
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Figure 6.5: Effects of negation, POS tagging and lemmatization on the USoMS-e de-
velopment set performance (UAR, %) in valence recognition task using SentiWordNet
dictionary features

Including two additional features, number of negative scores and the range of scores,
produces the best UAR=62.51%. Further feature set augmentation leads to a de-
crease in performance, which reaches the minimum UAR=50.51% when using all 7
features.

The obtained optimal feature subsets served as the basis for further experiments.
The performance of the obtained feature subsets was evaluated as a function of the
transcription type: manual vs. machine. Figure 6.7 shows the UAR performance
(%) as a function of the number of features and transcription type used. Based on
the development set data, the optimal number of features from the set of SentiWS
features is three (max, range, num_neg) for hand transcription, although it is not
significantly higher than the performance obtained from just two features (max and
num_neg). As expected, the accuracy is lower for machine transcription for all
feature subsets. There is a significant drop in performance when using small number
of features (1 to 4); however, starting from 5 features up, the performance on features
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Figure 6.6: Pairwise scatter plots of feature distributions, USoMS-e features obtained
from SentiWS. Orange - high valence, green - medium valence, blue - low valence

Figure 6.7: Classification performance (UAR, %) as a function of number of features
from SentiWS tonal dictionary and transcription type (manual vs. machine) for train
and development sets

obtained from the machine transcriptions is similar to the one obtained from the hand
transcriptions provided by the authors of the dataset.

Further experiments were dedicated to the exploration of the effects of automatic
machine transcription on the classification performance. Tables 1 and 2 in the Ap-
pendix B show the comparison of the train and development set classification accuracy
(UAR, %) of three levels of valence in the USoMS-e corpus, achieved by the system
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based on proposed linguistic feature representation (SentiWS tonal dictionary) using
hand transcription and machine transcription. Training and testing happens on each
dataset (transcription type) in an independent manner. Table 1 in the Appendix
B shows the results for features optimized for hand transcription performance, and
Table 2 in the Appendix B shows the results for features optimized for machine
transcription performance. The analysis of the results reveals that for feature sub-
sets containing up to three features, the optimal feature subsets are the same for both
hand transcription and machine transcription. For feature subsets containing ≥ 4 fea-
tures, optimizing the feature selection procedure for machine transcription improves
the machine transcription feature performance, however, it still remains sub-optimal
as compared to the best performance (UAR=58.67%) achieved with two features:
max and num_neg. The relative performance of hand transcription with the same
feature set is 62.20%.

The next experiments are designed to understand what happens if the system is
trained on the hand transcriptions, but tested on machine transcriptions. Tables 3
and 4 in the Appendix B show the comparison of the development set classification
accuracy (UAR, %) of three levels of valence in the USoMS-e corpus, achieved by
the system based on proposed linguistic feature representation (SentiWS tonal dic-
tionary) using hand transcription and machine transcription. Training happens on
the hand transcription training data, testing – on the machine transcription develop-
ment data. Table 3 in the Appendix B shows the results for features optimized for
hand transcription performance, and Table 4 in the Appendix B shows the results for
features optimized for machine transcription performance. This experimental setup
allows improving the machine transcription development set UAR up to 59.58% (0.9%
absolute improvement, 1.5% relative improvement) in both cases. Notably, the op-
timal feature set for machine transcription changed from two (max, num_neg) to
three (max, range, num_neg) features. Now, the optimal feature set for both hand
transcription and machine transcription is the same.

In summary, the optimal number of features for the SentiWS dictionary is a set of
three features: maximum, range and number of negative scores. It allows achieving
development set UAR=62.51% for hand transcription and UAR=59.58% for machine
transcription, which is a 2.9% absolute, 4.7% relative performance drop. The best
possible machine transcription performance is achieved when training on and opti-
mizing for hand transcription data (as opposed to training on and optimizing for the
machine transcription data itself).

6.4.3 Combination of SentiWordNet and SentiWS results

The total number of features combined from SentiWordNet and SentiWS is 19 (7
from SentiWS and 12 from SentiWordNet). The effectiveness of every combination
of features (feature subsets) was evaluated on the USoMS-e development and test
data sets. Figure 6.8 shows the classification performance (UAR, %) as a function
of the number of features for all feature subsets. The best test set performance is
achieved with 8 features, however the performance is similar for other sets of features,
including 5, 8, 11, 13.
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Figure 6.8: Ternary valence classification performance of the combined SentiWordNet
+ SentiWS feature subsets on the train, development and test data sets, USoMS-e
corpus

Notably, the best development set performance (7 features) results in sub-optimal
test set performance. On the other hand, the second local maximum in validation
UAR corresponds to close-to-optimal test set UAR. Therefore, relying on the valida-
tion data set may lead to a degradation of the system performance on the test set,
which is undesirable neither for real-life application, nor for challenge purposes.

To avoid such pitfalls, the next step in our experimentation was to perform cross-
validation experiments on the combination of train and development data sets. Cross-
validation results reveal that the subset of 7 features is actually not optimal: on
average, it produces worse results then the subset of 5 features. In cross-validation
experiments, there are two prominent peaks of performance at 5 and 8 features.
The results also show that using cross-validation ensemble for predicting test set
performance allows for increasing both the best case and worst case UAR performance;
therefore it can be considered more reliable. Figure 6.9 compares the traditional
train/development/test data split and cross-validation in terms of UAR performance
as a function of the number of features (feature subsets).

The test set UAR performance obtained from the set of cross-validation-based
experiments with a different number of CV folds is shown in Figure 6.10. For different
number of features, the optimal number of CV folds varies; best possible test set
performance is obtained with 8 features and 8 CV folds. However, using four CV
folds allows for closely approaching the optimal performance, and sometimes even
overcoming it with a significant margin. Generally, using even number of folds results
in better performance than using uneven number of folds. The reason may be due
to the fact that in uneven number of folds, the ties happen rarely, and the designed
tie-braking rule does not apply. This indicates effectiveness of the proposed decision
rule, which favors the minority (high-level valence) class. Therefore, we can make a
conclusion that the number of CV folds = 4 is an optimal solution, since it allows
reaching close-to-optimal performance while reducing computational overhead.
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of the traditional train/development/test data split and cross-
validation in terms of UAR performance (%) as a function of the number of features

Figure 6.10: USoMS-e test set UAR performance (%) for ternary valence classification
obtained from a set of cross-validation-based experiments with a different number of
CV folds

The development and test set confusion matrices are shown in Figure 6.11. In the
development data set, the medium-level valence class is predicted at 94.4% UAR, low-
level class - 84.2%, high-level class - at random 33.3%. Since the high-level valence
category is the minority class, it is predicted at lower rates then other categories. In
the test set, the recognition rates are 88.5%, 78.2%, 6.9%, respectively for medium,
low, and high-level classes. The average performance on all three classes is 57.8%.
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Figure 6.11: USoMS-e development and test set confusion matrices from ternary
valence classification by the proposed linguistic modeling

Most of the confusion happens between the medium and high-level valence classes:
the majority of samples belonging to the high class is predicted as medium, some are
even predicted as low.

6.4.4 Comparative analysis

The comparison of the effectiveness of the proposed linguistic features vs. other com-
monly used feature representations in the 3-class valence and activation recognition
tasks is shown in Table 6.1. As can be seen from the table, the proposed features
based on tonal dictionaries outperform other methods reaching 61.9% UAR for va-
lence. The combination of FastText and polarity-based scores achieves second-best
performance of 60.9%, which is a 1.0% absolute (1.6% relative) decrease from the best
performing approach; at the same time the dimension of feature vectors increases from
5 to 107. Other presented methods, polarity scores, TF-IDF and FastText, reached
57.0%, 52.3% and 46.5%, respectively, with the FastText embeddings showing the
worst performance. The recognition rate for arousal remains relatively low around
chance level for each feature type. This can be explained by the fact that arousal is
usually expressed with acoustical cues using intonation and loudness; however, text
does not preserve such information. This is in line with numerous studies reported
earlier in the literature [170].

Out of 14 participants of the challenge, including organizers, the proposed ap-
proach of modeling valence emotional parameter based on machine translation and
tonal dictionaries in combination with other well-known features (TF-IDF, FastText,
Polarity) showed the highest performance of 63.7% on the test set. Other participants
of the challenge used a case sensitive German BERT that was trained on German
Wikipedia, OpenLegalData, and news articles together with SVM classification algo-
rithm [171]. This system reached 57.8% UAR in valence prediction task, which is a
4.1% absolute (7.0% relative) decrease in performance as compared to the proposed
approach. Another work obtained a 54.7% UAR with the same BERT representa-
tion [172]. Slightly different pretrained Multilingual Cased model of 104 languages
BERT model was used in [173], but authors do not report the test set performance.
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Table 6.1: Linguistic feature performance comparison (UAR, %), 3-class valence and
arousal CV recognition on USoMS-e train + validation dataset

Features Dimensionality Valence Arousal

TF-IDF 20337 52.3 33.8

FastText 100 46.5 31.3

Polarity 7 57.0 40.4

FastText + Polarity 107 60.9 36.3

Proposed 5 61.9 34.4

The development set UAR reached 61.0% by early fusion of acoustic and linguistic
features. Other authors investigated various lexical speech representations: BOW,
TF-IDF, Sparse lexical representation with Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) se-
lected words, PMI TF-IDF, Sparse lexical representation with normalized Google
distance (NGD) selected words, NGD TF-IDF [174]. Each type of linguistic features
was used with a linear SVM, whose parameters were optimized on a development
dataset. The best test set score was achieved by the TF-IDF feature representation,
reaching 54.6% UAR, which is a 4.1% absolute (7.0% relative) decrease relative to
our proposed method. Combined acoustic-linguistic modeling showed up to 59.0%
UAR on the test set. Another bimodal approach using feature-level fusion of baseline
acoustic and linguistic representations showed 56.3% UAR [175]. End-to-end ap-
proach implemented together with ensembling strategy as proposed in [176] showed
below-the-baseline performance, which can be explained by the complex nature and
insufficient data for training. The best test set result for valence did not exceed
39.5% UAR, which is just above the random classification rate. In another work,
47.8% UAR was achieved by using BERT with additional temporal parameters, such
as pause frequency and duration, speech tempo and articulation rate [177]. Speech
analysis based on emotion words resulted in 36.30% UAR, which is equivalent to us-
ing only acoustic features (36.9%) [178]. The comparison of the test set performance
of the proposed system relative to other authors that published their results is shown
in Figure 6.12.

6.5 Discussion

Experiments were directed at discovering effects of several factors that influence the
overall performance of the proposed system: 1) the effect of using different tonal dic-
tionaries, 2) the effect of machine translation, 3) the effect of machine transcription,
4) the effect of different preprocessing steps, 5) the effect of using different train-
ing approaches (CV-based vs. predefined data split). Experimental results revealed
several important findings.

Although the original text in USoMS-e corpus was in German, English dictionary-
based features (SentiWordNet) performed better than German (SentiWS), while fu-
sion of the two followed by feature selection yielded the best performance. Empir-
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of test set UAR performance (%) with other participants of
the ComParE challenge 2020

ically, a subset of 5 best performing statistical features based on tonal dictionaries
was determined to contain the following statistical measures: maximum positive score
from SentiWordNet, sum of negative scores from SentiWordNet, minimum score from
SentiWS, maximum score from SentiWS, and number of negative scores from Sen-
tiWS. All these features are intuitive and easily interpretable: the more the number
of tokens with negative semantic orientation, and the higher their absolute value, the
more negative the total sentiment of the sentence. Interestingly, positive scores are
evaluated not collectively like negative scores, but only using the single maximum
value from both dictionaries. Even though the maximum positive value from Sen-
tiWordNet and the maximum positive value from SentiWS may be correlated, their
mutual inclusion is best profitable in terms of the classification UAR.

Both hand transcriptions and machine transcriptions in the original language
(German) were provided by the authors of USoMS-e; we used both transcription
types to compare the performance of the proposed features. This comparison is im-
portant since from the exploitation point of view, hand transcriptions will not be
available when testing the system on new data. The results revealed that the perfor-
mance on the machine transcriptions drops on average about 3-5%; for some feature
configurations, systems trained on machine transcriptions performed equally with the
ones trained on the hand transcriptions. The performance drop can be explained by
several factors. First, the speech-to-text errors may introduce inconsistencies includ-
ing grammar, spelling and word replacement that result in semantic orientation shift.
Second, as the Figure 6.13 shows, the machine transcription significantly reduces the
number of words and therefore, the distribution of the number of words per story is
skewed to the left (towards smaller values). Smaller count of words results in less
dictionary score and therefore, less accurate result.

Regarding the machine translation, although the original text was in German,
English dictionary-based features (SentiWordNet) performed better than German
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Figure 6.13: Histogram of number of words, hand transcription vs. machine tran-
scription

(SentiWS). This may be explained by a greater size and a richer structure of the Sen-
tiWordNet. The effects of machine translation, as evident from Figure 6.13, include
the reduction of word count compared to the original text. However, the experimen-
tal results show that errors and inaccuracies introduced during machine translation
are negligible enough to not only preserve semantic orientation, but also improve
the results as compared to the original text due to better English-language lexical
resources. German sentiment lexicons (as well as many other lexicons in different
languages) lack behind in terms of size and available information. Another reason for
better performance of SentiWordNet can be the dual nature of the sentiment scores:
having separate scores for positivity and negativity of each words allows extending
the feature vector and providing more information about the semantic orientation.

The investigation of the effects of three preprocessing steps (POS tagging, lemma-
tization, and negation) on overall system performance revealed that using POS tag-
ging allows increasing the performance. The usage of extreme levels of lemmatization
(total and no lemmatization) have negative effects on the performance; the proposed
partial lemmatization scheme works best in the given conditions. Negation of sen-
timent scores based on negation articles (“no”, “not”, “never” etc.) leads to minor
improvement; this indicates that the process of simple sign reversing is an adequate
procedure for negation, however, more complex procedures may be required to see
its effects. Other authors also noted the importance of handling the negation and
proposed various different strategies for incorporating the information about nega-
tion in their systems [167]. In our work, the system takes advantage of the fact that
people tend to use positive words for positive stories and negative words for negative
stories; negation, even though potentially useful, leads to a minor improvement in
performance. We also noted a side effect of applying negation to the preprocessing
steps: when negation is applied, the effect of lemmatization is generally reduced.

The proposed linguistic system has several advantages compared to other ap-
proaches used by the rest of the challenge participants. First, the dimensionality of
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the proposed linguistic feature vector is significantly smaller than other feature rep-
resentations, which has a positive impact on the overall classification performance.
While most popularly used BERT feature representation has dimensionality 768, our
proposed feature vector has a maximum of 19 elements, which are further reduced
by feature selection down to a size of 3-8 features, depending on the task at hand.
The polarity-based features, having similar feature vector size of 7, show less pre-
diction performance, and therefore less effectiveness in the given task. The most
heavy-weight feature in terms of dimensionality is TF-IDF, the size of which depends
on the vocabulary and often reaches the scale of tens of thousands.

Second advantage of the proposed linguistic features lies in their interpretabil-
ity. There is a growing interest in interpretable machine learning models since the
black-box approach inherent to neural networks and some other classification algo-
rithms poses ethical questions about the model’s biases. While t-distributed Stochas-
tic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) is often used to visualize how neural networks inter-
pret the data [179], such visualizations are often associated with high computational
cost and some potential weaknesses, for example unclear performance on general di-
mensionality reduction tasks, local nature that makes it sensitive to the curse of the
intrinsic dimensionality of the data, and lack of guarantee of convergence to a global
optimum of its cost function [180]. On the other side, small dimensionality and in-
tuitive nature of the proposed features allows us to easily visualize and interpret the
classification results.

Finally, the most important advantage of the proposed features is practically
demonstrated during the ComParE 2020 challenge. Experimental evidence suggests
that given the same classification algorithm and otherwise identical experimental set-
up, the proposed features outperform other linguistic feature representations in terms
of valence classification performance both during the initial CV experiments and the
blinded test set. Out of 14 participants of the challenge, including challenge organiz-
ers (baseline), the proposed system reached 63.7% UAR, which is the highest score
obtained in the given Sub-Challenge. The runner-up performance showed 59.0%, and
the baseline was set at 49.0%. This makes 30.0% relative improvement compared
to baseline, and 8.0% relative improvement compared to the second-best solution
proposed by other competitors.

A disadvantage of the proposed linguistic features may be encountered when pro-
cessing short utterances. If the number of words in an utterance is limited, then the
number of available tonal dictionary scores may be insufficient to build a summary
and make statistically significant conclusion. This fact was confirmed during the next
ComParE 2021 challenge, where the provided speech utterances were of a short na-
ture, and many of them contained not more than a single word. The performance of
the proposed features in such conditions was limited to just under the baseline [181],
which consisted of equivalent BERT feature representation + SVM.

Another limitation, which is relevant not only to the proposed linguistic features,
but to all the text-based features in general, is the relatively low performance on the
activation emotional parameter. This fact is a well-known phenomenon, which was
addressed in the literature on numeral occasions [182]. Activation is an emotional
parameter which is known to be expressed vocally rather than verbally. Therefore,
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activation is best expressed by acoustical features of voice, such as intonation, energy,
pauses etc., which can not be translated to words. The situation with valence is op-
posite: acoustical features struggle with identifying valence, while linguistic features
provide better clues to distinguish negative and positive emotions. This arises from
the fact that all emotions with high activation have common acoustic characteristics
regardless of valence. For example, screaming may occur in many different emotions:
happiness, anger, fear. To distinguish between these states, it is necessary to analyze
context and the content of the speech utterances. On the other hand, written words
provide rich information about the content, however there are only limited ways to ex-
press the intensity, such as punctuation and marker words (intensifiers “very”, “much”,
“the most” etc.).

6.6 Summary

In this chapter, we proposed a set of linguistic features for prediction of three levels
of valence emotional parameter - low, medium, and high. We performed experiments
on the German corpus of emotional speech USoMS-e. The experiments included
evaluation on both predefined data split and cross-validation set-up. We investigated
various effects of the proposed linguistic features: using different tonal dictionaries,
using machine translation for extending the set of available lexical resources, using
machine transcription vs. hand transcription, applying different preprocessing steps
and training approaches (CV-based vs. predefined data split). The best test set UAR
performance for 3-way valence classification reached 63.7%.

The advantages of the proposed linguistic features include high effectiveness, com-
pactness of the representation and easy interpretability of the results, which all-
together contribute to potential ease of real-life implementation of the proposed sys-
tem. When evaluating the system on close-to-real-life scenarios using machine tran-
scription data instead of available hand transcription, a 2.9% absolute, 4.7% relative
performance drop is expected. When using the proposed system on languages other
than English, machine translation allows improving the performance despite possible
introduced errors, inaccuracies and reduction in the total word count. The possible
disadvantages of the proposed approach include dependency on the number of input
words and low performance on other emotional parameters, such as activation. How-
ever, these disadvantages are inherent to all text-based emotion representations, and
therefore can not be avoided when using text-based systems alone.

The proposed linguistic features were proved effective in the framework of the
INTERSPEECH ComParE-2020 Elderly Emotion Sub-Challenge, where the obtained
results ranked 1-st among 14 other participants, including challenge organizers. The
proposed features outperformed popular well-known approaches, such as TF-IDF,
FastText, BERT and other third-party polarity-based analysis tools.
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7 Bimodal Emotion Recognition
This chapter presents a bimodal speech emotion recognition approach based on anal-
ysis of acoustic and linguistic information. We propose a novel decision-level fusion
strategy that leverages both emotions and sentiments extracted from audio and text
transcriptions of extemporaneous speech utterances. Experimental study is performed
to prove the effectiveness of the proposed methods using emotional speech database
RAMAS, revealing classification results of 7 emotional states (happy, surprised, an-
gry, sad, scared, disgusted, neutral) and 3 sentiment categories (positive, negative,
neutral). We compare relative performance of unimodal vs. bimodal systems, analyze
their effectiveness on different levels of annotation agreement, and discuss the effect
of reduction of training data size on the overall performance of the systems. We also
provide important insights about contribution of each modality for the best optimal
performance for classification of emotions.

7.1 Motivation for bimodal speech emotion recognition

Bimodal speech emotion recognition based on audio and text is a topical issue that
has gained attention of many research institutes worldwide. Many different features,
feature combinations, modeling strategies and fusion approaches have been proposed
in the literature, most recent review can be found in [2]. Current study is focused on
advancing the existing state-of-the-art. The choice of acoustic and linguistic features,
the choice of fusion strategy, and the motivation behind the novel contributions of
the proposed approach are discussed in the following subsections.

7.1.1 Acoustic and linguistic features

Although a lot of acoustical features were recently proposed in the field of speech
emotion recognition, for example Bag-of-Audio-Words [92], AuDeep [96] and Deep-
Spectrum [95], the functionals-based openSMILE features, which are hand-engineered
statistical features, are still considered as de-facto standard and provide better reli-
ability in terms of generalization and performance on new data since other more
powerful methods show significant dependency on the data, especially when working
on small datasets [52; 156]. Therefore, we choose to use the openSMILE features in
the current study. These features are based on Low-Level Descriptors (LLDs) ex-
tracted at a frame level, which are further processed by aggregating statistics at an
utterance level.

Contemporary research[183] shows that distributional neural-network-based text
vectorization methods such as Word2Vec [98], BERT [102], ELMO [160], and Fast-
Text [99] are often used to extract linguistic features. The advantages of these meth-
ods are that they allow to vectorize words, taking into account the context and
the semantic proximity of words, in contrast to simple algorithms such as Bag-of-
Words [184] and One-hot Encoding [185], which take into account the occurrence of
words and their frequency, ignoring the grammar and word order in a sentence [186].
Also, a disadvantage of simple algorithms is the large size of the feature vector; as a
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rule, it is equal to the number of unique words in a text, which increases the training
time of classifiers in contrast to the use of neural network methods. Another reason
for using vectorization methods based on neural networks is the possibility of using
pretrained models, which is relevant for solving NLP problems with a small amount of
training data [187; 188]. If the pretrained models are used for text vectorization, then
the dimension of the output feature vector is immutable, because it depends on the
architecture of a neural network. In this study, we will use neural network methods
of text vectorization, for which there are open-access pretrained models for Russian
language, and one of the criteria for choosing methods is the small dimension of the
vectors. These methods are Word2Vec, FastText with a vector dimension of 300,
and BERT with a vector dimension of 768. The ELMO neural network also has pre-
trained models for Russian language, but the dimension of its feature vectors reaches
1024, which significantly affects the learning speed and computational complexity of
classifiers, so ELMO will not be considered in experimental studies.

Acoustic and linguistic features are usually extracted and processed separately as
their nature is extremely different [189]. The final contribution of each feature type
for emotion recognition also varies greatly depending on the type of data used for
training. Linguistic processing has almost no value for the scripted speech, whereas
it gains importance relative to acoustic information in naturally occurring dialogues.

7.1.2 Fusion strategies

Most common approaches to combining multimodal data can be divided into five
groups: 1) feature-level, 2) feature-representation-level, 3) model-level, 4) decision-
level, 5) hybrid approaches [190]. Feature-level fusion, also known as early fusion, im-
plies independent extraction and further concatenation of features from each modality.
Then the resulting feature vector is passed on for classification step. This approach
leads to a significant increase of dimensionality of the resulting feature space, and
the feature vectors become very sparse, which may have a negative impact on classi-
fication performance on small datasets. Feature-representation-level fusion assumes
independent feature extraction and processing, including feature selection and di-
mensionality reduction for each modality, which allows for partial solution of the
aforementioned problem, also known as the curse of dimensionality; however, in prac-
tice this approach is often challenging as features from each modality have different
nature and synchronization issues further complicate the analysis. Model-level fusion
is possible via several classification models, such as Hidden Markov Models (HMM)
and neural networks, which have a capability to monitor the state of classification
systems from other modalities. Such systems output a single final prediction, which
takes into account the states of all classifiers from all modalities. Decision-level fu-
sion, also known as late fusion, allows to build independent, specific models for each
modality. The predictions from all modalities are aggregated and transformed via a
decision rule, which may vary according to the requirements.

Fusion on the decision level has several advantages compared to early fusion. First,
it implies independent processing pipeline for each modality, which makes it possible
to take into account peculiarities of each signal type, necessary for modeling corre-
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sponding phenomena, and better fit the models [191]. Second, it does not impose any
restrictions on the methods used for modeling and classification, providing models
with more flexibility [192]. And third, it allows to analyze how much contribution
is necessary from each modality to achieve best possible performance [193]. This
in turn makes it possible to determine the leading modality, or vice versa, provided
a priory knowledge (for example, if some type of equipment is more prone to fail-
ure, or some type of signal is noisier than others), to give more weight to the more
reliable communication channel. In many applications, the performance of decision-
level fusion of acoustic and linguistic information for emotion classification was shown
to overcome the one obtained by early fusion techniques on the feature level [194].
Therefore, decision-level fusion remains a popular approach for information fusion in
emotion classification research, particularly due to relative ease of implementation
and numerous advantages outlined above.

One of the earliest decision-level approaches to combining acoustic and linguistic
information in speech signals performed fusion at the decision level assuming statisti-
cal independence of each modality. Despite being an over-simplistic approach, it was
proven effective for recognition of negative vs. positive emotions [195], where the de-
cision rule was formulated as a logical function “OR”, i.e. the final emotion prediction
was declared negative if either acoustic or linguistic model output a negative label,
otherwise the final emotion prediction was declared positive. This approach does not
take into account inter-dependency of the modalities, nor does it provide insights
about their relative importance. Another decision level strategy was later proposed
to account for confidence scores of each modality. By ranking modalities according
to the confidence scores obtained from respective classifiers, authors selected the out-
put with higher normalized confidence score to be the final output. In addition, to
compensate the inherent difference in the performance of each modality (for example,
noisy channel or faulty equipment), a constant weighting factor was applied to the
confidence scores [196]. The performance of this approach was shown superior to
any single-modality-based system proposed by the authors in the framework of the
first Interspeech Computational Paralinguistics Challenge, however its performance
relative to other participants, who did not use the fusion of acoustic and linguistic
information, remained lower [197].

The decision-level fusion strategies discussed above have several limitations. Al-
though they allow to improve classification accuracy over single-modality-based sys-
tems, they still do not consider relative performance of each modality and do not
allow to account for the predictions of different modalities at once. To overcome
these limitations, several soft decision fusion rules have been proposed. Soft decision
is based on computing probabilities for each emotional class instead of outputting
a single most probable label (hard decision). First and most simple approach uses
couple-wise mean scores for each emotion based on the acoustic and linguistic infor-
mation followed by an adjacent maximum likelihood decision. This approach assigns
an equal weight to each modality. Another more advanced decision-level strategy
is based on weighting the probabilities obtained from each modality and computing
the sum, which is further used to decide the most probable classification outcome.
The fusion weights are generally learnt on a separate held-out dataset. The weights
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can also be tuned for each emotion class [198]. Another option is to build a meta-
classifier, which receives probabilities from each modality as an input and outputs the
final predictions [122]. This is most flexible approach; however, it requires additional
computational complexity.

7.1.3 Sentiments vs. emotions

Sentiments are different from emotions in that they convey people’s opinions rather
than feelings [199]. Sentiments can be of two types: rational and emotional [200].
Rational sentiment is based on rational reasoning and does not convey emotions, e.g.
“This car is worth the price”. Emotional sentiment is based on emotional attitudes and
is usually used to directly convey the emotions, e.g. “I am scared”, or “This makes me
angry”. However, most of the NLP studies do not make a distinction between the two
types. When conducting sentiment analysis, usually three categories are considered:
positive, negative, and neutral.

Gervais et al. [201] theorize three kinds of basic affective phenomena: attitudes,
emotions and sentiments. Sentiments are thought different from attitudes by being
more concrete in their object; they are also believed to be emotionally pluripotent,
i.e. sentiments moderate a range of emotions towards their object. A paradigmatic
sentiment is love, which can not be associated with a single feeling; it leads to a num-
ber of emotional dispositions in different situations: joy, contentment, compassion,
anxiety, sadness, anger, and guilt [201].

We assume a strong correlation between sentiments and emotions for several rea-
sons. First, as described in the previous paragraphs, some types of sentiment can
directly convey emotions. Second, both sentiments and emotions are consequences
of negative or positive experiences; therefore, they are likely to be triggered by the
same events. For example, negative experience causes negative sentiment (opinion)
towards the subject and are likely to induce negative emotions, although this may
not always be the case, as with the rational reasoning, which conveys pure opinion
without emotions. However, in the scope of the given study, we assume that all the
speech utterances used in the experiments belong to emotional speech and therefore
are more likely to contain emotional rather than rational sentiment.

Although both sentiments and emotions can be considered as by-products of pos-
itive and negative experiences, their nature is quite different from each other, and the
two concepts should not be used interchangeably. Therefore, this study explores the
benefits of separate modeling of both sentiments and emotions using text in the task
of categorical utterance-level recognition of 7 emotional classes.

7.2 Proposed approach for bimodal speech emotion recogni-
tion

We propose a novel approach towards classification of emotions into 7 categories
(happy, surprised, angry, sad, scared, disgusted, neutral) using audio (acoustic) and
text (linguistic) information fused at the decision-level. First, the performance on each
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Figure 7.1: General pipeline of the proposed bimodal speech emotion recognition
system

modality is fine-tuned separately, using specific methods to obtain best possible uni-
modal performance. Then, we define an effective decision-level probability-weighting
rule for combining the information from both audio and text to get the final result.
When making the final prediction both emotions and sentiment are analyzed in par-
allel to complement their performance. The general pipeline of the proposed method
is shown in Figure 7.1. The details of the proposed acoustic modeling, linguistic
modeling and bimodal decision-level fusion are outlined in the following sections.

7.2.1 Acoustic modeling

The audio modeling is performed on the utterance level using labeled speech segments
from the emotional speech corpus. First, acoustical features are extracted for each
sample in the database. The resulting features undergo normalization and dimension-
ality reduction stages, after which they are input into a machine learning classifier to
obtain the final predictions.

In this study we use two different configurations of openSMILE features: IN-
TERSPEECH 2010 Paralinguistics Challenge Feature Set (IS10 paraling [202]), and
INTERSPEECH 2013 Paralinguistics Challenge Feature Set (IS13 ComParE [90]).
The IS10 paraling feature set is based on 38 low-level descriptors extracted at 100
frames per second and their first order regression coefficients. 21 statistical function-
als are applied to all frame-level features within a given utterance. Additionally, F0
number of onsets and turn duration are added to the resulting utterance-level feature
set. Total number of utterance-level features extracted for each training sample is
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1582. The IS13 ComParE feature set extends the Is10 paraling feature set by adding
more LLDs and functionals and improving the numerical computation. Total number
of utterance level features extracted for each training sample is 6373.

Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Logistic Regression (LR) are two most pop-
ularly used traditional machine learning classifiers in the field of speech emotion
recognition [203]. Since SVM only outputs hard labels (classes), we opt for using LR
to output soft labels (probabilities).

7.2.2 Linguistic modeling

Linguistic information of speech utterances is contained in the textual modality, the
study of which next to acoustical properties of the signal allows analyzing speech
audio data in a holistic manner. To extract linguistic features from text data, it is
necessary to use text vectorization methods [204]. In this paper, the following meth-
ods are used for text vectorization: Word2Vec, FastText and BERT. The pretrained
Word2Vec and FastText models for Russian language are adopted from the RusVec-
tores website 6. Based on previous experience [205], we vectorize the speech transcrip-
tions of the RAMAS database using pretrained models with the vector dimension 300:
tayga_upos_skipgram_300_2_2019 and tayga_none_fasttextcbow_300_10_2019
for Word2Vec and FastText, respectively. Both models were trained on the 5-billion-
word Taiga corpus [206]. The pretrained BERT-Base Multilingual model, developed
for 102 languages, including Russian, was also used to vectorize text transcriptions.
The dimension of a feature vector obtained using this model is 768.

To recognize emotions based on the linguistic modality, a classifier should meet
the following requirements: 1) ability to be trained well on a small data set, and
2) ability to produce probabilistic predictions for each class of the test set. These
requirements are met by the following machine classifiers: Logistic Regression (LR),
Random Forest (RF) and Naive Bayes (NB), which are used for text modeling in the
current study.

7.2.3 Bimodal fusion

To fuse information from two modalities, audio and text, we propose to obtain three
sets of predictions: probabilities of emotions from modeling acoustic parameters,
probabilities of emotions from modeling linguistic parameters, and probabilities of
sentiment from modeling linguistic parameters.

As a rule, the text modality contains information about the polarity (valence) of
the speaker’s expressed emotion during a conversation, whereas the acoustic modality
conveys the intensity of emotions [200]. Therefore, with the help of text transcriptions,
we can perform not only the recognition of emotions, but also the recognition of
sentiment. Sentiment analysis classes are obtained from the original annotation of
emotions (6 emotional classes + neutral state) by grouping the following categories:
Happy and Surprised (Positive sentiment); Angry, Sad, Disgusted, Scared (Negative
sentiment); Neutral state (Neutral sentiment). This grouping corresponds to the

6https://rusvectores.org/ru/
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Figure 7.2: Distribution of target emotional classes on the Russel’s circumplex dia-
gram; same color indicates similar concepts

circumplex model of emotions proposed by James Russel [32]. Some of the relevant
emotional categories placed on a two-dimensional space are depicted in Figure 7.2.
Emotional categories Astonished and Excited, which roughly correspond to Surprise
in the current study, are shown in yellow. Such emotions as Annoyed, Distressed
and Frustrated, which are close to Disgust, are shown in orange. Positive emotional
categories Happy, Pleased and Glad are shown in red. Other relevant to the present
study categories such as Angry, Scared (Afraid) and Sad have direct correspondence
with the diagram.

Since the prediction of emotions from audio are made on the utterance level,
and the predictions of sentiment and emotions from text are made on the whole
dialogue level, we propose the following approach to merge the probabilities. Emotion
predictions from text are interpolated to all the emotional intervals within the given
dialogue, i.e. all the annotated intervals are given the same prediction as the overall
prediction of the dialogue. The same procedure is repeated for the sentiment, however,
because the sentiment predictions only have three classes, and the emotion predictions
have seven classes, the sentiment predictions need to be further interpolated to the
emotional categories. With the help of the Russell’s circumplex model, we perform
interpolation by repeating the sentiment prediction for all corresponding emotions:
positive sentiment prediction is interpolated to the Happy and Surprised classes,
negative sentiment prediction is interpolated to the Angry, Sad, Scared, and Disgusted
classes, and the Neutral sentiment prediction corresponds to the Neutral state class
(see Figure 7.2).
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7.3 Experimental setup

All experiments are conducted on the RAMAS [51] emotional speech dataset with a
predefined train/test split. Classification outputs a single label for each emotionally
annotated interval. Only the intervals in the recordings that have been annotated
are considered for classification. The classification performance is measured in terms
of UAR, which is average of recalls from each emotional category. This performance
measure is preferred over the simple accuracy when dealing with imbalanced data,
since it provides better estimation of the performance across all classes. Following is
the description of the data and experimental setup used in the current study.

7.3.1 Annotation confidence vs. train data size

RAMAS [51] is a uniquely constructed dataset, which has labels of six basic emo-
tional categories for some, but not all frames of the recordings. Annotators were
free to choose the beginning and the end of emotional expressions. This resulted
in multiple overlapping emotional annotation intervals of different lengths for each
recording. Due to this rich annotation structure it is difficult to estimate the true
emotional category using conventional methods like MLE and EWE. Therefore, we
first attempt at identifying strategies for estimating the true emotional category in
partially annotated recordings with continuous frame-level labels. We analyze the
effects that the quality of partially-continuous annotation has on the performance of
emotion classification systems; since text is not suitable for this purpose, we use video
and audio to prove the concepts across different modalities, features, and classifiers.
In this set of experiments, we try to answer the following question: is it better to
train a classifier on a small set of reliable data, or on a large set of less reliable data?

First, experiments for different levels of annotation confidence are performed in-
dependently of each other. We create several data sets according to annotation con-
fidence levels. Thus, data set D1 corresponds to emotional intervals with annotation
confidence 1, which means that at least 1 annotator labeled the interval. Data set D2
corresponds to emotional intervals with annotation confidence 2, which means that
at least 2 annotators labeled the same interval with the same emotion, and so on.
The label distribution in all data sets is imbalanced (see Table 7.1). After individual
classification metrics (UAR) are obtained by testing the systems on the same data
set on which they were trained, we perform the second stage of the experiments by
testing the best performing systems trained on each data set against every other data
set. By doing so we will be able to determine the generalization capability of each
model, since systems trained on higher levels of annotation confidence have only been
tested on the “good” data, and we want to be able to assess their performance in more
general occasions close to real-life scenarios where the data is not perfectly coherent.

For each experiment, both audio and video modalities, as well as their combi-
nations, are used to confirm the experimental results. Two systems are adopted for
audio modeling: traditional machine learning approach and neural-network-based ap-
proach. Acoustical features are extracted with widely used openSMILE toolkit [88]
both on the frame level and on the utterance level. The Low Level Descriptors (LLD)
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Table 7.1: Number of samples and Krippendorff’s alpha according to the level of
annotation agreement for each experimental dataset obtained from RAMAS corpus

Level of agreement 1 2 3 4 5

# Train samples 2448 1632 1462 1369 1130
# Test samples 286 222 236 254 243
Krippendorff’s α 0.73 0.81 0.85 0.89 0.94

extracted at the frame level include the 88-dimensional eGeMAPS features and 28-
dimensional MFCC, together with their deltas. The utterance-level functionals are
obtained by summarizing the LLDs over the whole utterance as described in [90],
which gives a 6373-dimensional feature vector. Due to the high number of compo-
nents, Principle Component Analysis (PCA) is applied to de-correlate these features
and reduce the feature dimensionality. With the number of principle components
being another parameter to optimize, inline with the previous experiments [156; 207],
300 components provide an optimal performance. The utterance-level features are
modeled with two classification methods, Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Logis-
tic Regression (LR), and the frame-level features are used with the Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN) Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) approach.

Video modeling is performed using two experiments. For the first experiment, we
extract features from rescaled images of 224x224 pixels using ResNet50 architecture.
This model has been trained on VGGFace2 dataset [208], created for recognition of
faces, and has been shown efficient for emotion recognition [209]. The features are
then passed on to the Random Forest (RF) classifier. For the second experiment,
transfer learning technique is used to fine-tune a pretrained model [210]. EfficientNet
version B3 [211], which is a type of convolutional neural network, is used as a base
model. A fully-connected layer of size 1024 is added after the penultimate layer of
the predefined architecture, and the model is fine-tuned by training all the layers.
ReLU activation function and 50% dropout rate are applied to the last layer. The
input data is linearly normalized and rescaled to a resolution of 128x128 to reduce
the computational expenses. The model is trained for 10 epochs with Adam opti-
mizer, 0.001 learning rate and a batch size of 32. To obtain the final prediction for a
video sequence, probability predictions for every frame in the video are averaged. In
both experiments, face region detection is performed with OpenCV computer vision
library [212]. The face detector is a Single Shot MultiBox Detector (SSD) [213] with
a reduced ResNet-10 architecture [214]. We chose the SSD because it has demon-
strated its effectiveness in a face detection task [215; 216]. The detector is trained
on images with 300x300 resolution; therefore, the input data is rescaled to match
that resolution and then the detected coordinates of face regions are rescaled again
to match the original resolution to keep the image quality.
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Figure 7.3: Distribution of samples across emotional and sentiment categories, RA-
MAS corpus. Dotted regions indicate the fraction of test data

7.3.2 Bimodal speech emotion recognition experiments

The bimodal speech emotion recognition experimental setup using audio and text
was divided into three stages. In the first and second stages we performed individual
analysis of the acoustic and linguistic modalities. In the third stage, we fused the
audio and text analysis to obtain the final bimodal result. To be able to fairly compare
the performance of audio-based, text-based and bimodal systems we chose only those
samples from the database for which it was possible to obtain the transcriptions
using ASR software. We used two online cloud-based platforms from Google7 and
Yandex8. This resulted in 263 audio recordings with corresponding transcriptions.
The train/test split of the data for each experiment was performed randomly and
kept constant at a ratio 70/30 for each emotion. The distribution of number of
samples for each emotion and for each sentiment category in train and test sets is
shown in Figure 7.3a and Figure 7.3b, respectively.

In each stage we repeated all the experiments for two levels of annotation confi-
dence: using the agreement of 4 and 5 annotators. For each set of the experiments, we
filtered the training data according to the required level of agreement, which means
that for each annotation confidence level we used a separate subset of data obtained
from the original RAMAS corpus. This resulted in 223 and 207 training samples (au-
dio + transcription) for the 4-th and 5-th level of annotation agreement, respectively.
The details of the number of samples available for training and testing at each level
of annotation confidence are summarized in Figure 7.4. The first level of agreement
corresponds to the total number of samples available in the dataset.

For each level of annotation agreement, the audio samples were obtained by creat-
ing audio chunks that correspond to the intersection of annotation intervals of required

7https://pypi.org/project/SpeechRecognition
8https://cloud.yandex.ru/services/speechkit
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Figure 7.4: Number of samples in train and test data sets according to annotation
confidence level, RAMAS corpus

confidence level. For example, the confidence level of 4 requires at least 4 out of 5
annotators to label the same speech utterance with the same emotional category. The
beginning and the end of the resulting annotation (and corresponding audio chunk)
were set to match the intersection of all 4 annotations from different annotators. The
original audio recordings were segmented according to the provided annotation. All
the frames that were not labeled by the annotators as emotional were discarded. The
neutral class was trained only on speech segments that were specifically marked as
neutral.

In audio-based experiments, we compare the performance of two acoustical feature
sets, namely 1582 features from the INTERSPEECH 2010 Paralinguistics Challenge
Feature Set (IS10 paraling), and 6373 features from the INTERSPEECH 2013 Par-
alinguistics Challenge Feature Set (IS13 ComParE). We also test two different strate-
gies for normalization of features: Min-Max normalization and Z-score normalization.
Min-Max normalization results in feature values that fall in the range [0, 1]. Z-score
normalization results in feature vectors where the distribution of each feature has zero
mean and unit standard deviation. In order to reduce the size of high-dimensional
feature representations and de-correlate the features we apply PCA that projects
the data into lower-dimensional space, preserving maximum variance. In each experi-
ment, the optimal number of principle components is determined empirically. Logistic
Regression (LR) is used as a classification method to output emotion probabilities.
The models are tested in the task of categorical recognition of 7 emotional classes.

In text-based experiments, we compare the performance of three linguistic feature
representations, namely Word2Vec, FastText, and BERT. We also test three different
classification schemes: Random Forest (RF), Logistic Regression, and Naive Bias
(NB). The experiments are repeated for two tasks separately: 1) classification of 7
emotional categories, and 2) classification of 3 sentiment categories.
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In bimodal experiments, the fusion of acoustic and linguistic information is per-
formed via weighted sum of the probabilities of each modality. The linguistic infor-
mation is represented by two sets of probabilities: emotion predictions and sentiment
predictions. Therefore, in total three terms contributed to the final result: emotion
probabilities using audio, emotion probabilities using text, and sentiment probabili-
ties using text. Two weighing coefficients were introduced for weighting the sum: α
and β. α controls the contribution of audio modality, while β controls the contribu-
tion of text modality. The third coefficient is computed based on the values of α and
β to make sure that all three coefficients sum to 1.

PB = α ∗ PA + β ∗ PT + (1− α− β) ∗ PS, β ≤ 1− α

where PB is the final set of emotion probabilities from bimodal system, PA is
a set of emotion probabilities from the acoustic model (using audio), PT is a set
of emotion probabilities from the linguistic model (using text), and PS is a set of
sentiment probabilities from the linguistic model (using text); α and β are weighing
coefficients that control the contribution (importance) of each set of probabilities.
The constraint of β being less than or equal to 1− α is necessary to make sure that
all three coefficients sum to 1.

7.4 Experimental results

The experimental results are presented separately for annotation confidence estima-
tion, audio-based classification, text-based classification and bimodal modeling.

7.4.1 Annotation confidence estimation results

Experimental results for different levels of annotation confidence, performed indepen-
dently of each other, are shown in Table 7.2. We obtained 5 models for different levels
of annotation confidence, which were then used for cross-evaluation. Model M1 was
trained on data set D1, which corresponds to the first level of annotation agreement,
M2 was trained on data set D2, and so on.

As expected, the classification accuracy increases when annotation confidence level
increases in all the experiments, allowing the performance to grow from 47.25% to
76.53% in terms of UAR on the same corpus by fusing audio and video modalities. As
compared to simple SVM/LR approach, the LSTM neural network provides better
classification accuracy on the audio modality due to its high computational power
and the ability to model context, however its performance plateaus after the 3rd level
of annotation agreement, which can be attributed to a higher number of training
parameters. On the other hand, the performance of “lighter” models continues to
grow with the annotation confidence level. Different from the audio modality, the
performance of video-based systems suffers on the 5-th level of annotation confidence,
which can be attributed to reduced sample size, insufficient for optimal training of
the models. The loss of training data does not seem to influence audio-based models,
whose number of parameters, and therefore the need for data, is significantly lower.
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Table 7.2: Classification results (UAR, %) on 5 different data sets (D) created from
RAMAS corpus according to annotation confidence level. Mod. - modality, Sys. -
system, VGGF - VGGFace2, EN - EfficientNet

Mod. Sys. D1 D2 D3 D4 D5
A SVM 28.87 31.08 38.29 40.43 46.38
A LSTM 34.38 42.28 46.03 46.28 46.30
V VGGF 42.96 51.39 57.13 60.19 56.36
V EN 45.25 53.05 65.26 74.78 70.77
A+V best 47.25 60.72 70.51 76.53 72.05

Table 7.3: Classification results (UAR, %) of testing 5 best-performing bimodal
(audio-based LSTM and video-based EfficientNet) models (M) trained on each train
subset against every other test subset

D1 D2 D3 D4 D5
M1 47.25 54.09 59.10 56.56 57.47
M2 46.57 60.72 65.57 70.09 76.21
M3 46.96 65.26 70.51 72.14 77.62
M4 45.26 66.37 68.15 76.53 77.38
M5 48.10 57.76 65.92 73.79 72.05

Comparing audio- and video-based systems reveals superiority of the video modal-
ity. This can be explained by the nature of annotation process, which assumes watch-
ing the recordings. Since actors tend to use facial expressions not only while speaking,
but also while listening to the conversation partner, some of the annotated emotional
intervals may not contain speech at all. Moreover, each microphone dedicated to a
single speaker easily picks up speech sounds of the partner, creating a speech overlap
and adding a lot of noise to speech samples. However, despite the reasons described
above, the fusion of the two modalities gives an increase of performance on all five
levels of annotation confidence.

Experimental results of cross-evaluation of the best performing systems trained
on each data set against every other dataset are shown in Table 7.3. These results
reveal several important findings. First, none of the created models showed significant
improvement on the dataset with the lowest level of annotation agreement. This
proves yet again that individual ratings are highly subjective and should not be
relied upon individually. Second, for optimal performance regardless of quality of
test set annotation, training data should be chosen such that it contains emotional
intervals where a minimum of three annotators agree on the same label. This means
that building a classifier on smaller subset of more reliable data (confidence level ≥ 3)
allows to increase the performance even on unreliable (confidence level < 3) test data.
These results indicate that the common practice used in the emotion classification
research (to filter samples on which at least two out of three annotators agree) may
not be optimal. Choosing training data with confidence level = 3 yields an absolute
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improvement of 4.54% when testing on the dataset with confidence level = 2. Third,
the model built on dataset with annotation confidence level = 4 shows overall best
performance across all test datasets with different level of annotation agreement.

7.4.2 Audio-based results

Audio-based classification results in terms of UAR (%) obtained on a test set for
various levels of annotation agreement are shown in Tables 7.4 and 7.5. Bold script
indicates highest maximum performance in the given experiment. Baseline system
does not use any normalization and dimensionality reduction strategies and performs
classification directly on the extracted features.

Table 7.4: Audio modality test set classification results (UAR, %) for 7 emotional
categories on the 4-th level of annotation agreement

IS10 paraling IS13 ComParE
Baseline 23.02 14.23
Min-Max 39.27 40.90
Z-normalization 43.39 48.09
Z-normalization + PCA 44.17 49.48
Min-Max + PCA 41.45 44.29

Table 7.5: Audio modality test set classification results (UAR, %) for 7 emotional
categories on the 5-th level of annotation agreement

IS10 paraling IS13 ComParE
Baseline 26.62 13.23
Min-Max 41.79 32.34
Z-normalization 44.13 36.95
Z-normalization + PCA 44.44 40.01
Min-Max + PCA 43.74 35.76

7.4.3 Text-based results

In the RAMAS database, the dialogues between the two speakers were played out
according to dyadic scenarios, and the speakers could think through their speech in
advance before expressing emotions, reflecting the role from the scenarios in terms
of semantic content. Based on this, for text transcriptions, the markup correspond-
ing to the emotions prescribed in the scenarios was used. Before building classifiers
for recognizing sentiment and emotions, it is necessary to select relevant information
from the text. To do this, we remove punctuation marks, stop words (words without
semantic content, such as prepositions, conjunctions, etc.), lower the case of all words,
and normalize words using lemmatization. Then linguistic information is extracted
from the preprocessed text transcriptions, and the text is vectorized using Word2Vec,
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Table 7.6: Text modality test set classification results (UAR, %) for 3 Sentiment
categories on the 4-th level of annotation agreement, UAR,%

RF LR NB
Word2Vec 74.91 90.11 76.13
FastText 83.05 82.54 74.89
BERT 68.98 80.61 49.21

Table 7.7: Text modality test set classification results (UAR, %) for 3 sentiment
categories on the 5-th level of annotation agreement, UAR,%

RF LR NB
Word2Vec 76.09 87.58 69.56
FastText 85.78 82.22 83.93
BERT 60.78 85.78 62.90

Table 7.8: Text modality test set classification results (UAR, %) for 7 emotional
categories on the 4-th level of annotation agreement

RF LR NB
Word2Vec 42.83 69.13 40.87
FastText 54.97 66.47 51.28
BERT 47.98 55.96 26.36

Table 7.9: Text modality test set classification results (UAR, %) for 7 emotional
categories on the 5-th level of annotation agreement

RF LR NB
Word2Vec 47.96 62.74 39.64
FastText 52.02 62.66 48.98
BERT 43.19 57.21 29.72

FastText, and BERT methods. The following methods are used as classifiers: Lo-
gistic Regression (LR), Random Forest (RF), and naive Bayes (NB). The training is
performed using 3-fold cross-validation with the selection of the best parameters for
each classifier. The results (UAR, %) of experimental studies of sentiment recognition
by text modality for 4-th and 5-th levels of annotation agreement are presented in
Tables 7.6 and 7.7, respectively. To recognize 7 emotional categories, similar exper-
iments are performed with the same methods of vectorization and classification, the
results of which are presented in Tables 7.8 and 7.9.
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Figure 7.5: Bimodal Fusion Test Set Classification Results (UAR, %) for 7 Emotional
Categories on the 4-th Level of Annotation Agreement

Figure 7.6: Bimodal Fusion Test Set Classification Results (UAR, %) for 7 Emotional
Categories on the 5-th Level of Annotation Agreement

7.4.4 Bimodal fusion results

The results of the proposed fusion approach are shown in Figure 7.5 (for the 4-th level
of annotation confidence) and Figure 7.6 (for the 5-th level of annotation confidence).
In bold are highlighted the numbers indicating highest maximum performance for
the given level of annotation agreement. The figures are color-coded, with the green
color indicating better performance and red color indicating poor performance. The
weights of α and β are incremented by 0.1, the third coefficient (1−α−β) is implied
and not shown in the tables. As a result, the higher-left corner represents classification
accuracy of the sentiment analysis without considering emotion modeling (α=β=0),
the higher-right corner indicates classification accuracy of the acoustic emotion mod-
eling without considering linguistic modality (β=0), and the lower-left corner shows
classification accuracy of the linguistic emotion modeling without considering acous-
tic parameters and sentiments (α=0). All other values in the tables indicate mixed
performance of fusing several sets of probability predictions.
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7.5 Discussion

The experiments with acoustic modality show that the base system works better with
IS10 paraling features. The performance of the base system on the IS13 ComParE
features remained on the chance level (UAR=14.29%, 13.23%), which can be ex-
plained by high dimensionality of the feature space and sparseness of feature vectors.
Normalization greatly improves the performance on both feature sets for both 4-th
and 5-th level of annotation agreement, and Z-score normalization gives better re-
sults than Min-Max. PCA further improves the performance reaching UAR=49.48%
on the 4-th level and UAR=44.44% on the 5-th level of annotation agreement. The
influence of normalization procedure before applying PCA is important and in our ex-
periments, PCA produced better results with the Z-score normalization. It is worth to
mention that on the 4-th level of annotation agreement, the best result was obtained
using PCA on the IS13 ComParE features, however on the 5-th level of annotation
agreement the best result was achieved by using PCA on the IS10 paraling feature
set. This can be explained by the fact that on the 5-th level the training data is not
enough to effectively train the classifiers in high dimensional feature space. However,
on the 4-th level the training data size is enough to optimally train the model and
show best performance. The optimal number of PCA components varied from 50 to
300.

From the results of experimental studies of the recognition of sentiment and emo-
tions by linguistic modality, presented in Tables 7.6, 7.7, 7.8, 7.9, the following con-
clusions can be drawn. The best UAR in all experiments is achieved by combining the
Word2Vec vectorization method and Logistic Regression. When recognizing 3 cate-
gories of sentiment (negative, neutral, and positive) UAR reaches 90.11 and 87.58%,
when recognizing 7 categories of emotions (anger, sadness, joy, neutral, disgust, fear,
surprise) UAR=69.13% and 62.74%, for level 4 and 5 of annotator agreement, respec-
tively. The results of text data classification at level 5 of annotator agreement are
lower than at level 4 because there was less text data consistency at level 5, hence the
classifier was trained on a smaller data set that was less representative. We can also
notice that when using the state-of-the-art BERT vectorization method, the classifi-
cation results are lower than with other vectorization methods. The best classification
results when using BERT are achieved in combination with logistic regression, but
nevertheless the results lag behind the final ones by 10% and 2% for the recognition
of 3 categories of sentiment, and by 14% and 5% for the recognition of 7 categories
of emotions on the 4-th and 5-th level of annotator agreement, respectively.

The experimental results of the proposed bimodal fusion of acoustic and linguistic
parameters of speech show similar trends for both 4-th level and 5-th level of anno-
tation agreement. At the 4-th level, the best performance UAR=65.7% was obtained
by setting α=0.7 and β=0.3, which sum to 1. At the 5-th level, the best performance
UAR=72.01% was obtained by setting α=0.8 and β=0.2, which also sum to 1. This
means that using the probabilities of sentiment categories (positive, negative, neutral)
did not play any role in final decision. However, it does not mean that the sentiment
indicators are useless. As can be seen from the color coding in Figure 7.5, when
acoustic modality is assigned a weight α=0.7, the best performance is achieved by
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considering both emotions and sentiments from the text data. Therefore, depending
on the exploitation requirements (for example, when the weight of a certain modality
is a priory given according to exploitation conditions), sentiment analysis may play
an important role when making the final decision. Moreover, as seen from the Fig-
ures 7.5 and 7.6, when acoustic modality weight is set to 0, the best performance of
the linguistic modality is achieved when both emotions and sentiments are considered.

At the 4-th level of annotation agreement, when α=1, which corresponds to emo-
tion recognition using only acoustical parameters (upper right corner of Figure 7.5),
the best UAR=49.48%. When β=1, which corresponds to emotion recognition using
only linguistic features (lower left corner of the Figure 7.5), the best UAR=58.73%.
This result has an absolute improvement of 9.25% (relative improvement of 15.75%)
as compared to the performance of the acoustical features. This indicates that emo-
tion recognition using linguistic information is more reliable, probably due to the fact
that audio modality in RAMAS dataset is quite noisy. However, to reach the optimal
performance, the fusion weight of the acoustic modality is higher (α=0.7) than the
linguistic (β=0.3) more than twice. On the 5-th level of agreement the optimal distri-
bution of fusion weights is even more imbalanced: α=0.8 and β=0.2. An important
conclusion here is that emotional states are more likely to be expressed via acoustic
rather linguistic cues. Therefore, when expressing emotions, it is more important how
a person pronounces the utterance, rather than what he says. However, we should
not ignore the linguistic content completely, as shown from the experiments, there is
a huge improvement in performance when using bimodal emotion recognition relative
to acoustic modeling: 16.22% absolute (24.69% relative) increase in UAR. On the
5-th level of annotation agreement, the increase in performance is even more drastic:
27.57% absolute (38.29% relative), reaching a maximum value of UAR=72.01%.

The comparison of performance of the proposed system on different levels of anno-
tation agreement reveals interesting results. In unimodal experimental setups, both
acoustic and linguistic, there is a performance drop on the 5-th level of annotation
agreement, which can be attributed to a decrease in available training data. However,
the bimodal experiments show that increasing the level of annotation agreement actu-
ally leads to an increased performance. This may indicate that the proposed bimodal
setup is more robust against training data size.

7.6 Summary

In this chapter, we proposed an effective bimodal emotion recognition system based
on acoustic and linguistic information from speech signals. The experimental findings
presented in this study reveal several important conclusions. First, the performance
of the bimodal system greatly overcomes any single modality. Second, the contribu-
tion of acoustic modality is far greater than linguistic, gaining 2-4 times more weight.
However, linguistic modality is still important since fusing the linguistic information
with acoustic provides 24.69%-38.29% relative improvement. When processing lin-
guistic modality, it is imperative to consider both emotions and sentiments since their
mutual performance provides the best outcome in a variety of application scenarios.
Finally, the comparison of the performance of the proposed system on different levels
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of annotation agreement shows that the proposed system is more robust against the
training data size reduction. It is also worth noting that the level of annotation agree-
ment affects the result of bimodal recognition of emotions, since level 5 of agreement
exceeds level 4 in performance by 6.31%. The best performance was achieved on the
4-th level of annotation agreement, reaching UAR=76.53%.
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8 Conclusion
This chapter summarizes the main concepts of the thesis: identifies theoretical, prac-
tical, and experimental contributions; emphasizes the relevance of the conducted re-
search against the state-of-the-art solutions and recent technological advancements;
discusses applicability of the obtained results to the real-life scenarios, as well as
proposes the directions for future research.

8.1 Overall summary

Different aspects of bimodal speech emotion recognition using audio and text were
explored on three different levels: feature level, model architecture level, and decision
level.

On the feature level, a new set of knowledge-based linguistic features was proposed
as an alternative to existing state-of-the-art neural-network-based representations.
The advantages of the proposed features include small size, small computational com-
plexity, and easy interpretability of the results while maintaining high discriminative
power for valence recognition task. The effectiveness of the proposed features was
proved during the Interspeech 2020 Computational Paralinguistics Challenge, where
the proposed system ranked 1st in the Elderly Emotion Sub-challenge.

On the model level, a new neural network architecture based on RNN-LSTM
was proposed to model acoustical context both in an individual speaker’s flow of
speech and in a dialogue flow of speaker turns. The advantages of the proposed
system include the ability to use domain adaptation technique to increase the training
data size and improve performance on new, out-of-corpus data. At the time of the
publication of the results, the proposed approach surpassed the state-of-the-art in
the given tasks in terms of both average CV classification performance and standard
deviation across the CV folds.

On the decision level, a new rule for combining audio and text modalities was pro-
posed to increase the robustness of emotion predictions. Information analyzed from
several related affective phenomena, such as emotions and sentiment, was leveraged
to provide better overall performance. The proposed decision-level fusion rule allowed
increasing the classification rate relative to any unimodal prediction performance, as
well as increasing reliability of the system in case of any missing modality.

During the design and implementation of the proposed systems much importance
was given to the aspects related to practical application in-the-wild. To bring the
emotion recognition systems closer to real-life scenarios, we considered the following
factors:

1. Small, compact and interpretable feature representations.

2. Domain adaptation.

3. Contextualized analysis of emotional dialogues.

4. Bimodal fusion for robustness and compensation of missing values.
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We used four emotional speech corpora to evaluate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed systems: two English (IEMOCAP, CreativeIT), one German (USoMS-e), and
one Russian (RAMAS) corpus. The obtained experimental results indicate high effec-
tiveness of the proposed systems reaching classification rate of three levels of activation
and valence up to UAR=76.3% and UAR=65.1%, respectively, and the classification
rate of 7 emotional categories UAR=72.01%. These results surpass human recognition
performance, which is estimated to be around 60% for six basic emotional categories.
The comparison to the existing literature shows manifold improvements and strong
competitiveness of the obtained results against existing state-of-the-art technologies
in the field.

8.2 Thesis contributions

Following is the description of the theoretical, practical and experimental contribu-
tions of the thesis.

8.2.1 Theoretical

1. The theories of emotions and sentiments were explored as interrelated concepts
that share some similarity but provide different views on the humans’ affective
states. Emotions and sentiments were experimentally found to have significant
correlation, and their mutual modeling allowed improving the emotion recogni-
tion results as compared to modeling the emotional categories alone.

2. The mutual influence of annotation confidence level and training data size was
emphasized during a set of experiments that showed the compromise between
them and a great influence on the overall system performance. Important con-
clusions were drawn based on the evidence that a training dataset with small
size but highly confident annotation produces better classification results than
a training dataset with larger size but less confident annotation. This holds
true even when testing on unreliable data. Therefore, we advocate for greater
pressure on reliability of the labels during corpus design, even though it may
come at the cost of the overall number of training samples.

3. The effects of various text preprocessing steps were investigated to identify
their influence on the overall system performance. Considered preprocessing
steps include POS tagging, lemmatization and negation. Filtering the input
data according to POS tag was found to be associated with increased perfor-
mance, while extreme levels of lemmatization (total and no lemmatization) have
negative effects on the overall performance. The proposed partial lemmatiza-
tion scheme allowed achieving the best results. Simple negation of word scores
based on the preceding negative articles further improves the results, however,
its effects also depend on other preprocessing steps. Therefore, we established
interrelation between the different text preprocessing steps, which should be
considered collectively.
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4. The expected performance drop when using ASR systems instead of hand tran-
scription was estimated. The distribution of the number of words obtained
after ASR differs from the original: the average number of words in machine
translation is significantly smaller, as not all words and phrases are consistently
recognized. Nevertheless, the expected performance drop is estimated at around
3-5% depending on system configuration, and in some cases, the classification
rate obtained on features from machine transcription is equal to the one ob-
tained on features from hand transcription.

5. The effects of machine translation on overall system performance were analyzed
for applying the proposed linguistic processing for different languages. Despite
the reduction of word count compared to the original text, and possible inaccu-
racies introduced during machine translation, experiments show that semantic
orientation is not only preserved, but also the classification rate improves after
translating the original text (German) into English. This may be explained
by a greater size and a richer structure of English-language lexical resources.
This proves viability of using machine translation together with the proposed
approach to apply the system for different target languages.

8.2.2 Practical

1. A new system for dialogue context modeling was proposed to predict emotional
primitives (activation and valence) based on acoustical context of individual
speaker’s speech and information about the emotional state of an interlocutor.
The method is based on a hierarchical RNN-LSTM neural network structure
that takes into account both frame-level and utterance-level modeling, which
allows to make more accurate predictions. As a result, the emotion recognition
in a dialogue is performed by using mutual information from both speakers, and
the classification rate increases as compared to using isolated utterances.

2. Domain adaptation method integrated in the acoustic modeling system is pro-
posed for increasing the training data size by attracting additional training
corpora. Using several training datasets may be desirable when the size of a
single training dataset is small or when the target dataset does not have the
required annotation. Domain adaptation allows mitigating the negative effects
of domain mismatch between two corpora, bringing the feature distributions
closer to each other. By effectively transforming source and target data, it was
shown that the system achieves better results with domain adaptation. An-
other benefit of using domain adaptation is the increased possibility to apply
the system in arbitrary conditions, i.e. in cross-corpus scenarios and real-life
situations.

3. A new system for modeling linguistic features was proposed to take advantage
of machine translation and various lexical resources in different languages. The
features used by the system are obtained by collecting several sentiment dictio-
naries and aggregating polarity scores from each lexical resource. The combined
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scores are then used to calculate various statistical measures, such as min, max,
range, mean, sum, and number of items; the exact types and number of statis-
tical features depend on the structure of the dictionary. The advantage of using
such system is most prominent for low-resourced languages that lack original
sentiment dictionaries: experiments show that by using machine translation
from an under-resourced language into English, it is possible to achieve better
performance due to much richer structure of English-language resources. Fur-
ther advantages also include compactness and lightweight implementation, as
well as flexibility to adapt to different classification tasks. The proposed system
shows high effectiveness in valence recognition task, surpassing the performance
of state-of-the-art neural-network-based methods.

4. A new classification decision rule was proposed for fusing outcome from audio
and text processing streams. It takes advantage of the sentiment, which is a
complimentary concept to emotions that carries additional information about
speakers’ affective states. By effectively combining the concepts of emotions
and sentiment, it was possible to increase the performance of the classification
system and its robustness to missing modality values.

5. The combination of the proposed acoustic and linguistic systems allows creat-
ing an integral SER system capable of strong emotion recognition performance
based on audio and text. The foundation of such system is the proposed hier-
archical framework for dialogue modeling, which produces audio-based emotion
predictions. Combined with the text-based predictions obtained from the pro-
posed linguistic modeling, the intermediate results are obtained for each modal-
ity, separately. Finally, the proposed decision rule for bimodal fusion produces
ultimate results. An important note should be taken on the linguistic model-
ing part: since the method works best with longer utterances, it is possible to
accumulate the history of the lexical content of each speaker turn in a dialogue
to obtain better results.

8.2.3 Experimental

1. The thesis presents experimental findings on classification of three levels of
emotional primitives, activation and valence, on a dialogue level, which was
evaluated on IEMOCAP corpus using UAR as the performance measure. During
the experiments, we analyzed the effects of domain adaptation and dialogue-
level context modeling on system performance. In the set of CV experiments,
the best achieved classification rate was UAR=76.3±1.9% for activation and
UAR=65.1±3.1% for valence.

2. The thesis presents experimental findings on classification of three levels of
valence on a personal story level, which was evaluated on USoMS-e corpus
using UAR as the performance measure. The experiments included investigation
of the effects of machine transcription, machine translation, and various text
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preprocessing steps. The test set results revealed the best valence classification
rate UAR=63.7%.

3. The thesis presents experimental findings on classification of seven emotional
categories on an utterance level, which was evaluated on RAMAS corpus using
UAR as the performance measure. Experiments were directed at exploring the
role of audio and text modalities on the overall performance of the system, as
well as proving the effectiveness of the proposed decision-level fusion strategy.
The best test set performance was captured at UAR=72.01%.

4. The thesis presents experimental findings on comparison of the traditional data
split approach vs. cross-validation-based ensembling during training. The ex-
periments were performed on the USoMS-e corpus that provides a predefined
train/development/test split from challenge organizers. The results indicate
that using ensembling strategy and cross-validation allows achieving robust re-
sults on the test set as compared to the traditional data split approach.

5. The thesis presents experimental findings and provision of best practices for
the compromise between the annotation confidence level and training data size.
Experiments on the RAMAS dataset were performed using audio and video
modalities, as well as in a bimodal setup, to justify the results. The findings
reveal that a better performance can be achieved using less amount of reliable
data instead of using more amount of unreliable data. The best performance
for recognition of seven emotional classes UAR=76.53% was achieved on the
4-th level of annotation confidence.

8.3 Limitations and future research

The main focus of this thesis was the in-the-wild applicability of the speech emotion
recognition systems in real-life scenarios. For this, we used a compact linguistic
feature representation based on tonal dictionaries and an RNN-LSTM-based acoustic
context modeling in dialogue speech. Despite experimentally proved effectiveness of
the proposed systems, there are certain limitations. The linguistic features based on
statistical information extracted from tonal dictionaries do not take the contextual
information into account, i.e. they ignore grammar and word order, as well as word
co-occurrences in a text. Apart from that, RNN-LSTM neural networks require a lot
of training data, and easily overfit on small datasets. The problem of training data
size always accompanies supervised machine learning algorithms, which are sensitive
not only to the amount of training data, but also to the quality of annotation.

Emotional speech datasets suffer particularly from small size and insufficient repre-
sentativeness of target population. Most of the existing corpora available for research
feature adult population without considering other age groups, such as children and
elderly. Only few datasets are multi-lingual, and even fewer multi-cultural. The
difficulty of collection and annotation of emotional speech corpora lies in the sponta-
neous nature of emotions: it is very hard to capture and accurately annotate authentic
emotional expressions. The noise in labels due to subjective evaluation and human
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factors also prevent from building accurate and universal automatic speech emotion
recognition systems.

Feature extraction is one of the major bottlenecks in SER research. A classification
algorithm performs only as good as the features provided at the input, and it is not
always possible to know in advance, which features are more effective. A viable
solution for avoiding this problem is using end-to-end neural network approaches
that take raw waveform as an input and perform feature extraction in the early layers
of the network. A major milestone in this direction of research was set by Trigeorgis
et al. [142] in their famous work with a catchy name “Adieu features? ...” where
the authors used a combination of convolutional and recurrent LSTM layers on raw
data for predicting continuous values of activation and arousal. However, the end-
to-end approaches require a significant amount of data for training; while the frame-
level annotation may be enough for such data-greedy method, the utterance-level
annotation often prohibits training. Therefore, utterance-level end-to-end emotion
recognition systems are yet to be invented.

Transfer learning is one of the solutions that allows partly overcoming the insuf-
ficient training data problem. Transfer learning takes advantage of additional data
resources from neighbouring classification tasks; for example, speech corpora designed
for ASR or other audio processing tasks. The idea is to train a network to perform one
task where the data is abundant, and then fine-tune the later layers in the network to
a downstream (target) task. This works because the early layers of neural networks
generally learn low-level feature representations that are common for understanding
speech signals in general. One of few available large-scale pretrained audio neural net-
works for audio pattern recognition is the PANN model proposed by Kong et al. [217].
Transfer learning has been actively used in computer vision and NLP tasks, however,
the audio processing community is yet to gain momentum in this research direction.

In view of the aforementioned data size limitations, the main future direction of
research is seen in the semi-supervised and unsupervised emotion classification ap-
proaches. Unsupervised machine learning does not require preliminary annotation
of the training data: the necessary information is directly inferred from the internal
structure of the training corpus. Several studies have already addressed the problem
of unsupervised representation learning on unlabeled speech. Neumann and Thang
Vu [218] have shown that incorporating representations generated by an autoencoder
that was trained on a large external unlabeled dataset leads to consistent improve-
ments in emotion recognition accuracy of a given SER model. Another work by Li
et al. [219] shows that contrastive predictive coding can learn salient representations
from unlabeled datasets, which improves emotion recognition performance. A fully
unsupervised approach based on clustering was proposed by Sajjad et al. [220]. De-
spite being still less effective in terms of the classification rate, these are promising
results that motivate further exploration of the unsupervised training approaches for
integration into speech emotion recognition systems.



 
 

APPENDIX A 

 

Table 1. Example input text from USoMS-e corpus and the output of SentiWordNet dictionary look-up 

algorithm according to various preprocessing steps: A – no negation, no POS tagging, no lemmatization; 

B – with negation, POS tagging and total lemmatization. 

 

“So, I changed jobs years ago. That means, uh, I was only seconded to another job and thought 

that was the job for me, the ultimate. I really, I was so happy. On the one hand, I somehow had 

the feeling that I knew the boss, and I thought if I do my job well, it's all okay. And then the 

absolute horror really came. I have, uh, yes, I didn't know what to do next.”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 SentiWordNet positive scores SentiWordNet negative scores 

A 

('changed', 0.2083), ('only', 0.0416), ('job', 0.0073), 
('thought', 0.0625), ('job', 0.0073), ('really', 0.4375), 
('happy', 0.5625), ('on', 0.0250), ('one', 0.1805), 
('hand', 0.0703), ('feeling', 0.0208), ('boss', 0.1250), 
('thought', 0.0625), ('do', 0.0156), ('job', 0.0073), 
('well', 0.3541), ('all', 0.2916), ('okay', 0.2812), 
('then', 0.0750), ('absolute', 0.2500), ('horror', 
0.1666), ('really', 0.4375), ('have', 0.0187), ('yes', 
0.25), ('know', 0.1770), ('do', 0.0156) 

('i', 0.0625), ('i', 0.0625), ('only', 0.0694), ('another', 
0.1250), ('job', 0.0882), ('thought', 0.1562), ('job', 
0.0882), ('ultimate', 0.0416), ('i', 0.0625), ('really', 
0.0625), ('i', 0.0625), ('one', 0.0972), ('hand', 
0.0234), ('i', 0.0625), ('somehow', 0.1250), ('feeling', 
0.0625), ('i', 0.0625), ('boss', 0.0178), ('i', 0.0625), 
('thought', 0.1562), ('i', 0.0625), ('do', 0.0312), 
('job', 0.0882), ('well', 0.0321), ('okay', 0.0312), 
('absolute', 0.3125), ('horror', 0.4583), ('really', 
0.0625), ('i', 0.0625), ('have', 0.0500), ('i', 0.0625), 
('know', 0.0312), ('do', 0.0312), ('next', 0.0312) 

B 

('change', 'v', 0.05), ('job', 'n', 0.0096), ('mean', 'v', 
0.0892), ('be', 'v', 0.0288), ('only', 'r', 0.0535), 
('second', 'v', 0.3125), ('job', 'n', 0.0096), ('think', 'v', 
0.1442), ('be', 'v', 0.0288), ('job', 'n', 0.0096), 
('really', 'r', 0.4375), ('be', 'v', 0.0288), ('happy', 'a', 
0.5625), ('hand', 'n', 0.0803), ('have', 'v', 0.0197), 
('feeling', 'n', 0.0208), ('know', 'v', 0.1363), ('think', 
'v', 0.1442), ('do', 'v', 0.0096), ('job', 'n', 0.0096), 
('well', 'r', 0.4455), ('okay', 'n', 0.1250), ('horror', 'n', 
0.1666), ('really', 'r', 0.4375), ('come', 'v', 0.0357), 
('have', 'v', 0.0197), ('do', 'v', 0.0096), ('not know', 
'v', -0.13636), ('do', 'v', 0.0096) 

('change', 'v', 0.0375), ('job', 'n', 0.1057), ('mean', 
'v', 0.0357), ('be', 'v', 0.0192), ('only', 'r', 0.0892), 
('job', 'n', 0.1057), ('think', 'v', 0.0096), ('be', 'v', 
0.0192), ('job', 'n', 0.1057), ('ultimate', 'a', 0.0625), 
('really', 'r', 0.0625), ('be', 'v', 0.0192), ('hand', 'n', 
0.0267), ('have', 'v', 0.0526), ('feeling', 'n', 0.0625), 
('know', 'v', 0.0340), ('think', 'v', 0.0096), ('i', 'a', 
0.2500), ('do', 'v', 0.0384), ('job', 'n', 0.1057), ('well', 
'r', 0.0448), ('okay', 'n', 0.1250), ('absolute', 'n', 
0.2500), ('horror', 'n', 0.4583), ('really', 'r', 0.0625), 
('come', 'v', 0.0059), ('have', 'v', 0.0526), ('do', 'v', 
0.0384), ('not know', 'v', -0.0340), ('do', 'v', 0.0384) 

163



 
 

APPENDIX B 

 

Table 1. Comparison of the train and development set classification accuracy (UAR, %) of 3 levels of 

valence in the USoMS-e corpus, achieved by the system based on proposed linguistic feature 

representation (SentiWS tonal dictionary) using hand transcription and machine transcription. Training 

and testing happens on each dataset in an independent manner. Selected features are optimized for hand 

transcription performance. 

 

 

 

Number of 

features 
Features 

Hand transcription Machine transcription 

Train Devel Train Devel 

1 max_SentiWS 54.62 54.85 48.82 53.39 

2 
max_SentiWS 

num_neg_SentiWS 
59.55 62.20 54.58 58.67 

3 

max_SentiWS 

range_SentiWS 

num_neg_SentiWS 

64.94 62.51 55.21 55.48 

4 

max_SentiWS 

range_SentiWS 

mean_SentiWS 

num_pos_SentiWS 

64.54 57.9 56.64 48.56 

5 

min_SentiWS 

max_SentiWS 

range_SentiWS 

mean_SentiWS 

num_neg_SentiWS 

57.10 58.34 50.64 58.16 

6 

min_SentiWS 

max_SentiWS 

range_SentiWS 

sum_SentiWS 

num_pos_SentiWS 

num_neg_SentiWS 

70.71 54.68 58.3 49.08 

7 

min_SentiWS 

max_SentiWS 

range_SentiWS  

mean_SentiWS  

sum_SentiWS 

num_pos_SentiWS 

num_neg_SentiWS 

69.89 54.68 47.31 51.76 



 
 

Table 2. Comparison of the train and development set classification accuracy (UAR, %) of 3 levels of 

valence in the USoMS-e corpus, achieved by the system based on proposed linguistic feature 

representation (SentiWS tonal dictionary) using hand transcription and machine transcription. Training 

and testing happens on each dataset in an independent manner. Selected features are optimized for 

machine transcription performance. 

 

  

Number of 

features 
Features 

Hand transcription Machine transcription 

Train Devel Train Devel 

1 max_SentiWS 54.62 54.85 48.82 53.39 

2 
max_SentiWS 

num_neg_SentiWS 
59.55 62.20 54.58 58.67 

3 

max_SentiWS 

range_SentiWS 

num_neg_SentiWS 

64.94 62.51 55.21 55.48 

4 

min_SentiWS 

range_SentiWS 

num_pos_SentiWS 

num_neg_SentiWS 

66.67 49.16 54.94 53.47 

5 

min_SentiWS 

max_SentiWS 

range_SentiWS 

mean_SentiWS 

num_neg_SentiWS 

57.10 58.34 50.64 58.16 

6 

min_SentiWS 

max_SentiWS 

range_SentiWS 

mean_SentiWS 

sum_SentiWS 

num_neg_SentiWS 

55.8 54.35 59.07 55.38 

7 

min_SentiWS 

max_SentiWS 

range_SentiWS  

mean_SentiWS 

sum_SentiWS 

num_pos_SentiWS 

num_neg_SentiWS 

69.89 54.68 47.31 51.76 



 
 

Table 3. Comparison of the development set classification accuracy (UAR, %) of 3 levels of valence in 

the USoMS-e corpus, achieved by the system based on proposed linguistic feature representation 

(SentiWS tonal dictionary) using hand transcription and machine transcription. Training happens on the 

hand transcription training data, testing – on the machine transcription development data. Selected 

features are optimized for hand transcription performance. 

  

Number 

of 

features 

Features 

Hand transcription Machine transcription 

Devel Devel 

1 max_SentiWS 54.85 52.92 

2 
max_SentiWS 

num_neg_SentiWS 
62.20 57.8 

3 

max_SentiWS 

range_SentiWS 

num_neg_SentiWS 

62.51 59.58 

4 

max_SentiWS 

range_SentiWS 

mean_SentiWS 

num_pos_SentiWS 

57.9 48.21 

5 

min_SentiWS 

max_SentiWS 

range_SentiWS 

mean_SentiWS 

num_neg_SentiWS 

58.34 57.16 

6 

min_SentiWS 

max_SentiWS 

range_SentiWS 

sum_SentiWS 

num_pos_SentiWS 

num_neg_SentiWS 

54.68 51.07 

7 

min_SentiWS 

max_SentiWS 

range_SentiWS  

mean_SentiWS  

sum_SentiWS 

num_pos_SentiWS 

num_neg_SentiWS 

54.68 53.42 



 
 

Table 4. Comparison of the development set classification accuracy (UAR, %) of 3 levels of valence in 

the USoMS-e corpus, achieved by the system based on proposed linguistic feature representation 

(SentiWS tonal dictionary) using hand transcription and machine transcription. Training happens on the 

hand transcription training data, testing – on the machine transcription development data. Selected 

features are optimized for machine transcription performance. 

 

 

  

Number 

of features 
Features 

Hand transcription Machine transcription 

Devel Devel 

1 max_SentiWS 54.85 52.92 

2 
max_SentiWS 

num_neg_SentiWS 
62.20 57.80 

3 

max_SentiWS 

range_SentiWS 

num_neg_SentiWS 

62.51 59.58 

4 

min_SentiWS 

range_SentiWS 

num_pos_SentiWS 

num_neg_SentiWS 

49.16 50.56 

5 

min_SentiWS 

max_SentiWS 

range_SentiWS 

mean_SentiWS 

num_neg_SentiWS 

58.34 57.16 

6 

min_SentiWS 

max_SentiWS 

range_SentiWS 

mean_SentiWS 

sum_SentiWS 

num_neg_SentiWS 

54.35 52.45 

7 

min_SentiWS 

max_SentiWS 

range_SentiWS 

mean_SentiWS 

sum_SentiWS 

num_pos_SentiWS 

num_neg_SentiWS 

54.68 53.42 



 
 

APPENDIX С 

 

Table 1. The effect of lemmatization on the USoMS-e development set classification performance 

(UAR, %); no negation, no POS tagging.  

  

Number of 

features 
No lemmatization Partial lemmatization Total lemmatization 

1 max_pos 54.77 max_pos 54.77 max_pos 54.77 

2 
mean_pos  

mean_neg 
56.59 

mean_pos  

mean_neg 
55.96 

mean_pos  

mean_neg 
55.75 

3 
range_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg 

58.55 

max_pos  
mean_pos  
mean_neg 

61.05 

max_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg 

60.57 

4 

max_pos  

range_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg 

61.08 

min_neg  

range_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg 

60.33 

min_neg  
max_pos  
mean_pos  
mean_neg 

60.69 

5 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

mean_pos  

sum_neg 

57.84 

max_pos  

max_neg  

mean_pos  

mean_neg 

sum_neg 

59.44 

min_neg  

max_neg  

range_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg 

59.44 

6 

max_pos  

range_pos  

range_neg  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_neg 

57.87 

max_pos  

max_neg  

range_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_neg 

59.62 

min_neg  

max_pos  

range_pos  

range_neg  

mean_pos  

mean_neg 

59.44 

7 

min_pos  

min_neg  

range_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_neg  

num_pos 

56.94 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_pos  

sum_neg  

num_pos 

57.30 

min_neg  

max_pos  

max_neg  

range_pos  

range_neg  

mean_pos  

mean_neg 

57.69 

8 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

range_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_pos  

sum_neg  

num_neg 

56.74 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

range_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_pos  

sum_neg  

num_pos 

57.30 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

range_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_pos  

sum_neg  

num_pos 

57.30 



 
 

 

  

9 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_pos  

sum_neg  

num_pos  

num_neg 

57.21 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

range_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_pos  

sum_neg  

num_pos  

num_neg 

57.30 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

range_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_pos  

sum_neg  

num_pos  

num_neg 

57.30 

10 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

range_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_pos  

sum_neg  

num_pos  

num_neg 

57.21 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

max_neg  

range_pos  

range_neg  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_pos  

sum_neg 

56.94 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

max_neg  

range_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_pos  

sum_neg  

num_neg 

57.78 

11 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

max_neg  

range_pos  

range_neg  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_pos  

sum_neg  

num_neg 

55.75 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

max_neg  

range_pos  

range_neg  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_pos  

sum_neg  

num_neg 

56.94 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

max_neg  

range_pos  

range_neg  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_pos  

sum_neg  

num_neg 

56.94 



 
 

 

Table 2. The effect of lemmatization on the USoMS-e development set classification performance 

(UAR, %); no negation, with POS tagging.  

 

  

Number 

of features 
No lemmatization Partial lemmatization Total lemmatization 

1 range_pos 54.65 range_pos 53.73 max_pos 51.23 

2 
range_pos  

mean_neg 
57.98 

max_pos  

sum_neg 
57.16 

mean_pos  

mean_neg 
57.15 

3 
min_neg  

range_pos  

sum_neg 

60.04 

min_neg  

max_pos  

sum_neg 

57.16 

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

num_neg 

59.82 

4 

min_neg  

range_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg 

62.06 

max_pos  

max_neg  

mean_pos  

mean_neg 

58.61 

max_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_neg 

59.02 

5 

min_neg  

max_pos  

range_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg 

63.25 

min_pos  

max_neg  

mean_pos  

sum_neg  

num_neg 

59.59 

max_pos  

max_neg  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_neg 

58.37 

6 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

range_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg 

61.22 

min_pos  

max_neg  

range_neg  

mean_pos  

sum_neg  

num_neg 

59.59 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

range_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg 

58.72 

7 

min_neg  

max_pos  

range_pos  

range_neg  

mean_pos  

sum_neg  

num_neg 

58.49 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

max_neg  

mean_pos  

sum_neg  

num_neg 

60.51 

min_neg  

max_pos  

max_neg  

range_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_neg 

59.89 

8 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

max_neg  

range_pos  

range_neg  

sum_neg  

num_neg 

57.01 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

max_neg  

range_pos  

mean_pos  

sum_neg  

num_neg 

60.51 

min_neg  

max_pos  

max_neg  

range_pos  

range_neg  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_neg 

58.13 



 
 

 

  

9 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

max_neg  

range_pos  

mean_pos  

sum_pos  

sum_neg  

num_pos 

55.07 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

max_neg  

range_pos  

range_neg  

mean_pos  

sum_neg  

num_neg 

59.68 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

max_neg  

range_pos  

range_neg  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_neg 

57.57 

10 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

max_neg  

range_pos  

range_neg  

mean_pos  

sum_neg  

num_pos  

num_neg 

54.89 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

max_neg  

range_pos  

range_neg  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_neg  

num_neg 

57.30 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

max_neg  

range_pos  

range_neg  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_neg  

num_neg 

53.52 

11 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

max_neg  

range_pos  

range_neg  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_pos  

num_pos  

num_neg 

53.70 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

max_neg  

range_pos  

range_neg  

mean_pos  

sum_pos  

sum_neg  

num_pos  

num_neg 

54.83 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

max_neg  

range_pos  

range_neg  

mean_pos  

sum_pos  

sum_neg  

num_pos  

num_neg 

52.60 



 
 

 

Table 3. The effect of lemmatization on the USoMS-e development set classification performance 

(UAR, %); with negation, no POS tagging.  

  

Number 

of features 
No lemmatization Partial lemmatization Total lemmatization 

1 mean_neg 53.31 mean_neg 52.51 max_pos 51.23 

2 
mean_pos  

mean_neg 
54.47 

mean_pos  

mean_neg 
55.01 

mean_pos  

mean_neg 
54.95 

3 
max_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg 

58.82 

range_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg 

57.66 

range_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg 

57.09 

4 

min_neg  

max_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg 

59.29 

min_neg  

max_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg 

60.48 

min_neg  

max_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg 

58.82 

5 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg 

57.86 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg 

59.89 

min_pos  

max_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_neg 

58.40 

6 

max_pos  

range_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

num_pos  

num_neg 

56.17 

max_pos  

range_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_pos  

num_pos  

num_neg 

57.31 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_neg 

58.34 

7 

min_pos  

max_pos  

range_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

num_pos  

num_neg 

54.98 

min_pos  

max_pos  

range_pos  

mean_pos  

sum_neg  

num_pos  

num_neg 

55.55 

max_pos  

range_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_pos  

sum_neg  

num_pos 

56.17 

8 

min_pos  

max_pos  

range_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_pos  

num_pos  

num_neg 

54.42 

min_pos  

max_pos  

range_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_pos  

sum_neg  

num_pos 

55.34 

min_pos  

max_pos  

range_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_pos  

sum_neg  

num_pos 

55.34 



 
 

 

 

  

9 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

range_pos  

range_neg  

mean_neg  

sum_pos  

sum_neg  

num_neg 

53.05 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

range_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_pos  

num_pos  

num_neg 

53.67 

min_pos  

max_pos  

range_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_pos  

sum_neg  

num_pos  

num_neg 

54.51 

10 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

max_neg  

range_pos  

range_neg  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_pos  

num_neg 

50.53 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

max_neg  

range_pos  

range_neg  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_pos  

num_neg 

50.94 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

max_neg  

range_pos  

range_neg  

mean_neg  

sum_pos  

num_pos  

num_neg 

52.61 

11 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

max_neg  

range_pos  

range_neg  

mean_pos  

sum_pos  

sum_neg  

num_pos  

num_neg 

49.15 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

max_neg  

range_pos  

range_neg  

mean_pos  

sum_pos  

sum_neg  

num_pos  

num_neg 

49.15 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

max_neg  

range_pos  

range_neg  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_pos  

num_pos  

num_neg 

49.15 



 
 

Table 4. The effect of lemmatization on the USoMS-e development set classification performance 

(UAR, %); with negation, with POS tagging.  

 

 

  

Number 

of 

features 

No lemmatization Partial lemmatization Total lemmatization 

1 max_pos 51.23 max_pos 52.98 mean_pos 51.59 

2 
max_pos  

sum_neg 
55.96 

mean_pos  

mean_neg 
59.26 

mean_pos  

mean_neg 
60.66 

3 
min_pos  

max_pos  

sum_neg 

57.18 

max_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg 

63.60 

max_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg 

63.60 

4 

max_pos  

range_pos  

mean_pos  

num_neg 

58.78 

min_neg  

max_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg 

60.21 

min_neg  

max_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg 

62.24 

5 

min_pos  

max_pos  

range_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg 

60.78 

min_pos  

max_pos  

range_pos  

mean_pos  

sum_neg 

61.97 

min_pos  

max_pos  

range_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg 

62.53 

6 

min_pos  

max_pos  

range_pos  

range_neg  

mean_pos  

mean_neg 

62.03 

min_pos  

max_pos  

range_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_neg 

64.11 

min_pos  

max_pos  

range_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_neg 

61.52 

7 

min_neg  

max_pos  

range_pos  

range_neg  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_pos 

57.15 

min_pos  

max_pos  

max_neg  

range_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

num_neg 

60.78 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

range_pos  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_neg 

60.21 

8 

min_pos  

max_pos  

range_pos  

range_neg  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_pos  

sum_neg 

54.80 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

max_neg  

range_pos  

range_neg  

mean_pos  

mean_neg 

58.82 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

range_pos  

range_neg  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

num_neg 

61.26 

9 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_neg  

range_neg  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_pos  

sum_neg  

num_pos 

53.94 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

max_neg  

range_pos  

range_neg  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_neg 

57.09 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

range_pos  

range_neg  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_neg  

num_neg 

57.18 



 
 

 

 

 

10 

min_neg  

max_pos  

range_pos  

range_neg  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_pos  

sum_neg  

num_pos  

num_neg 

53.05 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

max_neg  

range_pos  

range_neg  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_neg  

num_neg 

54.24 

min_pos 

min_neg 

max_pos 

max_neg 

range_pos 

range_neg 

mean_pos 

mean_neg 

sum_neg 

num_neg 

52.75 

11 

min_pos  

max_pos  

max_neg  

range_pos  

range_neg  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_pos  

sum_neg  

num_pos  

num_neg 

50.16 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

max_neg  

range_pos  

range_neg  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_pos  

sum_neg  

num_pos 

51.08 

min_pos 

min_neg 

max_pos 

max_neg 

range_pos 

range_neg 

mean_pos 

mean_neg 

sum_pos 

sum_neg 

num_neg 

50.31 

12 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

max_neg  

range_pos  

range_neg  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_pos  

sum_neg  

num_pos  

num_neg 

47.99 

min_pos  

min_neg  

max_pos  

max_neg  

range_pos  

range_neg  

mean_pos  

mean_neg  

sum_pos  

sum_neg  

num_pos  

num_neg 

49.62 

min_pos 

min_neg 

max_pos 

max_neg 

range_pos 

range_neg 

mean_pos 

mean_neg 

sum_pos 

sum_neg 

num_pos 

num_neg 

48.91 
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